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Editor’s Note
The essays in this issue emerged from a two-part panel presentation,
“1963: the Origins of Modern Composition,” at the CCCC convention in New
York, NY, March 21-27, 2007. However, the contributors to this issue of Composition Studies do more than simply add to our origin stories; instead, they
draw on 1963 to challenge what we know and move us forward in our thinking
about the discipline. The contributors prompt us to reconsider what’s become
normalized in the profession, to step back and learn from the likes of John
Rechy, Andy Warhol, Jean Luc Godard, and Gordon Parks, among others.
In Fragments of Rationality: Postmodernity and the Subject of Composition,
Lester Faigley invokes Don DeLillo’s suggestion that 1963 was “the beginning
of our current era of randomness and dissolution. . . . ambiguity, and chaos”
(3). It was also a notable year for publications in Composition: Stephen North
calls Research in Written Composition “the charter of modern Composition” and
Themes, Theories, and Therapy “the first book-length study of college writing”
(17, 14). In the forty-five years since such works, historians have used 1963
to mark the beginning of an era, the birth of the field, but our interests here
are directed elsewhere, focused on ideas and artistry from 1963 that deserve
renewed attention—an act of recovery that might help us see what paths we
didn’t take, but perhaps should have.
With this issue dedicated to building on inspiration from the past, it’s fitting to take a moment to recognize what has enabled the present. We’d like to
thank Carrie Leverenz for her years editing Composition Studies, recognizing
as well the work of former editors Ann George, Peter Vandenberg, Christina
Murphy, Robert Mayberry, and of course, founding editor Gary Tate. In addition, we would like to thank our Advisory Board for continued guidance and
our Reviewers for providing timely and valuable feedback for our authors.
We hope that you enjoy this issue of the journal, and we encourage response
essays to carry the discussions even further forward.
Brad E. Lucas
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Reproductions of (Il)Literacy: Gay
Cultural Knowledge and First-Year
Composition Pedagogy
John Goshert
“In one moment of sharing . . . the hint of a miracle can occur. But even
vague miracles fade, turn inside out” (Rechy, City 340-41).
“If the representations that do exist are normative phantasms, then how
are we to reverse or contest the force of those representations?” (Butler,
“Against” 19)

O

ur set of “1963” panels at the 2007 CCCC provided the impetus to revisit the point at which the emergent field of composition studies joined
broad, and even global, currents of intellectual inquiry. It was an opportunity to examine what Geoffrey Sirc called the “cultural rhymes” and “roads
not taken” within one moment in order, perhaps, to better understand our
own. In my view, critical reflections on 1963—from discursive practices of
the Civil Rights Movement, to representations of art in Warhol and Godard,
to intersections of technology and writing—help to document the processes
by which an era’s disruptive aesthetic, literary, and pedagogical moments become normalized and subjected to order. I focus here on John Rechy’s debut
novel, City of Night, to consider how cultural pressures, and later disciplinary
pressures in Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender/Transsexual/queer (LGBT/
q) studies, affect the acquisition of critical literacies, particularly among students and scholars who follow the moment of gay emergence Rechy documents in City and in later works. I will also draw some connections between
the short history of LGBT/q studies and ongoing conversations among compositionists in order to trace shared tendencies in those fields, which play
out in provocative ways around recent applications of multimodal writing
pedagogies. As I argue, the fields are particularly connected through the
pedagogical pressures that shape ways in which students are either invited
into or further distanced from the challenges and complexities of their critical histories. Ultimately, the intersection of gay cultural history and composition theories signal the importance of challenging persistent pressures to
accommodate facile, and even injurious, conceptions of normativity at the
expense of sustaining critical engagement with the cultural, aesthetic, and
institutional problems that originally impelled these two fields. This paper
reflects my concerns about the seduction of order, the process of normalization, and the effects of that process on the ways in which we conceive of and
draw upon radical traditions.
Composition Studies 36.1 (2008) / ISSN 1534-9322

I. City of Night and the Legacy of Gay Outlawry
Published in 1963, Rechy’s first novel is an unprecedented piece of
gay fiction, notable particularly for the ways its explicit, insider’s depictions of gay hustling and the gay underground of the late 1950s and
early 1960s diverged from a literary history that had relied primarily on
euphemism and code to express gay content. Not surprisingly, then, early
critical and popular responses to the novel focused on its sexual themes
and on the incongruous image of a male hustler who could nonetheless
write an intensely literary and homoerotic narrative. In Outlaw: The Lives
and Careers of John Rechy (2002), Charles Casillo explains that the novel’s
“unapologetic homoeroticism made the literary intelligentsia—particularly
homosexuals—distinctly uncomfortable” (151). In fact, the image of the
ideal hustler, straight-identified, “dumb, tough, and ready for sex” (172),
so clashed with the novel’s deft analysis of gay culture that Alfred Chester,
writing for the New York Review of Books, and later critics challenged the
author’s existence, and in turn, the novel’s own authenticity (156-57).1
Although this incongruity sparked reviewers’ suspicions, it also reflected the
relationship between gay culture’s few acceptable roles and the complex
identities, desires, and motivations of the men who practiced them; and this
is the recurring theme and critical tension at the novel’s heart. Thus, Rechy
brought gay sex to the foreground of the narrative to examine the ways
in which performative aspects of gay identity were all too often regarded
as essential qualities rather than strategically occupied roles. This conflation of appearance and behavior into essentialist categories was reflected
in the inability of respondents knowledgeable about gay culture to accept
even the possible existence of the novel’s literate hustler-narrator. Rechy
would return throughout his career to the systemic problem indicated by
the suspicious reception of City: that gay culture often reinforced and legitimated the injurious roles into which it was cast by dominant prejudices,
and did so at the expense of its revolutionary potential.
City of Night begins when Rechy’s anonymous narrator leaves his El Paso
home, first to discover the male hustling scene in New York, and ultimately
to join the “nightworld” of outsiders and outcasts circulating within an
apparently monolithic American social landscape of the late 1950s. While
uniquely explicit about sex, Rechy subtly retains the legacy of coding in the
narrator’s confrontations with the techniques of closeting and masking that
tenuously connect gay people to each other, and yet simultaneously bar
against forming deep social and emotional bonds. Indeed, Rechy’s narrator is
initiated into hustling and gay life by his first score, who separates sex from
intimacy with the words, “I’ll give you ten, and I dont [sic] give a damn for
you” (27). The event unfolds around a tension between the two men acting
out parts in a social ritual that represses the intimacy and shared sexuality
12 Composition Studies

they both desire and deny. From this nidus, Rechy repeatedly shows that to
survive the gay nightworld is to learn its language and its rituals, which work
to maintain the subculture’s fantasies about social relationships—between
men and women, between drag queens and straight men, and especially
between male hustlers and their scores. “I learned,” he recalls, “that there
are a variety of roles to play if youre [sic] hustling. . . . And I learned too
that to hustle the streets you had to play it almost-illiterate” (36). Ironically,
for Rechy’s relatively cultured, educated hustler, this street literacy includes,
among other traits, maintaining a façade of naïveté—even stupidity—as
when the “sexfantasy” of an early encounter evaporates when a potential
score discovers Rechy’s narrator reading a Colette novel (36-37). Rechy’s
narrator is denied both money and sex for even momentarily diverging from
the code demanding that hustlers fit a narrow, and straight, mold; he too
clearly signals his sophistication and awareness of nonnormative sexuality
by his attraction to the gay-coded Colette.
Rechy’s narrator is thus compelled to choose access to “sexmoney” or
to gay cultural knowledge, as though the two were essentially exclusive,
rather than simply signs of normative social positions. Rechy, however, shows
gay identities to be largely performative rather than natural; his narrator is
especially adept at occupying various, often incommensurable, roles in the
community even as he critically examines them to understand their broader
social significance. In tracing gay performativity, Rechy illustrates the ability
of gay men to create community and rituals to challenge a dominant American society that maintains its own normativity by negating and suppressing
difference through its own familial, religious, and juridical traditions. At
the same time though, Rechy’s examination of gay roles and rituals exposes
the ways in which gay men often adopt some of the straight world’s most
injurious traits of class, wealth, and privilege and reproduce them among
already-marginalized people. In the hustling scene especially, Rechy shows
older, wealthier, and homosexual-identified men denying the young men the
depth and sophistication they reserve for themselves. For instance, when
Rechy’s narrator tires of Hughie, a potential score—“a rabbity-looking, mincing, effeminate, beady-eyed little old man of about 60”—confusing T. E. and
D. H. Lawrence: “I corrected him. ‘Oh, dear me,’ he said, ‘how frightful—an
Intellectual! You should have kept your mouth closed, youngman. My oh
my—oh!—the mind of an old man and the body of a young boy’” (229).
Hughie prefers, as he later describes a twelve-year-old neighbor, “The Young
One. They read comicbooks—not D. H. Lawrence!” (230). Even in service
of preserving the sexfantasy of hustling and other aspects of gay social rituals, when young men are denied literacy and are isolated from each other
through enforced straight roles, the gay community risks its own survival
by reproducing performative identities so systematically that they begin to
look like gay identity itself.2
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Recognizing that City of Night was more than a simple documentary of
the demi-monde, publisher Michael Denneny observed: “Very few books are
dangerous. . . . Very few books are actually threatening to the status quo
of society, and City of Night was one of them” (qtd. in Casillo 150). As the
institutional suspicions of Alfred Chester and other reviewers suggest, the
novel posed threats first by exposing a broad U.S. audience to gay society
and especially to gay sexuality, and yet perhaps more importantly, by challenging the methods by which gay people’s own social roles and rituals work
their way from techniques of mutual recognition to those regulating possible
expressions of sexuality. As one character reflects on the process: “Certainly
the hustler knows he hasn’t created the legend of what he is in our world. Like
all other legends, it’s already there, made by the world, waiting for him to
fit in. And he tried to live up to what hes [sic] supposed to be” (389). In the
hustling scenes of Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago, men are rewarded
for identifying with and reproducing the most injurious dominant notions
about gay people; in turn, the hustler’s often feigned sexual innocence and
illiteracy worked in turn to reproduce an image of the homosexual score as
a predator on the young and unsophisticated.3 Thus, even as he documented
the aesthetically performative range—and the revolutionary performative
rage—of gay culture, City of Night also interrupts reproductive processes
insofar as they worked to legitimate and reify gay marginality, especially
within gay society.
Certainly, though, Rechy understands the necessity of reproduction and
role playing, because the gay community, like any community, recognizes
itself through its social and discursive rituals. In order to enter the community,
Rechy, like his characters, must be able to perform those rituals as an insider;
at the same time, however, Rechy additionally develops a critical literacy
through which he analyzes and disrupts roles even as he occupies them.
In fact, Rechy developed a wide repertoire of roles in the gay community;
especially after City of Night became successful, Rechy would unpredictably
play, combine, and confound roles of artist, cruiser, teacher, hustler, and
public intellectual, among others. As he later writes in The Sexual Outlaw
(1977), when he shifts his performance from cruising for mutual sex to
hustling, “on Selma, the tacky side of the street he will soon move into . . .
he will most often pretend to be ‘straight’—uncomfortably rationalizing the
subterfuge by reminding himself that those attracted to him will usually . . .
want him to be like that” (39). The tension Rechy lives as both hustler and
documentarian, as both public intellectual and anonymous novelist—an
“outsider among outsiders” (Sexual 39)—is reflected in a larger pedagogical
project that encourages his readers to continually recognize and experiment
with the possibilities of gay cultural rituals.
In my view, Rechy’s project resonates with that of experimental art generally, which, Jean François Lyotard explains, continually puts conventions
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and normative techniques of perceiving the world in crisis, “flushing out
artifices of presentation which make it possible to subordinate thought to
the gaze” (79). Whether in Lyotard’s exploration of Duchamp and Joyce or
in Rechy’s analysis of gay culture, aesthetic and identificatory conventions
are exposed as performative and precarious: visible insofar as participants
perform roles and rituals, even as they retain the potential for other possible
performances. Furthermore, while performing roles is perhaps necessary, as
one character in City of Night explains of a hustler who mistakenly conflates
role and identity: “pretending that you never, never, never do this or that is
fine—or if you dont [sic] now, that you never will. But really never, never,
never doing this or that—well, it’s slightly insane” (228). Yet, as Rechy’s
narrator notes, gay men are compelled continually by “an insistent refrain”
within the community away from experimentation and to reproduce their
roles, and “from an acute awareness of the life they—we!—lived” (228-29).
Here, even Rechy’s critically astute narrator identifies the compulsion to
reproduce a stable, recognizable role in the community, particularly when
the stakes of resistance are so high for gay men who rarely receive recognition outside the gay world.
Later, recognition came with a high price, for Rechy observed over the
decades following City of Night gay people gradually gaining the ability to
be out beyond the gay community, but doing so while often disabling the experimental, revolutionary danger they posed to American normativity. During
the 1970s—which saw both the 1973 elimination of homosexuality from the
American Psychiatric Association’s list of mental disorders and the growth of
the gay liberation movement—Rechy observed a certain controlled, normative image of gay respectability emerging in American culture; he suggests
throughout Sexual Outlaw that marginal acceptability overshadowed more
aggressively revolutionary gay politics of the kind he linked to public sexuality
in City of Night. In contrast to an early section of Sexual Outlaw where Rechy
argues that public sex signals gay people’s “untested insurrectionary power
that can bring down their straight world” (31), he sees young gay people
becoming “so unaware, so unconcerned, and so conservative despite their
youth, that I have come to think of them as ‘Nephew Toms’. . . As long as
they could go to dance bars and hold hands on campus, hey, well, ah, everything was okay, they kept repeating” (243-44). Gay people’s insurrectionary
power depends on their imagining themselves as a community that exceeds
roles largely given, and certainly predicated upon recognition, by a hostile
dominant society. Being out, then, may remain a powerful opening move in
challenging dominant identificatory conventions, but without performative
ironic experimentation, outness alone remains unable to seriously disrupt
those conventions’ ideological foundations.
By the late 1990s, Rechy observes naïveté and illiteracy no longer as
roles whose ironic performativity held revolutionary potential but as norms
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shaping the actual self-perception of younger gay people, particularly students who find themselves comparatively “[s]afe in sympathetic numbers
[and] propped up by encounter-type jargon” (Sexual 243). When he compares activism of the past with the conciliatory behaviors of the present, he
explains:
I’m not nostalgic about past times. I just very much resent attitudes
that were created in the past now being arrogated as only from the
present. . . . Most gay people think history begins the last time they
had sex with somebody. I’ve pointed out that our history is very long,
but the record of it is very short. The gay culture I know is very often
unconcerned about that. (“Transformations” 12)

Michael Warner similarly suggests that the recent appearance of putatively
gay people in American popular culture has created an illusion of acceptability that ironically reinforces closeting pressures of the past. Gay people
are now pressured to “repudiate their own sexual culture and its worldmaking venues” in order to claim their normalcy within dominant culture
(89). As he continues in “Zones of Privacy,” “Even people who are out will
often go along with the rules of decorum, forgetting in any official context
whatever they might have learned about the queer world. These tacit rules
about what can be acknowledged or said in public are as much a closet
as any, and a politics of identity will be insufficient in fighting it” (100).
The privatizing of sexual cultures (both dominant and marginal) bear especially profoundly on students who see their identities through the lens
of what Warner calls a “dominant culture of privacy . . . [that] wants you
to pretend that your sexuality sprang from your nature alone and found
expression solely with your mate, that sexual knowledges neither circulate
among others nor accumulate over time in a way that is transmissible”
(97). Those concerns about the increased privileging of uninvestigated
agency and the suppression of critical social and historical consciousness
among gay people reflect broader issues of literacy acquisition, particularly
as the closeting pressures shape academic space, even as that space appears to offer unprecedented access to historically marginalized people. In
other words, there are significant pedagogical implications to the intensely
limiting notions of identity and agency which have come to be the matter
of celebration and endorsement rather than subjected to the kinds of critical engagement encouraged by Rechy and Warner.

II. Pedagogies of Normativity
Gary Lehring brings these issues to our quotidian academic context
as he observes young gay people expecting academic experiences to con16 Composition Studies

form to their own newly acquired claim on American normativity. Lehring
recalls reading Jean Elshtain’s 1981 Salmagundi article, “The Paradox of
Gay Liberation,” with his contemporary students, who were discomforted
both by Elshtain’s anti-gay arguments, and, surprisingly, by positions of gay
liberationists themselves. Indeed, liberationist perspectives were so foreign
and jarring, Lehring recalls, that his students
accused [Elshtain] of . . . having invented the voices of the liberationists, as no one would really have made those claims about destroying
marriage, traditional family, and heterosexuality. These students retreated into the superiority of the “present” from which they could cast
aspersions on the past. . . . They found it difficult to believe that anyone
would ever have such strange and antisocial ideas. (185)

As much as persistent homophobia poses both metaphoric and material
threats to our students, like Lehring, Rechy, and Warner, I believe that students’ ahistorical skepticism is significant in its own right. In too many
instances, the appearance of supposedly queer people on the dominant
cultural stage—and the marginal access of out queers to social spaces of
the street and the academy—has come to stand in for liberation itself. Students thus advance instances of queer normativity against Lehring’s social,
contextual framework as though personal perceptions of normativity and
agency could trump the complex and contentious history of gay struggles,
and as though critical inquiry into normative perceptions and assumptions
are either nonsensical or downright hostile.
Teachers of gay literature and culture are thus pressured to reproduce
and legitimate the kinds of simplistic and comforting narratives young people
see regularly in mass culture and to allow students to avoid acquiring more
complex and politically disruptive literacies—which in my view is precisely
the purpose of academic engagement. Among younger gay people, Rechy’s
nightworld recedes into the background of consciousness, occupying—if
any place at all—that of a historical footnote or aberration in the odyssey of gay people’s progress toward recognition and normalcy. Thus, the
revolutionary spirit Rechy saw informing gay culture generally, and more
specifically gay sex, is gradually abandoned in favor of embracing a cultural
sensibility that values conformity with and reproduction of injurious dominant representations of gay people. More troubling, as Rechy recognized in
the 1970s, the seduction of order shifted gay people’s concerns away from
broad revolutionary activism and toward simply petitioning for roles in the
very social institutions (marriage, military service, and religious activity)
that marginalized them; “revolutions,” he claims, “are thwarted when the
threatened established order hands out crumbs” (Sexual 246). Gay people,
and especially our younger students who have been steeped in an established
order that appears to accept at least a tightly constrained gay identity in its
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projection of normativity, are thus seduced into upholding and reproducing
order and maintaining a status quo that suppresses tenacious examination
and critical inquiry. As Lehring remarks, the “closet lined with liberal good
intentions is still a closet” (182). Institutionally, though, instructors and programs are likely to be rewarded (by satisfying student demands, encouraging
attendance, attracting future students, and so on) by endorsing rather than
challenging the normative notions students bring about themselves, about
identity, and about society to the academic table.
The fact that our students hold normative notions should not be surprising. After all, norms appear to be natural, self evident, and irreproachable
because they are so ubiquitous, particularly in a society where dominant
narratives exist in a veritable vacuum, free from contact with countervailing
notions or substantive debate. Lehring persists in explaining the value of
helping students develop a more critical literacy about gender and sexuality,
and about social structures that place such a high premium on gender/sexual
conformity. In order to develop that critical literacy, students’ normative
perceptions must be brought into contact with longstanding, contentious
conversations about gender and sexuality; and, since those conversations
are not part of the dominant cultural monologue—Lehring echoes Rechy,
observing that “the voices of rupture . . . have fallen silent” (191)—some
countervailing knowledge is needed to develop a complex discourse that
would otherwise be unavailable. As I argue in the remainder of this paper,
first year composition courses are also spaces where we face pressures similar
to those described by Lehring, and where analogous pressures are exerted
by a popular culture that sees itself as natural and self evident against the
critical academic work of defamiliarizing and experimenting with existing
bodies of knowledge. The suppression of queer critical inquiry dramatizes
the stakes of sustaining academe’s defamiliarizing purpose against the pressures to reproduce the familiar for (and by) students.
The connection between developments in LGBT/q studies and composition lies in the assimilation into academe of mass culture’s normative
values and practices. In both instances that assimilation is predicated on the
suppression of critical inquiry, and on allowing students to simply consume
and reproduce the discursive products of dominant culture in the classroom.
Longstanding debates persist in theorizing first year writing, pitting the goals
of, on the one hand, imparting the kinds of academic-discursive “norms” described most notably by David Bartholomae, against, on the other hand, the
invitation in some competing pedagogies for instructors to reward students
for simply reproducing the kinds of quotidian rhetorical norms at which they
are already adept. The theory and practice of multimodal pedagogies which
emerged in the last decade illustrate the tension between these competing
positions, particularly in the ways that some approaches risk working from
a crucial misreading of students’ adeptness with certain forms and modes of
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expression (particularly visual ones drawn from advertising and technological ones drawn from the Internet) as sophistication with those forms and
modes. In “Literacy after the Revolution” (1997), Lester Faigley described an
analogous relationship between talk radio and the Internet worth developing
from our present vantage, for, as the talk radio format creates a seductive
illusion of public discourse, the Internet similarly—yet in my view even
more effectively—supports a number of illusions of agency, equal access,
and democracy, but in the service of disabling those traits in practice. Such
illusions are further reified as reproduction of the everyday (a website, a
blog, a flash presentation) is mistaken, particularly by instructors less adept
than their students in those modes, for critical engagement.
In contrast, Bartholomae describes a first year composition pedagogy that
interrupts students’ desires to simply consume and reproduce the ubiquitous
discourses and modes in which they are already immersed and with which
they are so clearly proficient. Thus, he explains in Writing on the Margins
(2005), students come into contact with academe’s “exemplary stylists” who
“struggle to make the language do something outside of conventional expectation” (14), and in turn model a way of thinking critically about whatever
text, concept, or medium is held to be natural or self evident, whether in an
academic discipline or in everyday life. In Bartholomae’s approach, students
have a tremendous amount to contribute to the academic enterprise because
they add their voices to academic conversations and invest them with new
experiences and with new possibilities for future development. What Bartholomae has long argued, however, is that in order for student voices to be
heard—and in order for them to become “writers who can make something
happen” (13)—they must first be acculturated to ways of thinking (and of
course “ways of reading”) and to the inquiry-guided systems of thinking,
reading, and writing at work in academic conversations.
This is not to say, however, that student engagement with conventional
rhetorical modes and conventions (of movies, the Internet, advertising,
and so on) cannot be critically impelled or that critical engagement with
those modes cannot be taught; nor would I suggest that every instance of
academic writing necessarily reflects critical engagement in ways that other
modes cannot. I do believe, however, that current excitement about multimodal literacy risks building a normative framework in the discipline in
which multimodal reproduction is privileged, along with attendant notions
of agency, as somehow uniquely laudable and in which acculturation into
academic discourse and its unique ways of critical inquiry act as nostalgic
impediments to acquiring new literacies. Certainly, the New London Group’s
work on “multiliteracies” in the mid-1990s shows that the theorization of
multimodal communication can be quite complex and critically informed.
In turn, Diana George develops ways to intervene between the highly sophisticated communication products of “an aggressively visual culture” and
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the largely passive mass culture reception of those products (15); and, in
order to foster more sophisticated student literacies, George considers ways
of “[shifting] attention, if only momentarily, from the product to the act of
production” (18), which actually distances students from (rather than more
deeply embeds them in) normative ways of seeing their world. And yet, as
with gay historical analyses and queer theories before them, theorizations
of multimodal communication are at risk of being interpreted and applied
through their most reductive and simplifying frames. Not necessarily in
theorization, then, but instead in applications of multimodal communication
we can find a repackaging of expressivist practices in which student writers are engaged in the rather instrumental challenge of simply describing,
picturing, or otherwise representing externally an internally coherent and
meaningful narrative or “text,” but doing so with seductive new technologies and media.
Indeed, the tendency to reduce a highly complex and purposefully
problematic critical argument to simplistic, instrumental aims finds its
counterpart in the reception of early queer theories. As Judith Butler observed following the publication and widespread acclaim for Gender Trouble
(1990), many readers—not least among them scholars of gender and sexuality—reproduced her challenges to essentialism in line with their own, often
unacknowledged, essentialist commitments. Those readers were able, in
turn, to produce what Butler later called a “voluntaristic account” of gender
and sexuality which ran precisely counter to Butler’s arguments but was
nonetheless attributed to her (“Critically” 16). As she explains in “Critically
Queer” (1996), that voluntarist account “presumes a subject, intact, prior to
its gendering” (16), a subject, in other words, with sufficient power to reflect
upon and ultimately freely choose a gender identity or role. Our work in
teaching composition may be seen similarly, as precariously situated between
two approaches: as Bartholomae suggests in “Writing Assignments: Where
Writing Begins” (1982), there is a voluntarist, essentialist “pedagogy whose
primary aim is to enable students to work out something that is inside them”
already, which competes with a presumption that knowledge is something
outside the writer and requires a writer to “locate himself convincingly in
a language that is not his own” (Writing 177). Following Butler—and I
think this is the critical force of Bartholomae’s work as well—our students
certainly inhabit and are produced by and through dominant discourses;
they do not, however, own or control those discourses. Imagining students
as already equipped to do battle with discursive rituals that endorse, even
as they severely truncate possible ways of imagining notions of agency and
subjectivity, will likely reproduce those notions instead of subjecting them
to critique. Butler, though, describes a very different critical approach to
thinking about gender and sexuality, which writing instructors might also
adopt in order to test the “limits of discursively conditioned experience”
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(Gender 9) where power—not only of the juridical structures examined by
Butler and Foucault, but dominant discursive modes generally—“inevitably
‘produces’ what it claims merely to represent” (2).

III. Technological Seduction and Student Agency
Voluntarist approaches to multimodal theories often hinge on a union
of high technology and popular culture which strategically positions practitioners to appeal simultaneously to the tastes of academic administrators
and students, to claim both institutional and practical significance against
which “traditional” academic literacies fail to measure up. These claims,
however, rest on mistaken, or at least reductively instrumental notions of
technology and cultural significance, particularly as those notions appeal
to commonsense perceptions of agency and interactivity. Anchoring their
argument in the presumably advanced rhetorical sophistication of younger
students, a sort of voluntaristic rationalization finds its way into multimodal
communication’s legitimation process, where students’ experiences with interactive media—particularly the Internet, new formal-textual technologies
like instant messaging and flash, and a new generation of video games like
first person shooter and other point of view designs—are assumed to produce in them a sophisticated sense of agency that makes their uses of those
technologies inherently critical. Unfortunately, these assumptions—and the
attendant pedagogies which foster the reproduction of students’ quotidian
practices—too often overlook the ways in which new media work to seduce
users with a notion of agency that reproduces dominant rhetorical patterns
and in turn limits creativity and critical engagement.
The conflation of student adeptness and sophistication with conventional texts and modes merges with the notion that students simply producing writing—or whatever form of text—has inherent value. Here, it is
assumed, practice in familiar genres and media will transfer into adeptness
with more sophisticated writing, that when we teach discrete “situational
skills” we imagine them to be “generalizable” to other rhetorical situations
or contexts (Downs and Wardle 558). But, the student who begins a blog
or maintains a MySpace or Facebook page is not likely to become critically
conscious of the constructedness of the self simply by reproducing the highly
technologized forms in which it is commonly represented in dominant media.
The assumption of generalizability overlooks the ways in which academic
thinking—whether expressed verbally, visually, in writing, and in any combination or in any medium (or media)—is composed not simply of a skill set
essentially analogous to popular writing situations, but is instead derived
from a fundamentally different orientation to thought. Rather than seeing
reproductive writing skills as analogous, and thus of relative value, the more
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credible analogy might be found between queer theories and multimodal
theories, where complex approaches to literacy are gradually understood
through reductive and reproductive readings that overlook the theories’ more
radical and disruptive implications, whether for thinking about gender and
sexual identities or about student writing.
Finally, and most importantly in my view, the increased attention to reproducing popular texts and media perpetuates student alienation from the
conventions of thinking and writing valued in the academic community. In an
important sense, at the very moment when students are poised for acculturation to new, and certainly foreign, values and conventions, their entry into
the academic community and its conversational ethos is further postponed
by first year composition experiences that encourage and reward alreadyfamiliar approaches to thinking and writing. Rather than having confronted
them, our students are then likely to leave our courses further alienated
from active engagement with what Bartholomae describes as the “elaborate
deceptions” at work in academic rhetorical conventions (144). While Douglas
Downs and Elizabeth Wardle cast this concern in light of retaining authority over the discipline of college writing, they also invite consideration of a
larger ethical concern, when they claim that “our cornerstone course must
resist conventional but inaccurate models of writing” (557). Specifically, as
Bartholomae argues, the acquisition of academic literacy is predicated on
subverting rather than reinforcing conventional notions of agency through
texts that demand levels of engagement and a communitarian conception
of discourse which “students would not (or could not) imagine on their
own” (Writing 87). If the course simply reproduces normative rhetorical
gestures through conventional media, without an attendant acquisition of
more critical, reflective literacies, we may, despite our best intentions, play
into the hands of arguments for our field’s obsolescence or irrelevance, as
it pertains to roles in non-academic and academic scenes alike.
While Bartholomae’s work plays such a central role in articulating the
value of acquiring academic literacies, it is also seen from an expressivist
perspective as the most prominent impediment to student freedom and to
their acquisition of more valuable literacies. The latter perspective is featured
in English Composition as a Happening (2002), where Sirc uses the kinds of
experimentation performed by artists he admires, such as Marcel Duchamp
in plastic arts, William Burroughs in fiction, and John Cage in music, as
models for the kinds of organically derived, self-actualized student work
pursued in the “happening” composition classroom. Sirc’s pedagogy suggests
that first year composition students—if they are not impeded by the restrictive academicism of scholars like Bartholomae—will through improvisation
produce writing of a caliber analogous to those artists he admires. Modeled
after Burroughs’s cut-up style in Naked Lunch, Sirc describes his ideal writer
“as viewer, remote in hand, clicking, cruising, blending all televisual texts
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into one default program” (41). Its seductiveness notwithstanding, in this
line of thinking are two misapprehensions that bear directly on my concerns
in this paper. First, Sirc’s exemplary artists are, by their literacy—the deep
rhetorical, critical, historical, and technical knowledge they have of their
fields—entirely distinct from our typical first year composition students.
Their experimental art operates in relation to a normative conception or
standard of art and aesthetic value; experiments thus respond (especially in
the surrealist, Dadaist, and situationist modes Sirc references) to something
else, and it is critical literacy with a norm that allows for perception of a
distance between it and experimental disruption. Second, Sirc’s comparing
approaches to form—here between Burroughs to literature and the student
to television—dismisses the critical sensibility distinguishing the “pastiches”
of, say, Naked Lunch and channel surfing (41). Both by diminishing the
significance of critical inquiry into aesthetic and textual practices, and by
flattening formal distinctiveness, Sirc appeals to what Lyotard describes as
a kitsch, ahistorical eclecticism that confuses rather than, as avant-gardism
does, challenges, normative systems and perceptions of value (76).4
It appears to me that in Sirc’s approach to twentieth-century avant-gardism, as in voluntarist readings of civil rights discourse, gay liberation, and
queer theories before him, we encounter a pedagogy that stakes its claim
in a rejection of critical inquiry in favor of a celebration of the surface and
the relativity of value. This claim has significant implications, for it suggests
a troubling scene much like Lehring’s with his young gay students, where
students’ ahistorical perspectives coupled with their saturation in popular
culture celebration of limited (and still largely homophobic) conceptions
of gay identity compete on an equal footing with historically and critically
informed analyses of contemporary gay culture. If it is, as Sirc suggests,
“futile to hype the values of contemplation on the information-sick” and if
our students’ quotidian experiences value the “wow of distraction” over the
“literary hmmm of contemplation” (51), does it follow that we should simply
allow for the reproduction of that “sickness” in a college writing scene that
abandons, or at least considers superfluous, the academy’s critical intellectual
enterprise? If students’ work is the product of “just putting stuff together”
(43), the Happenings Compositionist seems to speed the everyday circulation
of uninvestigated, ultimately equivalent bits of information and perception,
sustaining that circulation with an unexamined notion of student agency. This
vision is quite different than the one advanced in the New London Group’s
1996 manifesto, “A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies,” which mapped out some
ways that students could critically reproduce the everyday in the interstices
of analysis and agency. In order to foster this kind of critical literacy, the
New London Group emphasizes student alienation from the familiar media
and discourses in which they are immersed, noting that teachers “must help
learners to denaturalize and make strange again what they have learned
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and mastered.” Sirc’s pedagogy, however, risks disabling in students the
very faculties of critical discrimination that, ironically enough, allowed for
Duchamp (or Burroughs, or Cage) to both perceive and test the limits of
forms and appear to work “without rules in order to formulate the rules of
what will have been done” (Lyotard 80-81), and for audiences to perceive
in turn the friction between dominant and emergent rules of art.
Nonetheless, I think that Sirc’s goals are laudable, for he wishes, like
expressivists before him, to emphasize student freedom and personal
discovery through the creation of texts that reflect the ways they perceive
themselves and resist conforming to the ways we perceive them. However,
Sirc’s emphasis on developing writers’ “impertinence” actually—although
strangely—resonates with goals of the compositionists who are repeatedly dismissed in his work (“Composition’s” 23); for his part, Bartholomae argues that we teach students how to enter academic conversations
precisely so that they can experiment critically with them, “reconceiving
power relations within the academy” (Slevin qtd. in Bartholomae 151),
rather than simply reproducing them. Or, as Charles Bazerman claims
more recently:
the social powers contained in [disciplinary] discourses are the very reason that they should be studied and the reason students should be given
access to them. As far as personal identity, commitments, and interests,
students are to be encouraged to find their own meanings and purposes
in these disciplinary forms, so that they may inhabit and use them to
overcome barriers and to bring diverse perspectives and interests into
the disciplines. (89)

The divergence lies, then, not in the shared goal of developing student
impertinence, but instead on what Butler once called “rifted grounds”
over method and perception of what counts as valuable intervention into
normative ways of thinking (“Against” 21). This is the point for me where
the paths of gay cultural histories, queer interventions, and current debates over academic activity cross, for each of these paths helps us understand the systematic absorption of difference, techniques of cultural
reproduction, and their legacies. As our inheritance of 1963 indicates,
seductive illusions of freedom and agency are not coequal with freedom
and agency themselves; those illusions are, as Rechy suggests, sometimes
the means of aggressively restricting the ways in which revolutionary assessments and reconceptions of identity might be conceived and practiced through highly nuanced approaches to conventional literacies. In
turn, critical pedagogies suggest that while we may not be able to offer
students the unrestrained freedom Sirc envisions, what we can do is help
them become literate in, and thus conscious of, the ways in which free-
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dom and discourse meet and may be continually challenged and reconceived within our own academic “nightworld.”
It may seem that we’ve gone far afield of the significance of Rechy’s first
novel; however, I want to suggest that City of Night and its examination of a
supposedly obsolete way of conceiving of gay identity leads us into the very
heart of disciplinary functions. Moreover, it stands as a stark reminder to the
lure of cosmetic radicality—whether we deal with voluntarist approaches to
gay identities or with debates in composition studies of the last decade—and
the costs in terms of other possible expressions all too often foreclosed as a
consequence of following that lure. When students are assured of the sufficiency of their quotidian perceptions, we are rarely inclined to challenge
them into exploring other literacies, other possible cultural expressions,
particularly that of the academic nightworld; at least, we do not force them
out of comfort as much as we allow them to remain comfortable. As Rechy
distanced his defamiliarizing of gay cultural roles from the subsequent
uncritical reproduction and reification of those roles to the extent that
they were mistaken for the totality of viable gay identity, writing teachers,
too, might actively distance the kinds of critical work we and our students
may do with popular texts and forms from their simple reproduction. That
distancing is an ongoing critical challenge to resist the seductions of order,
which pressure us both from outside academe—where our own everyday
practices are seen as foreign, bizarre, and even wasteful—and from within
the field itself, where even the most well intentioned colleagues may wish
to mitigate the power dynamic between instructors and their students, and
yet do so at the expense of disabling the academic enterprise itself.
There is, then, a provocative legacy connecting Rechy to composition
theory, by way of queer theories and the demand for the acquisition of critical literacies shared by each. In City of Night and through reflections on fifty
years of gay cultural evolution, Rechy works at the point of contact between
a demand to occupy normative identities and recognition of the performative nature of those norms, in order to experiment with new possibilities of
art and identity. 1963 remains a precarious moment, one which allows us
to either reproduce it through nostalgic, voluntaristic frames or to read it as
a moment of and for critically motivated self reflection. For his part, Rechy
recognized that marginal people do not become free simply by claiming that
they are free; in fact, that claim probably marks the moment at which they
are most in need of more critical literacy, and in turn poised to develop a
voice as part of a community rather than in isolation from it. We also face a
stultifying status quo in our writing courses, but it is the pressure of popular
perceptions of value, not of the academic enterprise. Perhaps it would be
valuable, as Sirc recommends, for students “instead of writing about the sort
of essays we talk about when we talk with our colleagues . . . [to] write on
how they don’t want to read them” (Sirc, “Composition’s” 23). However,
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that writing should not stand as a statement of equivalent value, but rather
as a point of departure from which we would have an opportunity to critically engage with their already existing perceptions of value and, in turn,
invite them to enter into a discursive space they might value. We would
have an opportunity to expose both the artificiality, the constructedness, of
our world, but also in turn to help students see the ways in which their own
perceptions of order and normativity are constructed.5

Notes
1. Rechy reflects on these reviews in more detail in his interview with Debra
Castillo (119).
2. Notably, during the 1970s and 1980s, Rechy repeatedly examined gay SM culture, whose role playing (the use of police and Nazi uniforms, slave auctions,
and the use of anti-gay epithets) he believed would legitimate gay oppression
within the community itself.
3. Rechy described young hustlers of the 1970s, who get “attention only when
they’re busted—and in order to whip up homophobia whenever the cops
need it,” being encouraged to confirm “grotesquely bloated cop reports issued
periodically and aimed . . . at making all homosexuals look like rich predators
luring innocent youths” (Sexual 160, 61).
4. This appeal is thus likely to reproduce the narcissistic, or largely hermetic,
scene of contemporary American pop culture, where, Hal Niedzviecki writes:
“Ersatz rebellion mixes with passive entertainment and ends up occupying
the space where real active voice and dissent once had a chance to make a
difference. . . . Naturally, all this filters through the net. It commands intense
interest, provides the illusion of radicalism and dissent, an entire world of
hip-hop listening, extreme-sports-watching, perpetual teenagers who believe
in nothing other than their own incarnation of rebel I’m Special self-esteem
attitude” (118-19).
5. Thanks to Composition Studies reviewers, my dear colleagues Christa AlbrechtCrane, Doug Downs, and Brian Whaley, and Numsiri Kunakemakorn, whose
comments helped me to flesh out and modify a number of issues which, in
earlier drafts, were fragmentary or incomplete. Their support and encouragement is, as always, invaluable.
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Writing Classroom as Factory
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A

rt critic and dealer Ivan Karp remembers Andy Warhol. Take his recollections, for instance, of the four-story townhouse on Lexington and
87th, which the young artist shared with his mother:
It was very dark; the whole house was dark. But . . . furnished with
great taste—all kinds of Victorian trappings, fine couches and all kinds
of ornamental devices. . . . And it was the living room that I was ushered into. . . . It was not something that I knew or understood. It was
a little bit exotic. And in the corner of this room, as I was led to it by
this extremely shy man who was very odd-looking, with a very peculiar complexion and strange, gray hair, dwelled a body of paintings,
maybe about 25 or 30 paintings. And there was a record playing on the
record player at an incredible volume! I remember the song that was
being played. It was by Dickie Lee, called “I Saw Linda Yesterday.” And
during the entire time that I was there, he did not take off the record,
and it played over and over again. Well, I was much caught up in the
great, fresh thrust of the rock-‘n’-roll music of that time, which was at
its ripest: 1961. . . . The fact that he played it over and over again, I
asked him why did he not change the record since there were other
nice things to listen to, and I recommended other groups that might be
interesting. He said that he really didn’t understand these records until
he heard them at least a hundred times. (Karp qtd. in Smith 211)

Andy Warhol, it seems, was always in the Factory, always in a room made
strange, a product of exotic, “scrumptiously bizarre” taste (Karp qtd. in
Stein 195). Many summers as a child growing up in Pennsylvania, he’d
become ill with a nervous condition, and so he’d spend hours in a bed littered with comic books, paper dolls, coloring books, a camera, cap gun,
and his Charlie McCarthy doll. As the radio played, he’d show cartoons on
his tiny toy projector (Ratcliff, Fate 188). In 1961, Walter Hopps, another
art dealer, visits the Lexington Ave. townhouse and has an impression of
its owner similar to Karp’s—that of an odd, offbeat sensibility surrounded
by pop detritus:
I saw peculiar stashes of a kind of chi-chi gay taste . . . crannies full of
gumball machines and merry-go-round horses and barber poles. . . . The
townhouse, gloomy and large, was peculiarly unfurnished. It was more of
a collecting depot, a warehouse of things. I said, “Gee, it looks like you collect a lot of gumball machines here.” He was some strange, isolated figure
in his laboratory of taste experiments. (qtd. in Stein 192)
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But what really stuns Hopps is Warhol’s library. No books, no pictures, no
furniture, nothing . . . except on the floor, seemingly a foot deep, “covered wall to wall with every sort of pulp movie magazine, fan magazine,
and trade sheet, having to do with popular stars from the movies or rock
‘n’ roll. Warhol wallowed in it. Pulp just littering the place edge to edge”
(Stein 192). What seems like an anti-intellectual stash of pop junk, though,
becomes a fitting library for a young artist who would become such an
uncanny scholar of the media. Warhol offers, I want to argue, with his outré, alternative pleasure-spaces, featuring a mix of media, a soundtrack of
incessant loud music, and an over-stuffed repository of cultural fascination,
possibilities for thinking about the space in which we do composition today,
as well as the actual work itself.
Warhol was the only Pop artist who was not a professionally, academically
trained painter (Coplans 47). His skills were drawing and commercial design,
with an especial interest in the technology of illustration. Other technologies, though, grew to obsess him; he was famously never without his tape
recorder or camera. Rather than tools for displacement, he used technology
to aesthetically mediate, intensify, and structure his environment. His novel,
a, for example, resulted when Philips Norelco gave Warhol an early version
of a cassette recorder to try out. As his assistant Gerard Malanga put it, “we
thought, let’s write a novel on tape. But the only way to write a novel on
tape was just to tape somebody and then to transcribe the tapes and that
would be the text” (Smith 173). Interestingly, for Warhol, technology had
to be transparent, easy to operate, or it was worthless. He gave away SLR
cameras because he couldn’t figure them out, much preferring the point and
click ease of a Polaroid. He settled on photographic silk-screening, rather
than painting or serigraphy, Malanga recalls, because “[i]t would be less
time involved and a lot less work. . . . It was always Andy’s philosophy that
things should be easy” (qtd. in Smith 164). And he loved the old Auricon
movie camera for the same reason: you simply set it up, loaded film, and
instant movie. Naiveté pays off: his films became legendary for their static
camera-work (critical renown, then, as an artifact of aversion to complexity). And rather than bothering to learn the complex craft of film-editing, he
simply took reel after reel of 100-foot film and spliced them together, using
simple paratactic seriality to achieve compelling coherence.
It’s worth dwelling for a while on his film-work. It was in 1963 that
he got his first movie camera and began a series of silent films, most
with one-word titles like Kiss, Haircut, Eat, Sleep, Blow Job, titles in
which life is captured in the quick short-hand of a to-do list. He’d done
some experimenting with film in college, and then more in 1956, taking travel films of a round-the-world trip he took—Warhol would watch
every moment of those films, even the leader tape, with the same degree
of interest (Smith 292).
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In his films, Warhol’s lens stares, and time passes. Take Sleep, a six-hour
silent of the nude, sleeping body of the poet John Giorno. Warhol simply
put in film, aimed, and shot; each time he reloaded, he’d set up a new camera angle—so some footage of a rhythmically breathing stomach, a long
close-up of the face, the view up the body taken from the knee. The critic
Stephen Koch describes the film as “a serial meditation on stillness” (38).
To emphasize that obsessive focus, Warhol shot his films at 24 frames per
second (fps), but projected them at 16. The rhythm of his films has been
termed “drug time” (Gidal 89).
When Sleep was first shown at the Film-Makers’ Cinematechque, it was
a sell-out, but at any given moment in its six-hour running time, the seats
were at most half-full. People clustered in the lobby to smoke and chat, some
stood and watched for a while at the door to the screening room, others left
for a hamburger and returned a while later. One of the cardinal errors in our
pedagogy, then: we teach as if the reader is attending closely to every single
word in a writer’s work, pretending we ourselves don’t slip in and out of so
much that we read. Warhol’s early work in film provides, then, one of those
ways of reading we don’t talk about much in Composition, the distracted
reading (which proves a perfect text-processing strategy for the disjointed
attention pattern involved in internet reading).
Ronald Tavel, who worked on some of the scripts for Warhol’s films, describes the routine: all Warhol would do was give Tavel a title—say, Kitchen.
“Do you want a plot?” Tavel asked. Warhol “paused and thought a bit and
said, ‘No, a situation. I do, though, want a situation’” (Smith 295). There
was no extrinsic logic, then, no enforced hierarchy of Unity, Coherence, and
Emphasis—rather the accidental text-formation of self-determining systems,
prompted simply by a situation. Chelsea Girls, for example, was a patchwork
anthology, a chance to use up previous reels of film. A huge pile of reels was
given to the projectionist, who had no idea of the intended order. Each time
it was screened, it was a different film.
Warhol’s art was seriously mischaracterized as being either a blank or
cynical simulacrum of consumerist culture. He brought it on himself, perhaps,
with all his carefully controlled, faux-naif statements to the media. But the
glimpses behind his so-called “affectless gaze” and “bored languor” (Warhol
10) are striking. In ICU, recovering from gunshot wounds that should have
killed him, he decides “coming so close to death was really like coming so
close to life, because life is nothing” (Warhol 12). The classic works—the
Brillo boxes and soup cans and celebrity silk-screens—seem much more
typically Andy than the works with less “fun” content—the race riots, the
skulls, the hammer and sickles, and the Thirteen Most Wanted Men series. Or,
the Death and Disaster paintings of 1962 and 1963, grim studies of electric
chairs, car crashes, and suicides that found few buyers at the time. His most
famous iconic portraits, his Marilyns, began, in fact, as part of the Death
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series, with the first canvas made soon after the star’s suicide. Glamour is
his theme, of course, but along with the stark reality glamour can mask.
Life made him cautious, rueful, even cynical. And so his personal interactions with the world were often lies. “During an interview, a reporter once
asked Warhol about his background. ‘Why don’t you make it up?’ he suggested” (Rublowsky 112). Shy and scared, he hated speaking engagements,
so he brought superstars and hangers-on with him to perform while he sat
back. But even that was too much, and so, for a series of college lectures in
1967, he gets a brainstorm: he sends a dancer friend, Allen Midgette out,
with sprayed silver hair, to impersonate him. Midgette stands around looking Andyesque, fooling everyone, until finally, four months later, someone
compares a photo of Andy in the Voice with one taken of Midgette-as-Warhol.
The fraud leads to outrage. Warhol recalls:
I was on the phone with an official from one of the other colleges on that
tour, telling him how really sorry I was when suddenly he turned paranoid
and said:
“How can I even be sure this is really you on the phone now?”
After a pause while I gave that some thought, I had to admit, “I don’t
know.” (Warhol and Hackett 248)

The sad thing, Andy realizes, was that Midgette was “more like what people expect than I could ever be” (Tomkins 14). No wonder, then, students
plagiarize. What they steal is more like what we want than they could ever
write. Realizing “that Allen made a much better Andy Warhol than I did,”
Warhol acknowledges, “Who wants the truth?” (248).
Ah, we who teach writing know who wants the truth. The field of writing instruction has never, since its inception, wanted anything but the truth,
and so Composition today persists in a dynamic at least as old as, say, 1918,
when Mervin James Curl helped lead the move to banish description and
narration from our curriculum and focus solely on exposition as a by-god,
no-nonsense tool for representing objective reality. Sure the world’s confusing, Curl admits, but we can get to the bottom of it:
In a world which man even as yet only slightly understands, surrounded
as he is by his fellows who constantly baffle his intelligence, and shut up
within the riddle of himself, Exposition attempts to explain, to make clear,
to tear away the clouds of mystery and ignorance.
Exposition attempts to answer the endless curiosity of man. “What is
this?” man asks, of things and of ideas. “Who are you?” he addresses to his
fellows. “How did this originate, what caused it, where is it going, what
will it do, how is it operated?” he repeats from birth to grave. (1)

Repetition, right to the grave—that’s a nice way of summing up Andy
Warhol’s career.
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The writer I find most useful in reading Warhol is Charles Baudelaire,
the poet who ushered in modernity, the theorist of the dandy and the
aesthetic imagination, the pioneer of modern art criticism. He provides
an interesting counterpoint for reading Composition, as well. Curl, for example, sees exposition as “garbed in the sack suit of business, . . . roll[ing]
up its sleeves,” working the day-shift, as it tries to “explain the workings
of a machine, the wonders of a printing press, . . . the organization of a
department store, or even . . . how to bake a lemon pie” (1). Baudelaire’s
concern, though, is with the businessman when he’s left work, “when the
seventh or the eighth hour strikes and you bend your tired head towards
the embers of your hearth or the cushions of your arm-chair . . . the time
when a keener desire and a more active reverie would refresh you after
your labors” (Mirror 39). A time, Baudelaire knows, when art provides
comfort and enjoyment. But the bourgeoisie’s sensibility has been sabotaged
by those in charge: “the monopolists have forbidden you even to enjoy,
because you do not understand the technique of the arts, as you do those
of . . . business” (39). So Baudelaire advises an entirely different focus than
Curl, urging the reverie-desiring, sack-suited businessman to forget about
department stores and lemon pies for a while: “if two thirds of your time
are devoted to knowledge, then the remaining third should be occupied
by feeling—and it is by feeling alone that art is to be understood; and it is
in this way that the equilibrium of your soul’s forces will be established”
(39). Want to tear away the clouds of ambivalence from a Warhol painting, Mr. Curl, and make it mean something? Then don’t use exposition,
for “the best criticism is that which is both amusing and poetic: not a cold,
mathematical criticism which, on the pretext of explaining everything, has
neither love nor hate. . . . Thus the best account of a picture may well be
a sonnet or an elegy” (41).
One of Composition’s other early boosters for expository writing, Maurice
Garland Fulton, has no qualms about low-keying description and narration,
which “simply show the appearance of some object or the details of an event
with little or no regard to their significance” (xiv); their purpose is mere
“entertainment,” not “instruction” (xvii). Warhol eschewed the prosaicness
of instruction, preferring instead the poetics of entertainment, a silkscreen
method that simply represented the glossy symbolic of the popular, in order
to explore the significance of modern culture as scrupulously as possible.
Rather than shrink from the trivial, he insists on it, over and over again,
loving and hating the glamour that’s designed to fascinate and preoccupy
thoughts that otherwise might turn to time and morbidity. Marilyn’s tragedy,
Jackie Kennedy’s, the reality of suffering and death permeates the canvases
almost to the point of ridiculousness. As Baudelaire titled his autobiographical commonplace book, Mon coeur mis à nu, that book in which he swears an
allegiance quite similar to Warhol’s: “Glorifier le culte des images (ma grande,
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mon unique, ma primitive passion)” (198). Garland’s is a false dichotomy: it’s
not either entertainment or instruction, it’s entertainment as instruction.
Mere exposition disgusts Baudelaire; he scoffs at the idea of “a poet or a
novelist who took away the command of his faculties from the imagination
to give it, for example, to his knowledge of language or to his observation of
facts” (235). “The exclusive taste for the True,” Baudelaire felt, “oppresses
and stifles the taste for the Beautiful. Where one should see nothing but
Beauty . . ., our public looks only for Truth” (Mirror 229). Composition,
though, remains dogged in its penetrating resolve to explain, to make clear,
to tear away the clouds of mystery and ignorance. Warhol was absolutely
uncanny in cultivating the kind of blank stare that utterly evades our belabored search for Truth: “The world fascinates me. It’s so nice, whatever it
is. I approve of what everybody does: it must be right because somebody
said it was right. . . . The interviewer should just tell me the words he wants
me to say and I’ll repeat them after him. I think that would be so great because I’m so empty I just can’t think of anything to say” (Berg 60, 61). So,
Exposition vs. Andy:
Interviewer:
AW:
Interviewer:
AW:		
Interviewer:
AW:		
Interviewer:
		
AW:		
Interviewer:
		
AW:		
Interviewer:
AW:		
Interviewer:
AW:		

Andy, do you feel that the public has insulted your art?
Uh, no.
Why not?
Uh, well, I hadn’t thought about it.
It doesn’t bother you at all then?
Uh, no.
Well, do you think that they’ve shown a lack of 		
appreciation for what Pop Art means?
Uh, no.
Andy, do you think that Pop Art has sort of reached the
point where it’s becoming repetitious now?
Uh, yes.
Do you think it should break away from being Pop Art?
Uh, no.
Are you just going to carry on?
Uh, yes. (“Andy Warhol”)

“A Dandy does nothing,” Baudelaire claimed. “Can you imagine a Dandy
speaking to the people unless to scoff at it?” (My Heart 182-83).
Is our pedagogy ever a lure? Does it dazzle? fascinate? Warhol’s first
job after Carnegie Tech was doing window displays at Joseph Horne’s. He
was paid one summer to look through fashion magazines in order to get
ideas. Will we ever swallow the fact that this might be some of the best
compositional instruction students can get? Fashion, Baudelaire tells us,
is “a symptom of the taste for the ideal” (Painter 33). We complain about
our students’ narcissism, but maybe we should help them nurture and
intensify it instead. That was Baudelaire’s technique: “The Dandy,” he felt,
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“should aspire to be sublime, continually. He should live and sleep in front
of a mirror” (My Heart 177). His “solitary profession is elegance” (Painter
26). So students as superstars, having “no other calling but to cultivate
the idea of beauty in their persons, to satisfy their passions, to feel and to
think” (27). The ultimate effect of dandies, for Baudelaire, was “opposition and revolt; they are all representatives of what is finest in human
pride, of that compelling need, alas only too rare today, of combating and
destroying triviality” (28).
In 1963, Warhol moved his studio to a former hat factory on E. 47th
St., where it would come to be known as “The Factory,” a kind of clubhouse
for the demimonde. As John Cale described it, a place where “while one
person was making a silkscreen, somebody else would be filming a screen
test. Every day something new.” All the time people were coming in to hang
out, to see who was there. A production center crossed with a social space,
with the work created there taking as its subject matter our repetitive, mediasaturated culture; work in which errors were prized—the smudges, uneven
paint surfaces, off-kilter images “ruining” the perfection of his serial grid
became a way to personalize the heavy technological mediation of the work.
As superstar Tally Brown describes it, it sounds like the greatest classroom
ever: “seductive. It was that feeling of being really where the action was
and of constant activity. . . . First there was one camera that couldn’t move,
then there were more and more. Projectors. Projectors. People. Lovely old
furniture, couches, places to be comfortable. Lots of floor. But sometimes the
floor, you had to pick your way around the Flowers or Jackies or Marilyns.
It was a trip” (Smith 256-57). It’s pleasure dome, then, as kunsthalle (or
kunsthalle as pleasure dome).
Whatever it was, it was the absolute opposite of the Academy. Ronnie
Cutrone, one of Warhol’s assistants, compares the Factory to The School of
Visual Arts, where he was a student at the time:
I was studying art, which wasn’t getting me anyplace because I never got
to see anybody during the week actually working. Everybody would theorize and talk about art and ways of doing it, and it all seemed like bullshit
to me, because nobody was really doing it.
A friend of mine brought me up [to the Factory] one day, and I just
saw that they were actually working up there and doing things. . . . I
would go after school, and I would learn there more about art than I had
all day. (Smith 343)

It’s “the work, the actual involvement. . . . It’s actually doing the work
that is more important than thinking about it sometimes” (Smith 354).
For Composition, the classroom-as-Factory means the traditional space of
writing instruction refigured as a laboratory of taste experiments, a studio
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phy, film, performance, music, drawing and painting (in a host of media),
and writing (but in Warholian genres like screenplays, tongue-in-cheek
interviews, philosophical reflections, verité novels, diary entries). New assignments consist simply of a title—say Bar or Video Game or Sex at College—and a set length (500 words or 3½ minutes or 16 images). And just
as Warhol did series of variations on his ready-made topics—first, a grid of
each of the 32 varieties of Campbell’s soup cans, then several cans stacked
or with labels ripped or in garish colors—so students might take a commercial topic and work through a set of changes on it: say, “13 Ways of
Looking at the Big Bell Value Menu.” It’s writing classroom as collection
depot, with genres better described as storage than text; Composition as
Virtual Gumball Machine Collection. “Facebook” even sounds like the name
of a Warhol work.
Britney Spears can never be instructor in our pedagogy, only object of
study, because when Composition does offer students an encounter with the
spectacular, it’s subsumed in that Curlian search for Truth, as in:
Collect a variety of celebrity tabloids to analyze in small groups. . . . What
images appear regularly on the covers? . . . What messages are being sent
about how we should measure up to the celebrity in question based on
the cover? How would the feel of the magazine change if the cover photo
were of an anonymous model? (Atwan 597)

Instead of a chance to wittily re-package packaging, re-display display (Wollen 19, 21), as Warhol did, students get curricular buzz-kill. Rather than
intensifying the shimmer (Ratcliff, Andy 8), it’s eviscerated, explicated.
I’d rather think about movie stars as Edgar Morin did, as “star-goddesses
[who] humanize themselves and become new mediators between the fantastic world of dreams and man’s daily life on earth” (25). My assignment
on celebrity is a reliquary, in which students find as many cool artifacts
as they can about their topic and lovingly preserve them in a digital box.
Robert Atwan, whose assignment from the second edition of Convergences
I sampled above, revised his textbook because “teachers wanted a wider
representation of traditional compositions—essays—to serve as examples
for their students” (vii). Ah . . . “The world has taken on a thickness of
vulgarity that raises a spiritual man’s contempt to the violence of a passion. But there are those happy hides so thick that poison itself could not
penetrate them. . . . To know nothing, to teach nothing, to will nothing, to
feel nothing, to sleep and still to sleep, this today is my only wish” (Baudelaire, “Three Drafts” xii-xiii, xvi). Hey, you don’t have to convince Warhol:
“I think it’s horrible to live,” he once confessed (Ratcliff, Fate 214).
Why do we buy it, I wonder, this accession to the notion of the composition classroom as a place to do the so-called business of the Academy? Give
me glamour (or Glamour) any day. Yes, Ivan Karp remembers: “It was not
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the fine arts society or press that reacted to the Warhol show [at the Stable
Gallery in 1962] to begin with. It was the fashion press.” Warhol’s imagery
in that first major show of his—cartoons, consumer goods, and movies—was,
Karp felt, “the world that was familiar to the fashion press and . . . which it
so much admired” (Smith 214). The aesthetically bland quality of the form
and content of so much of contemporary college composition means we’re
living out our own disaster series: “To allow oneself to be outstripped in art,”
Baudelaire declared, “is to commit suicide” (Mirror 39-40).
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“Totally, Tenderly, Tragically”:
Godard’s Contempt and the Composition
Qu’il y Aurait (that Might Have Been)
bonnie lenore kyburz

A

retiring adolescent, I started watching black and white movies on
Saturday afternoon TV. I got hooked fast—the sharp contrasts, the
slightly unreal look of black and white film, the busy and contemplative
smoking. Nothing was exactly clear . . . but in that confusion I sensed
something I could hold on to . . . I felt a part of something capital-MMeaningful.1 A powerful sense of pleasure and belonging emerged from
what felt like my shadowy find. Perhaps it’s not surprising that these
films, this art, should have taken hold of me, given my clinical outsiderism and attending vulnerability. I consider my desire to participate in
film as fully as possible as a desire for belonging, for communion with
something just slightly unknowable and possibly dangerous. This desire
makes sense to me as I think through the lens of Walter Benjamin’s
contention that “artistic production begins with ceremonial objects destined to serve in a cult” (224).
Benjamin’s focus on “artistic production” gives way organically to contemplation on consumption; are film people cult members? There’s something right-feeling about this notion, especially as I think about the cultural
and intellectual importance of the films of Jean-Luc Godard, considered the
most “intellectual” of filmmakers comprising the French New Wave of the
late 1950s and early 1960s. Of course, this “cult” conceptualization of the
films and filmmakers of the French New Wave is problematic, given what
we understand of cults. But what I want to get at is the seductive nature of
participating in a “movement” even as I experience a vibrant but hopeful
internal mêlée that pits my awareness of the collaborative nature of textmaking with my infatuation for the auteur (who would resist the cult but
perhaps unwittingly participate in the production and consumption of its
sacred artifacts).
I am trying to articulate a desire. I am thinking through my desire to
produce “magic” objects that secure my belonging to a community, but at
the same time, aware of this desire, I resist, mindful of the creative limitations of group membership. Take, for example, the ways in which working
in Composition is so often about generic conventions and text-bound assignments. Writing on changes in English curricula (of which Composition
continues to remain a part, if not a humble servant), Gunther Kress points
out that to speak of genre at all is to speak of genre as a “linguistic category”
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(“Multimodality” 38; emphasis mine). Composition as “genre,” then, has
been fairly set for some time—as Sirc has it, “Composition remains entrenched” (“After Duchamp” 190).2 Yet Kress maintains that “[c]urriculum
now needs to be focused on the future; its task is to provide young people
[students] with dispositions, knowledges, and skills which they will need
in their future social lives . . . [and] ‘conventionality’ does not provide a
means of understanding or using . . . new media” (66-67). In increasingly
new media-saturated literacy scenes, it seems essential that we take Kress’s
claims seriously in order to consider the ways in which our servitude to
clear written discourse has sometimes, if not often, shaped and constrained
Composition’s identity. I worry that we are unwilling to stray from these
conventions and postures even when it may be rhetorically purposeful,
possible, appropriate and timely to do so. So I go back, recursing in a way
that moves us, gestures toward fuller investment in the creative energies
that manifest within the context of work in new media.
As I attempt to honor early Composition by tracing my interdisciplinary investment in new media work (especially production), I hope you’ll
indulge me as I explore my particular filmic disposition. Explored through
the lens of the year 1963, an iconic year for Composition, I will be looking
at the work of an iconic filmmaker—Jean Luc Godard—whose work first
found widespread critical acclaim in the early 1960s, and especially in
1963. I hope to generate associations that aid you in discovering criticisms
that may manifest absent my overt articulation. Call it an experiment. Or
subversive. Or self-indulgent. It seems to me a matter of form and content.
A compositionist who now fancies herself a filmmaker has some serious
investment in “self,” and this seems appropriate, for by all accounts, Godard
was an egomaniac. As well, early Composition struggled with self-assured
nobility and conviction against Terrific Academic Odds.
More to the point, considering the variety of informed yet inventive
pedagogical moves of early Composition3 alongside my predilection for
ambiguity and moves that gesture toward “the new,” I am drawn to the
work of French New Wave filmmakers because of their (past) attempts
to generate the new even as they clearly paid homage to the classic,
in this case, to classic film, to the established and beloved works that
shaped their discourse community and redefined how they, and we, think
about (film) texts. Jean-Luc Godard, Francois Truffaut, Eric Rohmer, and
other filmmakers of the French New Wave worked together for years as
writers for Cahiers du Cinema (Cinema Notebooks, or Notebooks on the
Cinema), the cinema journal of the day, so it seems inevitable that their
work derives much from their long-time collaborations as they reflected
together on the nature of film.4 Yet many of these visionary filmmakers
worked within the romantic milieu of the auteur—driven by a “unique”
vision. I want to participate in this romantic sense of my work, within the
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interstitial work that emerges from a knowable place along with desires
to move beyond; I seek always to maintain this indeterminate posture,
despite the vast disciplinary odds (Composition has been there—romanticism via expressivism—and few want to claim a desire for Return,
despite laudable contemporary moves to retrieve the value, meaning,
and practices of expressivism.5) To explain/apologize: I like to think that
I invest myself in work that must be done, however seemingly unstable
in its wandering, work that is compelled by both internal and external
forces (personal desire and memory; identification with people, places,
and cultural particularities; worry over “the state of the world”; longing
to create “art”). Perhaps speaking to my various desires to participate
in the “cult-y” French New Wave (via spectation, reflection, imitation,
and, more hopefully, invention-in-production), Phillip Williams, in “The
French New Wave Revisited,” explains that
What the [French] New Wave moviemakers improvised was a much more
spontaneous, independent cinema, a cinema that lived in their world and
spoke to their generation. It was often rough and unpolished, but seldom
uncommitted. There was usually a strong voice behind the camera; a voice
that spoke to aspiring artists around the world. (Williams)

Based upon these identifications, it should be obvious that I value a Composition that is interested in more than clear, expository prose; I want
(however idealistic) a Composition invested in composing (as) art, and
this must surely mean that I am romantically seeking to work beyond the
bounds of our discursive conventions. It has always been true. My first
report home from 1st grade was a note informing my parents that I was
doing “fine” but that I refused to color within the lines; this disposition
continues to obtain in my work today, so that whereas I want to make
art, I want to make it on my own terms, however culturally-shaped and
re-imagined, however resistant and unruly (and even if it means making
“mistakes”). Here, my identification with Geoff Sirc’s similar desire—articulated so beautifully in his book English Composition as a Happening—is clear. But it’s not enough to cite Geoff and hope that you get my
meaning. That is, I suppose that readers may be wondering exactly what
I’m after. Essentially, I want to share my take on various scenes within
both film and Composition because there is value in this reflection. I will
focus particularly on Jean Luc Godard because I find value in seeing the
ways in which early Godard operated—with little funding, with found
moments, with something close to an egomaniacal bravado and certainty
in his novice moves. This sort of novice confidence seems key to recalling
early Composition and its motives and, most importantly, for the motivational value it offered young writers.
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In his Senses of Cinema essay on Godard, Craig Keller explains that
Godard has been fairly vilified because of his bravado. Yet it seems
reasonable to agree with Keller as he intimates (via reference to artists
considered “masters”) that it is necessary for an artist to maintain such
bold confidence, especially in the creation of some outstanding new
thing: “Godard is an artist of tremendous agency and authority within
his medium, and through the uncompromised expression of his aesthetic
and, therefore, moral convictions, demonstrates as little concern for the
satiety of the ‘audience that might have been’ as Beethoven, Joyce, or
Renoir before him” (Keller). Joining, then, in the esoteric stance (any
self-respecting auteur is drawn to the esoteric), I want my writing to
serve as a kind of image (the notion of text-as-image6, by now more
than passé), one that comes into focus over time. Similarly, Keller says of
Godard’s longing for a more fully engaged cinema, “‘qu’il y aurait’ [‘what
might have been’] is a conception couched primarily in the language of
‘hindsight’ (projecting backwards into a memory of cinema/art/world to
underscore and poeticize the associations between the films), we might
do best to make that leap into the future” (Keller).
Reflection and becoming. Of course, I realize that I romanticize this very
work by considering it as a kind of becoming that you should indulge. I
find even greater clarification for my method in a W. J. T. Mitchell interview
with Homi Bhabha. I want to identify with Bhabha’s response to Mitchell’s
question regarding the “difficulty” of his prose. Bhabha explains:
I . . . feel that the more difficult bits of my work are in many cases the
places where I am trying to think hardest, and in a futuristic kind of
way—not always, I’m afraid, there may be many examples of simple
stylistic failure, but generally I find that the passages pointed out to me
as difficult are places where I am trying to fight a battle with myself.
That moment of obscurity contains, in some enigmatic way, the limit
of what I have thought, the horizon that has not as yet been reached,
yet it brings with it an emergent move in the development of a concept
that must be marked, even if it can’t be elegantly or adequately realized. (qtd. in Mitchell, “Translator”)

Apparently, in Godard’s writings on film, he worked in a similarly “rebellious” (or, from my perspective, “organic”) manner. Craig Keller explains
that “Godard’s method of writing about films involves elliptical, roundabout argument, the concatenation of seemingly unrelated disparities,
and frequently coming down on the side of films deemed by critical establishmentarians as too vulgar or unpolished” (Keller). Godard’s writings
were considered the most deeply theoretical of those published within
the pages of Cahiers du Cinema (the cinema journal, you must keep in
mind). Keller insists that “[t]he cinema as put forth by Godard was there42 Composition Studies

fore a ‘cinema that might have been,’ a canon (or anti-canon) that existed
only as an ideal . . . ” (Keller). Sounds good to me, but I recognize its
sentimental disposition as one that may make my comments unavailable
for serious consideration in today’s Composition programs, which are beholden to assessments both internal and external (and this means clarity
. . . uniformity, not complexity or idealism). Nevertheless, what I’m after
in this, my apologia, is an account of my desire, my longing to think
about film and Composition as a scene, complex and overfull, idealistic
and unavailable for easy analysis. In other words, this writing wants “to
put our relation to the work into question, to make the relationality of
the image and the beholder the field of investigation” (Mitchell, Pictures
49). For my purposes, “the work” is about both film (spectation, appreciation, and, importantly, production) and Composition, and I hope to
think through the “relationality” I experience as both a filmmaker and a
compositionist—a composer. The French New Wave represents the scene
of my early and more recent identifications, associations that seem useful
for thinking about film as rhetoric, filmwriting as appropriate work for
Composition, as (a) composition.
So I will proceed. No more apologies for indulging my francocinephilicism and the clichés that attend aping “The French” as I admit that while
drafting this paper, I wanted to do Serious Academic Work by seeking a
more theoretically deep and confounding lens through which to make my
arguments. I have been contemplating Mitchell’s consideration, What
Do Pictures Want?, his concern for what images seem to desire as a way
of thinking about images, a concern reflected in Godard’s approaches to
filmmaking, particularly in his trademark jump cutting techniques, which
display motion-in-time but only imperfectly, as though the image wants to
avoid capture and maintain a sort of freedom or integrity.
Again, desire. Godard’s jump cutting moves as revolutionary rhetorical
gestures that sought to destabilize conventional filmmaking. The jump cut.
Craig Keller defines a jump cut as “a non-naturalistic edit, usually a section
of a continuous shot that is removed unexpectedly, illogically . . .” and
sort of re-imaged to create a version of the real that reflects our imperfect
perception (think of how a blink intervenes to create a nano-temporal lapse
in the fluid, linear progression of image-narrative). Working against the
theory that regards Godard’s decision to employ jump cuts in his films as
rhetorically brilliant filmmaking (which I want to insist that it is), Keller
explains the use of jump cuts as a convention that is
commonplace today, but back in the late 1950s and early 1960s, this was
all very groundbreaking. Jump cuts were used as much to cover mistakes
as they were an artistic convention. Jean-Luc Godard certainly appreciated the dislocating feel a jump cut conveyed, but let’s remember—here
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was a film critic-turned-first-time director who was also using inexperienced actors and crew, and shooting, at least at first, on a shoestring
budget. (Keller; emphasis mine)

Keller argues that Godard’s jump cuts were, in essence, the product of
novice skill and working conditions—more simply, mistakes. Keller adds,
“Today when jump cuts are used they even feel more like a pretentious
artifice.” I am not sure that I can agree with Keller because of the overgeneralization he creates. But more to the point, his identification of
Godard’s (then) revolutionary move as a mistake, while not implausible,
seems to emerge from ignorance about the nature of writing, the nature
of filmmaking, the nature of reflection, and the nature of textual convergences that generate “ideas” about an expression-event (text, film, artwork, etc.).7 Filmmaker Tom Twyker (Lola Rennt or Run Lola Run, Paris,
J’Taime) agrees as he describes the influence of the French New Wave
filmmakers and their methods: “they looked for the moment,” he argues,
extending that visual inquiry to imagine the value of the jump cut along
with Godard. Twyker recalls, “If you look at what Godard has said about
his films—the jump cutting, for example—it was often there because
they didn’t have another take, so they cut inside a take just to move the
shit forward. It’s less conceptual, but it’s still artistic” (qtd. in Williams).
Keller, as critic, wants to point out Godard’s methods as mistake, whereas
Twyker, as filmmaker, sees the jump cut/mistake as method that is nevertheless “conceptual” and “artistic” (qtd. in Williams). From the perspective of the rhetorician and compositionist, pointing merely to Godard’s
inexperience and limited working conditions seems far beside the point;
Godard invented an available means of persuasion in his given situation,
and it worked, magically, ambiguously so (and in this way, perhaps we
find the trace back from the French New Wave to Italian Neorealism,
a desire to create something that did not so much resemble a “film” in
terms of Hollywood spectacle but more in terms of a story about “real”
life, full of real human beings who remember only in pieces and imperfectly—jump cut—rather than as fluid movement through clear, linear
space-time).
Jaime N. Christley writes about another filmmaker who works in a similar
rhetorical mood, Chris Marker, who famously wonders about “the nature of
truth, how it is perceived, understood, and most importantly, how it is created, for ourselves as individuals and as members of this or that community”
(Christley). Marker’s most famous work, La Jetée, which is comprised of a
continuous series of discontinuous jump cuts,
Clock[s] in at 28 minutes, [and] is one of the strangest movies ever conceived, and also one of the most beautiful and sad. It’s made up almost
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entirely of black and white still photographs, depicting the events of
the narrative. (There is one single, haunting exception—the woman, in
repose, fluttering her eyelids open.) These stills are governed by a thirdparty narration—the only voice we hear—as well as music, and sound
effects. (Christley)

In her Senses of Cinema entry on Marker, Christley explains that “[t]aking
an image, a simple image, . . . and ‘scrubbing’ it—closely examining its
nature, its context, its subject, or any other aspect, in order to develop
a relevant discourse—is what Marker does best. Scrubbing the image is
Marker’s bread and butter.” For Composition, we find here an easy analogy to an emphasis on creativity and invention that leads to new methods,
but perhaps more clearly, we see revision practices in writing processes
(writing as “scrubbing” via revision). But we might/must also consider
that while Composition has devoted itself more recently to studies of the
image that aid in the teaching of elemental rhetorical knowledge and
skill—rendering Marker’s “scrubbing” valuable for our current theory and
practice—I have to think about present-day Composition beyond the elemental/textual in order to conceive of it as more expansive and hopeful
cultural work. Here, however, I think ambivalently with Soviet filmmaker
Andrei Tarkovsky, who bluntly explains his take on what such critical
work can accomplish as cultural work:
It is obvious that art cannot teach anyone anything, since in four thousand years humanity has learnt nothing at all. We should long ago have
become angels had we been capable of paying attention to the experience of art, and allowing ourselves to be changed in accordance with
the ideals it expresses. Art only has the capacity, through shock and
catharsis, to make the human soul receptive to good. It’s ridiculous
to imagine that people can be taught to be good . . . Art can only give
food—a jolt—the occasion—for psychical experience. (Tarkovsky 50;
emphasis mine)

It seems that we both comprehend and insist upon working against this
ambivalence, and so, again, desire. Resisting Tarkovsky’s seemingly selfevident claims regarding the failure of art to elevate us to the realms
of the angels, it seems crucially important that we “become angels . . .
capable of paying attention to the experience of art.” Naively idealistic,
the desire for it is essential; it is Composition’s desire for reflection, our
mobilization of reflection as the compulsion to effectively communicate
desire and resistance, expression and argument, ambivalence and meaning. In the context of reflection on film and image texts, it is this desire
that I imagine informing Deleuzean speculation on the “plane of immanence” where we find interplay between the virtual and the actual so that
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they “thus become interchangeable,” where “[a]ccording to Deleuze, the
actual is defined by the present that passes, the virtual by the past that
is preserved” (Pisters 4). Conversely, speaking primarily of representation via words-in-print-texts, and perhaps articulating the sense of permanence and status sought by Albert Kitzhaber in and around 1963, by
1965, in a report sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board,
we read that “[w]e must distinguish between the passing and the permanent” (qtd. in Harris 7). The reality and experience of immanent change
had been associated with ostensibly harmful “progressive attempts to
turn the [English] classroom into a ‘catch-all’ space for discussing whatever happened to be on the minds of teachers or students” (Harris 5) . . .
and this wouldn’t do. But if we find value in Deleuze’s take—“the actual
is defined by the present that passes, the virtual by the past that is preserved,” in becoming rather than in establishing What Has Been, then we
will want to explore Godard’s jump cutting, montage, and other added
effects in order to appropriately consider, along with Micheal Temple and
James Williams,
autobiography and memory in film; age and melancholia; twentieth-century history and historiography; the fate of European art and culture;
the relation between aesthetics and identity; ethics and philosophy; the
nature and status of authorship and literature; the evolution of the visual image from painting to film and video; speed and technology; and
videographic montage as a new poetics. (Temple and Williams 9)

It is true that here I want to “discuss what happen[s] to be on my mind,”
and I will do so by paying homage to Godard’s “new poetics.” Thinking
alongside my concern for a kairotic, responsive, and responsible Composition, I want to applaud Godard’s efforts to both capture and liberate an
image at the same time.
Less idealistically, as “a film person” (and as someone who is not
actually French), it’s humbling for me to return to Benjamin’s comments
upon the apparent charlatanism of the film spectator; he argues that “[i]t
is inherent in the technique of film . . . that everybody who witnesses its
accomplishments is something of an expert” (231). Humbling today, but
back then, as a cranky teen with my Saturday afternoon movies, it seems
plausible that I enjoyed certain films—even with my limited understanding—because of how they made me feel, like one of us. Rhetorical engagement as social process. Simple. Still, recognizing the weight of my tone
and the nature of current Composition, it seems necessary to read against
my somewhat dreamy and nostalgic sentiment and make clear that I find
the “anything goes” disposition to composing and Composition somewhat
problematic. But I will resist explicating this awareness as a form of Burkean
identification with and in the spirit of Godard, who, speaking in terms of
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production on his work as critic, writer, and filmmaker, identifies “a clear
continuity between all forms of expression” arguing, “[i]t’s all one. The
important thing is to approach it from the side which suits you best” (qtd.
in Milne and Narboni 171). So I will follow my sentiment as I shape my
approach—identifying with Godard who has divulged that “[i]f I analyse
[sic] myself today, I see that I have always wanted, basically, to do research
in the form of a spectacle” (181).8
I realize that by identifying so closely with Godard’s self-assured performative disposition, I may simply be exposing my narcissism. Possibly
confirming this diagnosis is New York Times film critic Manohla Dargis’s
review of a film recently screened at the Berlin Film Festival, a film scrumptiously entitled Exterminating Angels. Setting up her review, Dargis writes,
“Film criticism . . . is the rationalization of taste into theory. No matter how
involved the argument, writing about the movies almost always comes
down to a question of personal taste, [to] that web of influence through
which we filter each new film” (B3; emphasis mine). I love the candor
with which Dargis explains her take on film criticism. Aspiring to a similar
effect and gesturing toward a kind of nostalgia that may be productively
(re)motivational for contemporary Composition, I call upon my personal
taste and experience, along with various historical accounts, in order to
project a sense of “crisis” in 1963 film culture and argue that a similar
disposition attempted to move 1963 Composition.
So, Godard 1963: in his “first and last” big budget, studio-financed film,
Le Mepris or Contempt, made a move to “go big” in ways that diminished
many of his most inventive and effective filmmaking moves. But in “going
big,” Godard failed to create a very good film. A few complaints: a shift from
black and white into lurid color; loss of subtle montage and other added
effects for linear narrative; big name Hollywood stars; hit-you-over-the-head
references to Greek Literature—when, we get it. Contemporary analogues
to the shift I’m lamenting can be found in films (famously, all iterations of
latter-day Star Wars) that evidence the CGI effect, films that, because they
can, create digitally crafted armies of millions—locusts, clones, aliens, what
have you—but that lack a certain small scale intimacy and suffer the loss
of the ambiguous charm, delight, curiosity, and terror that comes from not
seeing, from not overwhelming the sensorium—absence is presence, or,
as Baudrillard famously comments, “to dissimulate is to feign not to have
what one has,” which is a pretty magical formula for the artifice of (film)
composing (5). This is relevant to Godard and his early methods—handheld cameras, little financial and technical support, and a revolutionarily
independent spirit. I’m inspired by Godard’s charming ambiguity—how his
work is both pleasurable and intellectually engaging without clubbing me
with its studio-supported, effects-driven force (its obvious-to-the-point-ofcondescension rhetorical effects). I want to think about Composition through
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the lens of film culture and its various crises of aspiration. Specifically, as I
contemplate early, present-day, and future Composition performances, I want
to imagine with Jean-Luc Godard a “cinema that might have been” (Keller).
That is to say, I want to think with Godard about a phenomenon that often
amounts to “the disconnect between audience spectatorship (ecstasy before
the projected spectacle) and the ex post facto indifference and callousness
of that same audience/world that once watched” (Keller). In other words,
I want us to think with Godard as he laments the rhetorical and affective
intensity that occurs at the moment of spectation/experience but fades once
the lights come up. Godard seemed to be after both affective intensity as
well as rhetorical and cultural engagement. As Keller interprets Godard’s
desire, “The cinema, which disengages us from worldly considerations while
engaging us in its world, that is, our world, ontologically resides in a zone
of paradox. Between action (engagement) and inaction (disengagement),
Godard was to set out on the path of the former” (Keller).
It seems, then, that Godard shares a sentiment famously articulated
by Brian Massumi in “The Autnomy of Affect,” which caught the attention of scholars in Composition. Diving into affect is not a new practice
within our field; Ann Berthoff and Sondra Perl famously explored affect
in Composition’s early days. More recently, Composition scholars Christa
Albrecht-Crane and Jenny Edbauer Rice have been exploring the affective
as a way of theorizing writing and the teaching of writing. While not speaking within the context of Composition but nevertheless exploring issues
of pressing concern for many teachers of writing, as Massumi theorizes
responses to film and televisual texts (including print text-as-image), he
seems to share Godard’s concern for audience-experience as desire that
engages a “free-flowing affect.”9 This phantom but, as I see it, necessarily
desirable affect circulates, for Massumi, somehow beyond discourse, within
and throughout what he calls “expression-event[s]” (87).
While Massumi’s free-flowing affect provides us with a language for
thinking through our seemingly non-conscious, visceral and heightened
sensorial responses to certain expression-events, such as a film, the concept
is clearly problematic for those compositionists who have gener(ic)ally accepted Foucault’s various articulations of the ways in which nothing exists
outside of or beyond discourse. My experience as a filmmaker who screens
her films at academic conventions has shown me that some, if not many,
compositionists believe that teaching or “using” or (gasp!) producing film-asrhetoric is problematic to impossible; film as composing—filmwriting—moves
us beyond convention and genre and traditional notions of “engagement”
via affect, gesturing toward an “anything goes,” extra-discursive play that
may be counterproductive, even dangerous. Anne Wysocki has recently
argued that such visceral forms of engagement may unwittingly contribute
to a culture of violence that seems easily to tolerate violent representational
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texts and encourages audiences to “participate” with/in them (in the form
of violent video games, new digital artforms that foreground the body’s
response to its status as “art object,” and, we might imagine, film).10 In my
eagerness to embrace or simply to be after Massumi’s “free-flowing affect”
as I participate in film work as a spectator and filmwriter, I initially resisted
Wysocki’s reading; however, working more carefully through some of my
initial reservations (which I tried eagerly to deny), I see now that there is
something quite important about what she is worrying. Still, I want to bypass
this concern, for now, especially because of the ways in which it occludes
my immediate desire.
Thinking about desire is to think in terms of affect. Filmmaking engages
desire, invoking its creativity and imagining (the experience of) its fulfillment; writing or talking about a film I’ve made is a far less complicated
rhetorical activity. That is, the writing that attends filmwork seems to come
with comparative ease. Because, while there’s more to it than this, essentially, in generating words, I work with one track, whereas in generating a
film I work with several visual tracks and possibly one or more sound track,
as well. I work to integrate them into an audio-visual whole that resonates
something I want, something I want to project, something I want an audience
to imagine as new, something that moves, something an audience reanimates
and in that way sort of helps to complete (Chion, Mitchell). As Mark Prensky
intimates, our “digital native” students are all about this complex, integrative,
pleasurable rhetorical work (1). However, filmwork in our classrooms often
defaults to analytic and cultural-studies oriented work regarding existing
films (Bishop vii), and this is fine for purposes related to the production of
standard written English and for critical academic discourse, but literacies
shift, and we seem stuck. So this analytical textual work about film is fine,
except that it’s not. In many ways, we are not so much producing but still
looking at film texts as bound by conventions and thereby throwing back
to earlier versions of Composition that privileged literary texts or primarily served to polish up students for work in literary studies (Connors); we
had been limited in terms of invention potential, discovery, creativity . . . we
had diminished rhetoric’s expansive range. In our recent film work, we are
similarly delimiting our potential by clutching at what is, at what has been,
and especially at what has been commercially successful; what I’m after is
the “naïve object,” a term Geoff Sirc recently shared with me in an email
discussion of this project, explaining that
by “naive,” I mean the stuff students do, which may not be naive at all .
. . naive = must be as underdetermined as possible, which in a sense obviates a certain kind of over-determined criticism. So the rhetorical apparatus you bring to a textual/filmic/whatever object must be a kind of
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fresh encounter. You can’t bring the received discourse in as an analytic
for new objects. (emphasis mine)

Agreed. And I want to compel us to do more interesting and inventive
things in our filmwork alone, but I realize that we are still largely about
orderly academic written discourse. Even so, it seems to me that filmwork
may productively move (student) writers to greater rhetorical efficacy.
So, what of the writing that emerges from or attends film? Here again,
desire, desire for affective intensity, desire for a vital (and pedagogically
valuable) engagement.
Engagement. I remember reading about early Composition and its
groovy moves—“the sounds, the candlelight, the students on the floor, the
dark” (Sirc, English 1)—an inviting disposition that privileged and inspired
spontaneity and creativity and desires to teach and learn with far less support
than we were then receiving (by comparison, Godard’s 1963 film Le Mepris is
in many ways all about the horrors of what happens to one’s creativity and
integrity once massive support is secured: the breakdown of communication,
trust, and tenderness; the loss of frivolity and joy; the absence of wonder).
Briefly summarizing the film,
Contempt . . . deal[s] with a conflict between a European director (Fritz
Lang playing himself) and a crude American producer, Jerry Prokosch
(performed with animal energy by [Jack] Palance) over a remake of
Homer’s Odyssey. Prokosch hires a French screenwriter, Paul (Michel Piccoli), to rewrite Lang’s script [in other words, seeking commercial gain
over art, he hires a lesser-known writer to revise the work of an established
“master”]. Paul takes the job partly to buy an apartment for his wife,
the lovely Camille ([Brigitte] Bardot); but in selling his talents, he loses
stature in her eyes [in early discussions of this paper, Geoff Sirc imagines
Brigitte Bardot as Composition students, and this makes sense to me,
especially as . . . through] a series of partial misunderstandings, Camille
also thinks her husband is allowing the powerful, predatory Prokosch
to flirt with her—or at least has not sufficiently shielded her from that
danger. (Lopate 1; emphasis mine)

Maybe I was drawn to Composition in the same way that Camille fell
in love with Paul. In the film, lamenting the changes she experiences
ever since Paul (the hack writer) pockets the check from Prokosch (the
producer), she comments upon their earlier days, their carefree courtship, their spontaneity, the joy they knew despite their unknown status
and modest financial circumstances. Maybe I was drawn to Composition
because of its hopeful yet undecided nature. But I can’t spend too much
time on a literal comparison; casting myself is one thing, but it’s too presumptuous to imagine our entire discipline as characters in a French film
(although it is deliciously tempting).
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We have been talking about film in Composition since at least 1939, when,
in an English Journal article, Hooper J. Wise noted the use of film as a tool
that aids in the teaching of listening [silenzio!] skills as he discusses common
practices in the University of Florida’s First Year Writing classroom. Ever since
then, we find references to film use in Composition’s scholarly record. Apparently, we put film to the following uses: to engage students, discuss content,
practice analytical skills, explore narrative conventions, discover and analyze
cultural trends, and much more. More recently (obviously), we find ourselves
thinking about film composition not merely as an artifact for consumption and
analysis but also as end-text, as something to be produced in a Composition
classroom (in fact, to avoid engaging with similarly popular “new” forms,
Sirc has recently commented, seems “cranky and wrongheaded” [“Writing”]).
Lacking production possibilities, we have in the past passed on film and other
multimodal text-work. Or, the more likely cause of our inability to see film
production as worthy (rhetorical) activity involves the continued privileging
of the (correctly) printed word, (clear) written discourse as the primary vehicle
of rhetorical power. We know that film, especially “intellectual,” “foreign,” or
“independent” film can be provocative and engaging and rhetorically effective,
but we seem to be conflicted about how and why we should be working with
it (as for the massive Rambos and Pretty Women, “no problem,” we’ve been
saying, for quite some time).
And “reading” these films is far too easy. Working in film production is
vastly more interesting, challenging, and capable of engaging existing and
shaping emerging rhetorical knowledge and skill. The ambiguity inherent
in film work enables a kind of fluid possibility, a charming sense that what
one says or does regarding film (as Benjamin earlier predicted and as Dargis
intimates) can be said and/or done (e.g., YouTube, Slamdance, or the Free
Form and Cell Phone Film Festivals). In other words, the current moment
asks us to think about the ways in which the ambiguous and potential-laden
multimodal disposition one must possess or develop in film work may productively reactivate and reimagine the “fearful” postmodern promise, “anything
goes” (the sort of promise upon which early Composition perhaps relied,
the promise we were persuaded to no longer trust in 1963). For “anything
goes” is a threat to discursive power, a threat to the dominance of certain
discourses that delimit what can be said and done in the context of thinking about and performing Composition—this issue of Composition Studies
is, after all, devoted to thinking about shifts in culture that resonate within
and throughout the emergence of our field. Film’s inherent “anything goes”
posture seemed/seems likely to jeopardize traditional acts of composing
by suggesting that it is free (not without consequence but that it is unconstrained by generic conventions). But somehow, desire for this posture seems
necessary in the present moment, as forces—internal and external—continue
to attempt to define the nature of our rhetorico-compositional work and the
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nature of what constitutes an appropriate “composition.” It is this desire that
turns me back to Godard.
For Godard, anything could and did “go” . . . he is known for totally
controlling his unorthodox methods of production. He worked fast, cheap,
and, for the most part, without studio intervention. The parallels to early
Composition are striking, it seems to me. And, just as early Composition
pedagogy was in many ways born of—but could not break from—Literary
tradition, in a parallel universe Godard has famously said of film work and
its intertextual relationship to nearly 10 years of film theory (in the form of
the Cahiers du Cinema, for which Godard had been a chief writer) “we’re
born in the museum, it’s our homeland after all” (qtd. in Howe vii).
In addition to his thrift and cleverness, Godard likely appeals to the
contemplative compositionist; introducing Cinema: The Archaeology of Film
and the Memory of a Century, John Howe notes Godard’s “explicit references
to the physical process of filmmaking, [and] a reflective and reflexive element that has become central to his work” (ix-x). Leaving the measure of
analogy (to Composition) to the reader, I will simply point out that when I
consider the ways in which this reflexivity is in part responsible for Godard’s
early success, I have to laugh reading an anecdote from Philip Lopate’s review essay of Le Mepris for the Criterion Collection’s DVD release. Lopate,
a cinephile who has himself borrowed dialogue from Godard’s film for his
own book on film entitled Totally, Tenderly, Tragically recalls that in “1963,
film buffs were drooling over the improbable news that Godard—renowned
for his hit-and-run, art house bricolages such as Breathless and My Life to
Live—was shooting a big CinemaScope color movie with Brigitte Bardot
and Jack Palance”; so, even the counterhegemonic, revolution-minded
arthouse regulars were excited to see what might happen if Godard were
funded and loaded up with stars. It gets better: Angry over Godard’s refusal
to trade on Bardot’s sexuality, the studios forced a compromise. The film
opens on a scene of a nude Brigitte Bardot unwittingly offering a critique
of the ways in which women are victims of the gaze as she asks her lover if
he enjoys—one by one—each of her “parts” (“Do you like my feet? . . . Do
you like my knees? . . .”). Following this “compromise,” which one might be
tempted to view as successful given the reflexive critique it actualizes even
as it self-referentially exploits Bardot’s appeal, Godard famously wondered,
perhaps even then considering the horror of having sold out, “Hadn’t they
ever bothered to see a Godard film?” (qtd. in Lopate).
In many ways, I am thinking about selling out, selling out to correctness
and clarity at the expense of engagement, creativity, and a counterhegemonic
spirit enacted through early pedagogies. I’m nostalgically thinking about
how, just as early 1960s Composition wanted to move away from the strange
and stultifying posturing of Compositions A and B, we find, according to
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tween image and text” (qtd. in Howe xii). I’m seeing here an early form of
Composition-as-Cultural Studies that had begun to deconstruct traditional
distinctions within the arts. Godard wanted to see film-as-rhetoric-as-art-asaction, not through the narrow lens of disciplinary or mercantile divisions
that diminish creative potential; to do so, he could not work effectively or
with real satisfaction within traditional studio engines. Famously commenting upon the “unpleasant difficulties” he encountered with his producers on
Le Mepris, Godard commented that “the imaginary has completely flowed
over into life” (qtd. in Brown 37) which is to say that, like Paul in the film,
Godard had found that selling out isn’t worth it.
It’s a somewhat obvious critique, but it materializes my concern for
Composition’s continuing identification with what has been. My nostalgic
turn both asks that I remember and compels me to imagine “the Composition that might have been.”

Notes
1. I intend here to hint at the masterful film noir work of Fritz Lang in his captivating film, M.
2. Anis Bawarshi argues effectively for Composition as genre in his book Genre
and the Invention of the Writer.
3. See Stephen M. North’s The Making of Knowledge in Composition for a neatly
compartmentalized review.
4. Similarly, the teacher-scholars of early Composition had worked for years to
teach writing without the benefit of a rich historical sense of itself, without a
range of theories from which to draw. In part, my point is that this unknowing
disposition compelled creative individuals to discover the available means of
getting the job done—humanely, creatively, compassionately, and in ways that
privileged personal freedom from constraint.
5. See Sherrie Gradin’s Romancing Rhetorics or Bruce McComisky’s Teaching Writing as a Social Process.
6. See W. J. T. Mitchell, Picture Theory: Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation.
7. I borrow the term “expression-event” from Brian Massumi, who describes our
existing and emergent affective relationships to expression or external stimuli,
be it image, image and words, text, etc.
8. This approach was multimodal as this paper was originally presented at
the 2007 CCCC’s conference. During the presentation, I read the paper as
I screened a short film, an homage to Godard that wanted to articulate my
desire visually and aurally, in cinematic rather than in pure “conference-paper
mode.”
9. I am indebted to Dennis Lynch for the term “free-flowing affect,” and am
grateful to him for talking through his reading of Massumi with me in a postconference extension of a paper I presented at The Penn State University’s
Conference on Rhetoric and Composition (2007).
10. See “Saturday” by Sabrina Raff or “Osmose” by Char Davies.
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Publishing in ‘63: Looking for Relevance
in a Changing Scene
Thomas Reynolds

I

n May of 1963, Life Magazine published several remarkable photographic
images of Elijah Muhammed, Malcolm X, and other Nation of Islam members. Some of those images, especially those of Malcolm X, have achieved
iconic status in the history of the U.S. Civil Rights Movement. One full-page
image is particularly memorable in its depiction of a paralyzed William
Rogers, seated in a wheelchair and apparently leaning in to listen to someone outside the frame, with Malcolm standing and orating behind. Both
men are holding up Muslim newspapers with the clearly visible headline,
“SEVEN UNARMED NEGROES SHOT IN COLD BLOOD BY LOS ANGELES
POLICE” (Parks 24). Rogers himself, one learns from the caption on the
opposite page, had been shot by police bullets in Los Angeles. These images appeared on the heels of Life’s coverage, earlier in the month, of riots
in Birmingham, Alabama, and a growing impatience nationwide with the
country’s continuing racial injustices.
Accompanying the images, which were taken by the veteran Life photographer Gordon Parks, was a report by Parks on the Nation of Islam, written
from his own perspective. The article was introduced in the Editor’s Note by
George P. Hunt, who wrote an entrée to Parks as a man who had grown up
in a largely hopeless situation in rural Kansas where racism forced a black
man to fight for basic dignity (3). As one who turned the “violence and bitterness” inside into hard work, Parks is portrayed as a man whose varied
talents as photographer, music composer, poet, and novelist developed due
to his own considerable efforts (Hunt 3). Parks’s autobiographical novel,
The Learning Tree, published later in 1963, and his several later memoirs,
including A Choice of Weapons, narrate in detail his own versions of his
development as an artist.
Here I’d like to consider Parks’s reportorial photographs and accompanying personal essay, “What Their Cry Means to Me,” as an act of publishing
with implications for the teaching of written composition. To consider his
published text is to note how its fixity stands at an intersection of complex
racial, commercial, and artistic forces, a nexus that both creates and closes
off spaces for meaningful expression. By stepping into this particular writing
space, Parks asserted a power afforded by painful news events in the country
that had reached the pages of the popular magazines of the time. His background as a first-rate Life news photographer—a profession that involved
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documenting, but ostensibly not participating in such events—became all
the more powerful in this instance when he joined his photography with a
self-authored text. Parks-as-writer reflected a larger reality of increased opportunity for authorship in general, a development that might be connected
to the progression of modernity. According to Walter Benjamin,
At any moment the reader is ready to turn into a writer. As expert,
which he had to become willy-nilly in an extremely specialized work
process, even if only in some minor respect, the reader gains access
to authorship. . . . Thus, the distinction between author and public is
about to lose its basic character. (232)

Parks-the-commercial-photographer (or “reader” of events) in this vein became Parks-the-writer, an author operating in a world of texts that immediately involved him in ways that he had only partial control over, as with
us all.
I take note of Parks’s rare foray into journalistic writing in order to highlight his courage, but especially its relevance. In a moment when the Civil
Rights movement was being pulled in different directions, especially with
the powerful public speaking of Malcolm X that now drew interviews with
him and articles about him in the popular media, Parks’s writing in Life was
tantamount to stepping onto a stage in which the drama had already reached
such a pitch that his words might sway the millions of magazine readers in
a particular direction. What impact he had, however, is difficult to ascertain,
at least in part because of the ways his essay mapped onto the wider net of
mass-publishing interests. A closer look at Parks’s act of publishing in Life
in May 1963 demonstrates how mass-market publishing at this time pushed
and pulled important social texts such as Parks’s article through the net
of commercial interests, with the significant result of diluting or negating
their meaning. In 1963, the immediate context of periodical publishing was
changing, as smaller publications of the alternative and underground press
would in the next few years gain appeal for disenchanted writers, artists,
and activist readers seeking relevant, passionate outlets for their work.
This changing publication scene stood in sharp contrast to courses
in college composition. Writers in these courses read published texts in
textbooks, but students were seldom encouraged to approach their own
writing with the idea that it might be serious enough to publish or even
place into dialogue with already published work. Robert Connors argues
that the field’s attention to writing process issues in the 60’s, especially in
the work of James McCrimmon, belied an underlying resistance to change
at the level of composition textbooks (104-05). College students themselves,
Connors points out, started to look beyond the easy formulas of textbooks
in this “time of Relevance” (105). Donald Stewart, in studying the textbooks
of this period, notices how new rhetorical theories of the time do not find
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their way into 60’s textbooks, which remained stubbornly resistant to the
“assaults” on the then-dominant current-traditional notion of rhetoric (Stewart 172). No textbooks seem to have incorporated D. Gordon Rohman and
Alfred Wlecke’s work on invention, for example, which suggested that the
reading of good-prose models would not accomplish anything other than
an ability to evaluate the relative quality of a finished work. Rohman and
Wlecke’s aim, teaching students how to write such a text through a process
of imitating the “creative principle of discovery itself” (qtd. in Stewart 172),
was notably absent from student textbooks (Stewart 172). In a similar vein,
Kathleen E. Welch argues that textbooks hold a power based in a “felt naturalness” which is really a shared ideology (shared by teachers and students
alike) that assumes the ability of textbooks to instruct with models of prose
and rhetorical rules that govern that prose. One strategy to counter this
ideology, Welch argues, is to reduce the importance that textbooks hold in
composition courses in favor of the activity of students producing texts in
order to improve their own writing (271).
My interest, then, is to begin to recover a sense of textual production that
has as its purpose a sharing with a public. I don’t go so far as to describe how
to go about producing these texts; rather, my goal here is the more modest,
but perhaps more difficult, one of starting to re-imagine the possibilities at the
point of thinking about how student text production fits into a wider scene
of publication, including popular and artistic/literary venues. These venues
hold out the possibility of relevance in a way that connects Composition to a
world of working writers who compose in situations that overlap with issues,
concerns, and artistic developments that intersect with student lives. Thinking
with students about the published work of the journalist, the artist, the writer,
as text that has been entered into the criss-crossing lines of interests, passions,
and attempts to enact justice (or injustice) offers writing instruction a richer
notion of what it means to publish one’s work. Students should consider these
texts in their scenes of construction, those difficult, messy venues in which
writing enters conversations—that bear all the difficulties of communication
encountered in a world of interested participants—in order to gain a more
sophisticated understanding of publication.
While for most student writers, splashy picture magazines were not available in 1963 as outlets for publishing their own work, they nonetheless offered one window on events that shaped lives. Highly polished photographic
images, writing that reported but did not often recognize the need—let alone
advocate—for change, and an assumption of life as endless consumption
of goods steered the attention of many young people. Smaller publications
offered the possibility of more intellectually challenging publication, but
were not without their own complications. Some little magazines faced
crises of audience and purpose, partly from a perhaps inevitable drift away
from engaging the compelling ideas and issues on which they were founded.
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Most composition classes, however, stood stubbornly outside of the range
of publishing outlets that might have afforded opportunity for students to
learn how texts exist in social and commercial contexts that play a role in
determining meaning and participation.

1. The Picture Magazines
Occupying the role set out by Hunt, Parks approaches his assignment
with an announced skepticism of the Nation of Islam’s (NOI) separatist
beliefs and their insistence on immediate change. He also wonders if his
own success in the “white world” had cost him some objectivity (22). Nevertheless, as he gets to know Malcolm X, he finds himself agreeing with
the premises of stubborn racism and injustice and the proper response by
blacks. For example, in response to X’s characterization of black leaders who
advocated for slow change—as having sat on the “hot stove” for too long
with “burned behinds”—Parks reflects that the news of “interminable suffering” from the South made X’s words “take on more meaning, more truth”
(22). For Parks, however, every move closer to Muslim belief and passion
makes him re-examine his own experience that led him to this moment. So,
a mere two paragraphs after the hot stove insight, Parks calls a halt to his
“corrosive thoughts” (22), his growing agreement with Malcolm’s words,
and asks, “Was I becoming too receptive to the Muslim doctrine? I began
prodding myself into a more argumentative mood, re-examining my feelings
so that I might honestly assess the moral convictions I had developed so
painfully through the years” (22). He then offers a litany of white figures—a
photographer, a Southerner, a Spanish painter, a Jew, and a Dutchman from
Colorado—who had helped him become a successful photographer and
artist. He concludes that his experience around the world with all types of
people have convinced him of the “universality of man” (23). Toward the
end of the piece, Parks announces that he will not join the Muslims, but, in
the event of violence, he acknowledges that his blackness will position him
beside them in the fight (79).
As a public statement, Parks’s words, along with his photographs, offer
Life’s many white readers, numbered in the millions, a powerful alternative
position that is presumably easier to accept than the views of the NOI. As
in the photograph, the confrontational words of Elijah Muhammed (the
newspaper was called Muhammed Speaks) and of Malcolm X are captured
inside a frame that is not their own; it is instead the frame of the narrative of
a black man who has white friends and a belief in integration. Such a tactic
does not, however, settle the way that this text, fixed in publication, projects
meaning. It is worth tracing some of the paths in order to begin to examine
how textual meaning locates itself within a web of contexts, or what Jeff
Rice has recently called “networks” in relation to new media (131).
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Parks’s written text and photographs gain a different sense of urgency, for
example, when viewed as following other reports on the Civil Rights Movement published by Life earlier in the month, including pictures of blacks being
blasted by water cannons and attacked by dogs. Just how the text changes
is uncertain, however, and raises possibilities for interpretation. Does Parks’s
writing gain further persuasiveness as a rational response to what seems to
be a heightening of violence by whites? Or is it possible that readers dismiss
Parks because of the overwhelming evidence of brutality by whites?
Meaning becomes more uncertain yet when one places the advertisements for cameras from the same Life issue within the same frame of study as
Parks’s text. In one full-page advertisement, Kodak playfully directs readers
with the slogan, “Don’t spend your summer weekends—save them with an
easy-to-use Kodak camera!” Illustrations of leisure activities at the beach and
in the trout stream show just how to go about this. Do readers make sense of
Parks’s photographs, and of Parks himself, differently when photography itself
has become part of enjoyable middle-class existence? Richard Ohmann has
shown that one of the main tasks of editors of mass-market magazines was
to establish an enduring audience by presenting repeated and predictable
pictures of life (151). In this instance, the negation of Parks’s photographs
gains support through the assurance that everyday life for the well-off will
continue to frame a reality apart from any difficult issues and the long hot
summer to come.
Moving from inside Life Magazine to a wider field, Parks’s text inflects
differently again when placed beside other “like” texts in picture magazines of 1963. Malcolm X’s famous Playboy Magazine interview came out
the same month as the Life piece, and featured Malcolm answering questions at length. The interview itself, conducted by Alex Haley, presented a
thoughtful, argumentative, and well-informed X. At one point, in response
to the charge of race hatred, X responds by talking of how blacks are
learning for the first time in 400 years the real truth of how the white man
“brainwashed the black man, kept him ignorant of his true history, robbed
him of his self-confidence. . . . In fact, Mr. Muhammed teaches that if the
present generation of whites would study their own race in the light of
their true history, they would be anti-white themselves” (54). Malcolm X
himself pushes the outer edges of Playboy’s own apparent nod to relevance
in granting him the interview. When asked what motives he ascribed to
Playboy in giving him the opportunity to speak, he answers, “I think you
want to sell magazines. I’ve never seen a sincere white man, not when it
comes to helping black people. Usually, things like this are done by white
people to benefit themselves” (57). Attenuating the Playboy interview,
which had promised to publish Malcolm’s responses verbatim (Haley 365),
was the 500-word lead-in that pairs Muslims with “white supremacists” as
“two inimical exponents of racism and segregation” (53). The interview
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itself is announced by Playboy editors as “both an eloquent statement and
a damning self-indictment of one noxious facet of rampant racism” (53).
Overall, the lead to the interview, as with Parks’s more humane text in Life,
serves as foil to the radical Malcolm X.
Earlier in the year, a third report on the NOI published in the Saturday
Evening Post, “The Black Merchants of Hate,” also pushed Malcolm X’s activism into a space construed as, first and foremost, dangerous. Written by
Alex Haley and Alfred Balk, a self-announced “biracial team” (68) with an
apparent claim to objectivity, the piece features a militant Malcolm X with a
narrative that invokes fear of the NOI. They characterize NOI as “fanatical”
at least three times in the article, and the NOI’s training of its members is
said to be carried out through a “tabloid newspaper, Muhammed Speaks, and
hate-filled magazines and pamphlets” (70). Complicating present-day understanding of this article, historian Manning Marable has suggested in a 2004
interview with Amy Goodman of Democracy Now! that Balk had collaborated
with the FBI, probably with Haley’s knowledge, to get information that would
paint X as dangerous and have the hoped-for effect of isolating him from
other leaders in the Civil Rights Movement. The Autobiography of Malcolm
X : As Told to Alex Haley emerged the next year—the result of a publisher
reading the Playboy interview, according to Haley’s Epilogue (385).
Haley also writes in the Epilogue that Malcolm X had come to see the
power of the periodical media and how he encouraged articles about him
for the sake of the NOI (385). X was hot press in ’63, a newsmaker with a
message to spread to the public, but this also meant that he was considered a
commodity sure to sell magazines. Predictably, perhaps, his powerful message
was mediated by the mass publications that sold his words and image. In the
case of Life in ‘63, Parks and X became the same text, one asserting change,
the other undoing that assertion, and the pattern was readable across the
large magazines that covered the NOI. In a sort of publishing battle royal, as
in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, this fight was full of confusion, deceit, and
interests that turn out to reify white privilege by neutralizing change. As a
study in purpose, what a wonderful assignment the politics of publishing
in predominantly white-owned magazines might have made for a composition class thinking about what moves people to write and publish, and with
what consequences.

2. From Little Magazines to the Underground Press
If the relevance of content was difficult to assert through the various
filters of large circulation magazines, then the less commercial world of small
magazines faced a challenge of staying close to their founding principles
as the world changed around them. In ’63, Reed Whittemore, Professor of
English at Carleton College and devoted scholar of what were known in the
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literary world as the Little Magazines, published a pamphlet in the University
of Minnesota Press series, an extended essay that sounded a note of doubt
about the possibilities of such magazines continuing to publish, on the one
hand, and remaining relevant even if they were able to continue. Financing
such magazines had always been a chancy venture, but Whittemore was
more concerned with their fading relevance. He begins his study by noting
the appealing simplicity of the little magazine: “It takes very little to start a
little magazine. As a minimum a secondhand typewriter, some paper, and
access to a mimeograph machine will do. The new editor can write the
thing himself and send it out to his friends” (5). With the ’63 invention of
the first desktop copy machine, the Xerox 813, publishing on a small scale
held even greater possibility.
Conceptually, though, what distinguishes the little magazine for Whittemore is its “seriousness” (5), a term meant in opposition to the commercial
magazines whose seriousness applies mainly to selling magazines for profit.
To demonstrate his point, Whittemore highlights the enduring exemplar for
little magazines, Poetry, founded by Harriet Monroe in 1912 and publisher
of many of the most important poets of the early 20th Century. T. S. Eliot,
H. D., and Ezra Pound had all published there, and all loosely held to no
less of an ideal than to save the best of a collapsed civilization. As Pound,
an avid supporter of the journal, stated,
My problem is to keep alive a certain group of advancing poets, to set
the arts in their rightful place as the acknowledged guide and lamp of
civilization. The arts must be supported in preference to the church and
scholarship. Artists first, then, if necessary, professors and parsons. (qtd.
in Whittemore 10)

In Whittemore’s view, Poetry’s high purpose gradually but steadily narrowed
into an enterprise of publishing poets who believed in poetry exclusively as
self-referential art and/or as a technically demanding exercise of language.
Pound’s award of the Bollingen Prize for poetry in 1949 signaled to Whittemore that little magazines had taken a wrong turn. In an era of increasing
social and cultural change, he argued that little magazines such as Poetry
had lost their way by maintaining an allegiance to literature that did not
engage immediate issues in the world. Pound himself had engaged social
issues by embracing fascism toward the end of WWII, a fact that Whittemore suggests might have given pause to those awarding the Bollingen. In
his view, the award was given to Pound’s Pisan Cantos based on technical
merit and formal features of the poetry, criteria that operated with personal
allegiances among the judges. Seriousness for Poetry, Whittemore suggests,
rested on a commitment to an ahistorical notion of culture; good poetry
was good poetry no matter the subject matter. In their own ways, other
little magazines that appeared to engage politics, even the Partisan Review,
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which was founded on communist principles, also asserted independence
from an engaged political program in Whittemore’s analysis (18).
Whittemore conjectures that the founding impetus of little magazines—
to take responsibility for something important, whether that was civilization,
historical process, or language itself—was a moment whose time may have
passed, if it was ever real at all. The result was isolation of the small literary magazines and perhaps of literature itself. In 1965, at a gathering of
magazine editors sponsored by the Library of Congress, Whittemore went
so far as suggesting a merger of little magazines with distinctly different
kinds of magazines, a marriage of his own Carleton Miscellany, for example,
with the Public Administration Review, in order to re-capture some of the
relevance that overly technical and highly specialized magazines now had.
He proposed implementation of his idea on a small scale, “Two-by-Two,”
as his talk was called, with the goal of dialogue between highly specialized publications. These “[e]xperiments in synthesis” (52), as he termed
the proposal, would not proceed with the idea of immediate cross-venue
publication: “it would be a mistake to think of the proposed dialogues as
primarily, or at least at first, publishing ventures. They would have to begin
as educational ventures” (52).
Whittemore’s call for relevant and engaged publishing based on crossing lines of specialization did not catch on with his peers, and it is unclear
whether anything came of his proposal. His passion for small presses addressing relevant issues was taken up, however, in the underground press,
which was about to explode in interest level and numbers of publications.
In August of 1965, Max Scherr published the first issue of the Berkeley Barb,
a paper that he put together out of his living room. Its first issue announced
that it hoped to “nettle that amorphous but thick-headed establishment that
so often nettles us—and to spur into action some of our own” (qtd. in Peck
30). Addressing dissent regarding the Vietnam War, local social issues, racial
injustice, and, in subsequent issues, everything countercultural associated
with UC Berkeley, the Barb and other underground papers engaged young
people and moved them to act. Although the politics and reporting of underground presses have often been characterized as naïve, their sense of
commitment, energy, and attention to the local captured student attention
in ways that large presses could not.

Conclusion
According to Connors, one of the major textbooks of the era, McCrimmon’s Writing with a Purpose, introduced a new section in the 1963
edition that heralded the process movement in composition instruction.
Composition in ‘63 might have looked not only at the world of student
texts as constructed, historical objects, but also at how that process was
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part of the larger world of published texts. While textbooks of the time
contained model readings for study, assignments rarely considered those
models—in terms of content, form, and the process that produced them,
in relation to what might have been found in periodicals. An exception of
sorts, Rhetoric and Reading: Order and Idea, by T. J. Kallsen and D. E. McCoy,
emphasized the idea of purpose, as with McCrimmon, but also included
several reading selections taken from popular and academic magazines.
Generally, these articles appeared without context, and assignments were
written for ideas that students drew from the articles. In the case of Edmund S. Morgan’s “What Every Yale Freshman Should Know,” first published in 1960 in Saturday Review and reprinted in the textbook, however,
the authors directed students to treat Morgan’s ideas about “curiosity”
as the basis for a “light essay” to be written for “assumed publication” in
This Week Magazine (123-24). Leaving aside the artificiality of the assignment, one might imagine that teachers would emphasize the importance
of developing a fit purpose for this assignment. Placing the original text
under study for its purpose—as well as for how it fit the magazine’s look,
advertising, and audience expectations—would have added to students’
knowledge about what it means to publish in this kind of venue, and in
this particular venue. Such knowledge could have added to the intent of
the student authors to produce a piece, with some meaning, that might
have actually been published.
Going to the periodicals themselves also could have afforded students
an opportunity to join education in writing to events that mattered to
them, and that might have helped them navigate a contentious, ideologically conflicted time. Seeing that the newspaper Muhammed Speaks, for
example, was read by hundreds of thousands of readers might have shown
how impassioned writing moved people to change their lives. Seeing that
new, grassroots papers like the Berkeley Barb offered opportunity to write
and read in new ways that challenged so much of what was observable
in the mainstream press could have offered students a way to move their
writing to a local press that filled a need for the time. Barry Miles, a writer
for the East Village Other (EVO) in the mid-Sixties, recalls its start-up as
an attempt to “fill the cultural gap between the increasingly staid old-left
Greenwich Village, and the edgy, radical East Village” (6). Seeing how
the dominant news press swallowed challenging ideas—such as those of
Malcolm X, in rhetoric that ranged from almost unseemly opposition from
within the black community to outright mischaracterizations—might have
educated students in the various perils of publication.
Today, self-publishing opportunities through blogs, ‘zines, and other
formats hold enormous possibilities, as well as complexities, for writing
instruction. Recent work such as the book Public Works: Student Writing
as Public Text, edited by Emily Isaacs and Phoebe Jackson, has begun to
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look more closely at the politics and history of student texts considered
as published texts. Charles Moran, for example, in writing of the tradition
of student publishing in the writing program at the University of Massachusetts, finds enormous value in finding “safe spaces” for students to
take risks with their writing and publish it for others in the class (43). He
also recognizes how “risk” is not evenly distributed among students who
publish personal writing (43), as power imbalances extend along a line
through history and into our classes. Following, with our students, this
line outside of the classroom to include the larger universe of published
periodicals in the study of writing can help us imagine opportunities for
students to join their writing to projects of their own making—and to
consider, and possibly influence, how their ideas will enter the network
of meaning constituted through publication.
Teaching publication, and about publication, to writing students involves
understanding a process of constantly shifting representation. Anne Frances
Wysocki and Johndan Johnson-Eilola have encouraged new understandings
of our relationships with communication technologies, asserting an understanding of literacy “as not a skill but a process of situating and resituating
representation in social spaces” (367). Publication, as I have discussed it
here, involves a similar awareness of how production technologies—but
also the interests that make them possible and powerful—are part of the
network of texts that make up our own. As Parks’s experience demonstrates,
a text entered into a public arena already holds meaning and reverberates
further meaning. As with mass-market magazine texts, so with more current
digital texts. Blog entries, Facebook representations, ‘zines posted to a web
site—all these hook into different technologies, audiences, and written and
visual formats. Helping students understand how texts convey meaning for
different audiences with different purposes helps to make publication in a
digital world a more informed, and possibly more relevant, act.
Relevance for writing studies is only partly about the possibility of
dealing with immediately pressing social issues. However precisely a piece
of writing finds social relevance, it has already found its relevance in the
choices, material advantages, and personal relationships a writer brings
to the moment (or that created the moment for the possible publication
of that piece). While it is true that both Parks and Whittemore embraced
a sense of social relevance, they also demonstrated relevance in the way
that they acted in their separate spheres of publishing. Writing an honest
appraisal of what he found in the NOI and the compelling Malcolm X,
Parks pushed the public conversation on racial justice by writing a journalistic text. But his act is also relevant for the way that he found his way
into print. Parks created an opportunity to share his writing by extending
his work as a photojournalist into a venue already offering the possibility
of published writing. This opportunity was all the more powerful as he
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joined his own photographs to his writing and furthered his interests as a
writer/artist. Whittemore’s attempt to re-engage journal editors in more
immediately relevant, and not overly specialized, publication is also an
act of relevance in the way that it shows us how to pay attention to what
our texts signify and support, and to the limits of control over texts. As we
teach our students to think and act as writers/publishers in an increasingly
digital world, we would do well to remember Whittemore and Parks for
their thoughtful actions in their own networks of publishing interests.
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COURSE DESIGN
English 283: Rhetorical Theory and
Applications: “Rhetorical Theory, Mass
Media, and Public Discourse”
Teresa Grettano

Course Description
English 283: Rhetorical Theory and Applications is described in the undergraduate catalogue as offering a “critical and analytical examination of the
nature and historical development of rhetorical theory and its applications
to contemporary discourse.” The course fulfills requirements for the major
in English but is especially important for two concentrations in the major:
Rhetorical Studies and English Education. While completing the first-year
composition course is not a prerequisite for ENG 283, students enrolled are
typically in their junior or senior years.
Depending on the professor and the semester, the course works through
different approaches to rhetoric and can focus on different themes. At times,
the course is a traditional survey of rhetorical theory; other times the course
focuses on modern rhetorical situations. Previous courses have focused on
the rhetoric of work, the rhetoric of fear, and rhetorics of disability. The
course presented below focused on rhetorical theory, the mass media, and
public discourse.

Institutional Context
Illinois State University is located in the twin-city community of Bloomington-Normal. Almost all of the approximately 18,000 undergraduate
students are from Illinois and live in the suburbs of Chicago (about two
hours from campus), are of traditional college age (average undergraduate
age is 21), and visit home frequently. Despite the university’s commitment
to diversity and numerous programs in place designed to diversify both the
student and faculty populations, student enrollment remains overwhelmingly
white (with only about 3,000 non-white students) and middle class.
The English Department at ISU is designed along the English Studies
model, an integrative, meta-disciplinary approach. Undergraduate majors
can follow three sequences: English, English Education, or Publishing. Minors
can be completed in English, English Education, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), and Writing. In addition, the department
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participates in four campus-wide Interdisciplinary Minors: Comparative
Literature, African-American Studies, Children’s Studies, and Women’s
Studies. Most of the students enrolled in ENG 283 were English majors, the
majority of whom were specializing in English Education
When the course was proposed in 1995, its main goal was to offer a
careful introduction to modes of reasoning and analysis that encourage
an interdisciplinary disposition toward knowledge. This goal was reflected
in the general education curriculum at ISU as well. When the students in
my ENG 283 were in their first year, ISU’s first-year experience program
consisted of three core courses: Language and Composition (ENG 101),
Language and Communication (COM 110), and Foundations of Inquiry
(IDS 100). ENG 101 and COM 110 taught composing as a process and
developed rhetorical and analytical skills, one geared toward written and
the other oral communication. IDS 100, according to the undergraduate
catalog, involved “students in a systematic investigation of the nature,
methods, and purposes of knowing and how it is manifested in different
disciplinary and cultural contexts. The course offers an introduction to
intellectual inquiry and provides a foundation of skills, knowledge, and
attitudes for the entire undergraduate curriculum.” One college-level administrator noted that some faculty viewed IDS 100 as an introduction to
college-level reading; others as the 101 for the philosophy department;
still others as the history of thought. These differing (and often conflicting)
expectations for the course, as well as more material concerns of staffing
and funding, led to the course being removed from the general education
curriculum in 2005; the goals for the course were then folded into the
other first-year experience courses.
Students in ENG 283 compared much of the rhetoric instruction of the
course to the “logical fallacies” instruction they received in Foundations of
Inquiry but claimed that the earlier course had never put the concepts into
any context; in contrast, ENG 283’s focus on the mass media and public
discourse allowed students to understand how the rhetorical concepts they
were learning worked in their academic and personal communication.
Campus events enhanced this social and political context. While some
universities were moving toward depoliticizing education and avoiding
intellectual debate on campus, ISU actively worked to advance civic education and engagement on campus. Various departments and organizations
sponsor campus events geared toward engaging students in issues of global
concern: the Global Review series, the International and Global Studies
Seminar Series, events sponsored by the Office of Intercultural Programs
and Services, the American Democracy Project lecture series, among others.
The semester I taught ENG 283, both Christopher Hitchens and Stanley Fish
spoke on campus. Students were encouraged to attend events and discuss
them in class.
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Theoretical Rationale
In Fall 2004, one year before I taught ENG 283, Cary Nelson delivered
an American Democracy Project address at ISU. Nelson asked “Has Higher
Education Failed?” in what he argues is its fundamental mission: to prepare
critical citizens to participate in democracy. His answer: a resounding “yes!”
Nelson argued that Humanities education is the foundation of a critical
democratic citizenry (echoing the assertions made by Thomas Jefferson,
then later by John Dewey) and that our job as educators—and in English
in particular—is to help students critically look at public language and discourse. However, Nelson lamented the marginalization of the Humanities
at this historical moment, citing decreases in funding for publications and
the overall attitude both inside and outside the academy that what we do in
English is not relevant to the lives of those outside our discipline. He called
on English educators to fight the political and cultural forces that suppress the
Humanities as a critical cultural tradition. Our jobs, he claimed, are crucial
in continuing the struggle for a deliberative public sphere in the U.S. and
for preparing students to participate effectively as citizens in a democracy.
In effect, Nelson summed up in that lecture what I had been claiming as
the long-term goals of my writing courses: to both technically prepare and
ideologically inspire students to become critical activists, to be sophisticated
agents of social change in their worlds.
Hearing Nelson’s lecture reinforced my objectives, but its context gave
me pause. The country had just reelected George W. Bush as President, and I
was distraught. What exactly was it we were doing, and why were we doing
it? Training citizens for participation in a democracy is a noble cause for any
academic discipline to pursue, but what exactly does that mean? For what
are we, now, in this historical moment in the U.S., working toward? We do
not live in a democracy; at best, we live in a democratic republic. And the
democracy we envision as the point of origin for our system of government,
the democracy of ancient Athens, was not as democratic as mythology would
have us believe: citizenship, and by extension participation, was limited to
Athenian-born male land owners. If democratic Athens of the 5th century
B.C.E. were in place today, it would at best have to endure global scrutiny
and condemnation; at worst, a U.S. invasion to “liberate” the oppressed
non-citizenry.
If we in rhetoric and composition recognize that the notions of democracy
in ancient Athens we base our notions of democracy on are illusions, we then
too have to question what we see as the role of rhetoric in that system and
our role in preparing citizens to examine and participate in public democratic
discourse. I was sure that I wanted to include ancient Greek rhetoric in my
courses, sure that what I had learned as a graduate student had made me
a more critical, more engaged citizen—that it had given me language and
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concepts to articulate and develop the disconnects I had located in public
discourse. But was I being blinded by my own experience or training?
To complicate matters further, the same week Nelson spoke at ISU, Susan
Miller discussed the “false and boring” history of rhetoric and the mindbody disconnect in “What’s Love Got to Do With It: An Emotional History
of Rhetoric, A Rhetorical History of Emotion.” Miller argued that rhetoric,
despite how it has been represented in textbooks, did not start with Corax
and Tisias arguing land disputes in Sicily, but that in fact, communication
(and the study of how it can be done effectively) had been taking place long
before that. And at dinner, Miller went as far as to boldly assert, “There’s no
such thing as rhetoric.” After my initial shock, I took her assertion to mean
that our understanding of ancient rhetoric is so incomplete that to claim
rhetoric is what we are studying or teaching is ridiculous.
I was aware of what C. H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon point out as the
philosophical disconnect between the ideological framework of ancient
rhetoric and modernity’s understanding of language: “Classical rhetoric
tended to regard composition as though it were a system of skills which
apprentices needed to study and practice in order to attain proficiency. By
contrast, modern rhetoric views composing as a competence, manipulating
signs on a page” (91). But I still felt ancient rhetoric was useful, even if for
nothing more than setting the mission for discourse. After all, Aristotle himself defined rhetoric as political discourse, and Isocrates trained students to
be critical participants in the democratic system of Athens—to be rhetorical
theorists. I wanted my students to be rhetorical theorists.
This idea of training citizens to be critical participants in a democracy
has changed, though, in part with the shift in thought about what it means
to be a theorist. Professor of Political Science Patrick J. Deneen traces the
etymology and history of “theorizing” back to the ancient Greeks. He explains
that theoroi (the theorist), usually a philosopher, was selected to travel to
foreign cultures to observe their practices, compare them to his own, and
report this comparison to his city—a process geared toward reflection and
progress for the native culture. In order to perform these tasks, theorists had
to be both impeccable observers and staunch patriots—above all to be critical
of their own culture while never losing love for it (34-35). Deneen argues
that theory split from patriotism with Descartes; detaching himself from
any specific place or culture, Descartes embodied what has now commonly
become the theorist—the anti-patriot (39). At the same time, the patriot (and
in effect, democracy) has been separated from theory. With current political
thought equating dissent with treason, I felt I would need to work with the
tenets of ancient Greece to return to the conceptualization of the theorist as
patriot, theorizing as patriotism, and critical thought as democratic practice
in order to thwart some of the possible student resistance.
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Even if ancient Athens was a democracy for the few, for the elite,
rhetoric was the base of education for these participants because they
were expected to do just that—participate. In “BREAKING NEWS,” Shelley DeBlasis and I note that every citizen (narrowly and problematically
defined) was trained in rhetoric because the political and judicial systems
were conducted orally, and by law each citizen had to serve at some point
in both public office and military service, at times even simultaneously.
While Athenians shopped daily for household goods, they walked past
legislative and judicial forums holding session and encountered philosophers and sophists professing democratic ideals to the city’s youth. In this
sense, the Athenians had a literal and figurative public sphere in the agora.
Literally, the agora, centered in the heart of Athens beneath the Parthenon,
functioned as the marketplace—for commerce, government, and intellection. Figuratively, the agora was the space in which the polis discussed,
interrogated, criticized, and reformed public and private issues.
If, as Nelson argued, I would advance the mission of English education
to prepare students to participate in a metaphorical public sphere through
language and discourse, I would need to consider how this discourse takes
place. DeBlasis and I argue (in a work in progress) that rhetoric and composition pedagogy in postmodernity’s hyper-corporate capitalism has been
complicated by the multiplicity of sites at which our students (and we)
encounter discourse. With the proliferation of electronic media (namely
the television and the Internet), we are bombarded with images, symbols,
and words in diverse and complicated ways, demanding a revision in the
understanding and teaching of language. In order to prepare my students
to participate both as active receivers and critical senders of messages in
the media circuses in which they are immersed daily, I wanted to take a
multifaceted approach to pedagogy.
Kathleen Blake Yancey, in her 2004 Chair’s Address at the CCCC
Convention, argued for and speculated about this new pedagogy. Yancey
pointed out that writing is becoming more a part of the everyday lives of
persons outside of school—much like reading literacy soared in the 19th
century (298). She attributed this boom to advances in technology—namely
the personal computer and the Internet and all the mechanisms for writing
that come with them (emailing, instant messaging, blogging). In addition,
meaning-making has taken on new forms through this media as people
are becoming more frequently exposed to multi-modal texts. Much in the
same vein as Yancey, Gunther Kress has discussed changes in communication styles in much of his work over the past decade. Kress points out
that “the visual is becoming more prominent in many domains of public
communication” and may be equally as informative as writing at this point
in time (68, 76).
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Kress and Yancey both call on educators to develop curricula that prepare
students to compose in this new communicative environment. Kress says this
new pedagogy would highlight skills necessary for effective communication:
“the needs for dealing with constant change; the need to treat individuals as
agentive in relation not only to the production of their textual objects, but
also in relation to their constant re-making of their community’s representational resources; the interaction of many semiotic modes in a text; and to
do so both from the maker’s and the reader’s point of view” (85-86). Yancey
called for the same, asking members of CCCC to work toward “the creation
of thoughtful, informed, technologically adept writing publics” (308).
While Yancey and Kress argue for important and necessary changes in
their calls for education reform, both focus for the most part on the production of communication. I found this problematic. First, this approach
perpetuates the individualistic, fetishized culture of mass communication.
Yancey said students use technology to socialize with peers (302), and Kress
stresses the designer’s interest in the composition of multi-modal texts (87;
see Kress and van Leeuwen 6-11). These statements coincide in what Yancey
herself admits is an unfortunate shift in the mission of higher education,
“from the view that college is good for the country, a view that enfranchises
all of us, . . . toward the view that higher education is good for the individual”
(emphasis in original, 304). While both theorists gesture toward the cultural,
social, economic forces in their writer’s/designer’s lives, their projects do not
call for educators to complicate the roles these technologies play in maintaining the status quo, in effect in maintaining the hegemonic discourse of
oppression. Instead, they argue that technological literacy is imperative to
students’ success in their futures (see Kress 66, 86; Yancey 305, 320). Kress
and Theo van Leeuwen argue that “‘visual literacy’ will begin to be matter
of survival, especially in the workplace” (3).
This may be the case—especially when considering the re-categorization
of the work force developed by former Clinton Secretary of Labor Robert B.
Reich, in which “symbolic-analytic workers” who primarily “solve, identify,
and broker problems by manipulating symbols” take a predominant role in
global economic competition (178). However, the failure to problematize or
complicate symbolic-analytic work in terms of what it does for the ideological
and material dominant systems of power depoliticizes technology as a tool
and a site for hegemonic struggle. I feel that if we are going to champion
technology use in our classrooms, our curricula, and our own work, we need
to be aware of and make others aware of the effects both this adoration
and utilization will have on the larger political systems and power dynamics. For this reason, I wanted students to compare their experiences with
different modes of texts, to see how they understood and reacted to public
discourse differently if they engaged through print media, the Internet, or
the television.
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Second, this trend makes it easy to forget to educate students to consume these texts. Just because students can read print does not mean they
can identify and understand the ideological messages conveyed through the
words. In the same way, just because they understand the “visual grammar”
of images does not mean they will be able to see the work those images
do to perpetuate the dominant systems of power. Since students encounter
multi-modal texts at every turn, I wanted the course to prepare them not
only to compose these texts, but also to understand them.
I felt these concerns were particularly relevant in relation to political
communication and the news media. As historiography has taught us (and
particularly the work of Hayden White), historical (and media) accounts of
events are always already fictionalized. Stuart Hall explains, “In the moment
when a historical event passes under the sign of discourse, it is subject to all
the complex formal ‘rules’ by which language signifies. To put it paradoxically, the event must become a ‘story’ before it can become a communicative
event” (167). Hall’s “Encoding/Decoding” was the largest impetus for my
course design. In it, Hall describes three perspectives from which television
viewer-subjects could have received these stories. Through the “dominant-hegemonic position,” viewer-subjects passively receive the “professional code”
(defined by the elite/privileged segment of the population to reproduce the
hegemonic discourse which maintains its status), not actively decoding the
stories but instead accepting their originally portrayed meanings as actual
meanings—as unquestionable and natural reality (174). Through the “negotiated” position, viewer-subjects acknowledge the privileged discourse as
privileged but maintain the option to adjust this reading to fit a more local
(or the viewer-subjects’ own) position, creating an ambivalent disconnect
between the subject and the message (174-75). Through the “oppositional
code,” viewer-subjects “detotalize the message in the preferred code in order
to retotalize the message within some alternative framework of reference”
(175), rereading the privileged discourse in order to expose the ideological
work the discourse is doing and rewrite the message.
I was hopeful that viewer-subjects would apply the third perspective
to read critically the multiple stories of 9/11 dispensed through image and
word. I read this historical incident as the most significant event viewer-subjects have witnessed electronically. I was hoping viewer-subjects taking an
oppositional stance would have incited real reconsideration and rewriting of
a hegemonic discourse, one which perpetuates oppressive systems of power.
Unfortunately, viewer-subjects of the media coverage of 9/11 not only did
not have the intellectual mechanisms with which to decode the dominant
messages, but were already conditioned within their relationship with the
medium of television to not even try. The culture of which viewer-subjects
are both products and consumers conditioned them to receive such stories
passively, to not read but accept them at face value, as was evident in the
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presentation and reception of intelligence on Iraq’s weapons program that
led up to the invasion in 2003. As late as 2006, 50% of Americans in a Harris
poll believed that Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction,
even after mainstream media outlets reported otherwise (Harper); I did not
want my students to be included in that 50%.
The education system in the U.S. has not prepared citizens to counter
dominant messages. With educational programs like No Child Left Behind
and the current corporatization of higher education—not to mention threats
to academic freedom led by David Horowitz and the Students’ Bill of Rights
campaign—it is increasingly becoming more difficult for educators to present students (always already in their viewer-subject positions) with the
alternative approaches that Hall proposes to reading dominant discourse.
In rhetoric and composition, it will continue to be difficult if we maintain
our focus on production. It will be necessary for us to find a way to counter
these forces if we have any hope of continuing and enhancing the struggle
necessary to counter dominant discourses of oppression.
The course I present here highlights Hall’s alternative approaches and
focuses on the realm of consumption: reading the news media through
multiple rhetorical lenses. Through English 283: Rhetorical Theory and
Application, students engaged with news events in multiple media, reading
them for their persuasive and ideological purposes. Half of the course was
devoted to ancient and modern rhetorical theory and argumentation and the
other half to analyzing media representations of news events in televisual,
hypertextual, and print media.

Critical Reflection
Green Day’s “American Idiot” was the #1 song of the summer, a critical
account of the culture of fear perpetuated by the mainstream press and the
complicity of its consumers. This was our class theme song, and on the first
day, I played it on repeat as students worked in groups to analyze the lyrics and identify the song’s thesis and main points. I thought that analyzing
an object from popular culture would engage students in both the course
content and methods from the first day. I was less concerned with how using
the song would help establish my ethos, but I figured it would score some
“cool points” for me and the course. I hadn’t counted on it affecting my ethos
in another way, though. Students explained later in the semester that the
song made them see from the beginning that these issues were of concern
for people other than “the English teacher.” In her reflection, one student
wrote, “Hearing the song made us think about what we were being told by
the media from the first moment we stepped into class. It started discourse
quite unassumingly being that it was a popular song, thus perpetuating what
the class was trying to teach us about the media. How many of us really
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think about the music we listen to?” This “unassuming-ness” was a recurring
theme in student reflections, many of them saying that the responsibility
and freedom they had in choosing articles to analyze each week in their
webboard assignments allowed them to understand that the concepts we
discussed in class were at play in their material lives without the teacher
“stacking the deck” to force this importance.
Students were assigned webboard posts each week: one continued class
discussion and commented on the reading; another applied the rhetorical
analysis techniques to their assigned news sources. Inspired by Nelson’s plea
to perpetuate citizen participation in public disourse, I compiled a list of over
70 mainstream and independent; local, national, and international; print,
radio, Internet, and televisual news sources which students picked out of a
hat and were instructed to follow for a 4-week period, at the end of which
they would pick a new source.
Each week students were to analyze one segment from the source and
post this analysis to the webboard. I was hoping they would move along
Hall’s spectrum of viewer-subject positions. For a while, students approached
the news assignment begrudgingly: many were unhappy with their sources
because they were “boring” or advanced an agenda at odds with the students’ own ideology. Toward the middle of the semester, though, students
became excited about their posts. Many mentioned in their reflections that
they were intimidated by politics and the news before the course because
they seemed complex and overwhelming, but that the course had given
them both the vocabulary and techniques with which to understand the
messages being transmitted.
And they offered much material to work with. As one student explained
in his reflection,
		
An old Chinese curse goes, “May you live in interesting times.” The implication is that change is synonymous with upheaval and disjunction, and
interesting times are essentially a bad thing. Well, as for our class, I think
we are the best cursed generation of all. We have been fortunate that we
are in this class and becoming news-conscious in very unfortunate times.
The cultural climate in America over the last five years has changed drastically, and in the change we can contrast the news media now and before,
and American news media versus international media.

Directly quoting this student, a member of his group continued in his reflection, “we are fortunate in that we have the benefit of living through
very, very unfortunate times. Not only do we have a class that has 9/11 and
the War on Terror to pick apart and analyze, but an equally huge media debacle took place right during our semester—I refer to Hurricane Katrina.”
Hurricane Katrina hit during the second week of classes. During the
first week, students followed their news sources, and I was disappointed
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and nervous by their first media posts. They followed the news the weekend
before and week of Katrina, and only one out of 50 students mentioned
race/class in her post. Ethically and pedagogically, I felt I needed to intervene, but I didn’t want to let the class turn its focus toward issues and
away from discourse, possibly alienating conservative-leaning students or
making students think (so early in the semester) that the course would be
a “Bush-bashing” party. They had read Chapters 3 and 5 in Donald Lazere
Reading and Writing for Civic Literacy for the class after Labor Day, so I
used some of the major concepts in the text to guide our discussion. The
text addressed “specific language use,” asking students to pay attention to
word choice; I asked students to look at some of the language use under
question in the media, for example, “looting” vs. “finding” vs. “looking
for” food, “refugee” vs. “evacuee” vs. “victim,” and “conglomerate” used
to describe the Department of Homeland Security. The text presented the
debate surrounding “cultural literacy” and whether students can critically
analyze arguments in public discourse without understanding the references made during them.
Contextualizing instruction in the news media proved an important
departure from the approaches to rhetorical and critical analysis students
had encountered before. Some students claimed ENG 283 illustrated material consequences of rhetoric. One explained, “I had previously placed
little value on analyzing the rhetoric of everyday life in the media and
advertisements. I knew rhetoric in writing papers and academic material
was important, but I did not realize how evident it is everywhere.” Another
argued, “A class such as this one makes students realize how important it
is to think critically about what is going on around them. . . . This class is
valuable because it not only gives students the skills to do so, but it also
gives students the understanding of why it is important to understand the
message behind our culture.”
Another departure for the course was the apparent transferability of the
skills. Many students mentioned applying what they were learning in ENG
283 to their education, political science, history, mass communication, and
other English courses. They came to see rhetoric as the metadiscipline for
academic thought, reflecting the original goals of the course. One student
wrote, “This class was useful training for students entering all career paths.
Rhetoric isn’t about a specific area—rhetoric is about learning to step back
and understand the flow of ideas that bombard us every day, and how those
ideas affect us based on their presentation. It introduces skepticism, but a
healthy kind backed up by analysis and insight.”
This disposition applied not only to their learning, but also to their teaching. Almost two-thirds of the students in the course were English Education
majors. From secondary English, to history, to children’s literature, students
described in their reflections how they would apply what they learned in
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ENG 283 to their own classrooms. Reflecting how the course affected her,
one student said,
the critical thinking that I have developed in this class will help me to
flourish as a teacher and as a citizen. . . . Not only do I encounter rhetoric daily, through my reading and writing, but I am also responsible,
as a teacher, for the rhetoric I use in my classroom. I may not teach a
specific “rhetoric unit” but I can incorporate the study of rhetoric on a
daily basis . . . as a student of the English language and as a teacher,
rhetoric and the use of language connects to everything I do.

Even a student who was not an education major applied course material to
teaching. This student volunteered for a social service program for unwed
lower-income mothers. She was given the opportunity to teach three “life
skills” classes that semester; she explained that in the past these classes
taught such skills as how to change a diaper, choose a daycare, or put on a
condom. She wanted to teach how to rhetorically analyze advertisements
(as my students had for their second formal paper assignment). She asked
if I had “basic” materials she could use, similar to when I taught freshmen.
She also wanted to know how to make this skill seem urgent or immediate
for participants; I suggested that she use multiple ads for the same product
(four diaper ads) and have participants discuss how they make them feel
and which they’d be more likely to buy and why.
Both this sense of responsibility and empowerment was evident in
comments made by many students in class discussion and their written
reflections. One student in particular summarily represented what many
had mentioned. She wrote,
If, as a citizen, I begin to notice many news sources, policies, statements,
etc. that contain rhetoric that I am personally and politically uneasy with,
I can then have the grounds to take action against these things through
lobbying, writing letters of concern, making phone calls, or starting a
grassroots effort against the implementation of such policies. Being able
to study rhetoric also helps me to become informed enough to enter into
political discourse. In democracy, it is essential for many different types of
discourse to exist, and being able to engage in this world of discourse will
help me to become even more aware of different viewpoints and how my
viewpoint can enter into conversation with the others.

While these students felt empowered by their newly acquired status of
rhetoricians, eager to set forth and show others the light, by the end of the
semester many other students became frustrated. One student explained,
Cynicism is an unfortunate by-product of this class. Whereas the curtain is
drawn back, and the great and powerful Oz is exposed, the romance and
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magic are gone. This class, in educating us for our own good, takes away
some of the innocence and ignorance many have for the media at large.
However, the rhetoric class learns they have been manipulated, played,
programmed to be certain ways, buy certain products, and think certain
ways. Although it is crucial to learn all this, trust and faith have been
eliminated.

Another said,
This course has been a difficult and sometimes eye opening experience
for me. Although this reflection makes all of the changes I have experienced seem simple and almost effortless, in all reality, these changes
have been very difficult for me to experience. Many times throughout this
semester my thoughts concerning the status and the future status of the
United States have made me very upset and uncomfortable. I have gone
from feeling safe, secure, and supportive of our government to feeling as
though our government is secretive and coercive. In addition, I have gone
from feeling as though the United States is a true democracy that values
the freedom of speech and the freedom of the press to realizing that our
government is not a true democracy and that the freedom of the press is
dominated by a few rich and powerful conglomerates.
I am honestly left in a state of confusion. As a direct result of this class, I
have much new knowledge and an entirely new perspective of this country. I must admit that this is a scary feeling. Nonetheless, I am so thankful
for this new perspective. While it would have been much easier for me to
disregard all of the information presented in class and to continue to see
the world through the biased perspective of the media, I am so thankful
that I am now equipped with the tools that will enable me to form my own
educated and informed opinions about our government and about the
media used to represent this government.

Students were having difficulty negotiating the cognitive dissonance associated with critical thinking and critical theory. Their foundations had
been shaken, and because we had spent so much time on analysis and
consumption, they could not see the agency that comes with critical
thought. It seems as though I was guilty of the same reductive practices I
had earlier accused Yancey and Kress of. Bruce McComisky has cautioned
critical compositionists against this kind of valorizing of political themes
at the expense of writing instruction—reminding those practicing critical
pedagogy that Paolo Freire’s praxis necessitates reflection and action—so
that writing assignments should involve both critical analysis of and rhetorical intervention in social problems. Otherwise, critique becomes an
end in itself, which can be alienating or paralyzing for students by removing the hope from the pedagogy. When students asked what to do when
all seems to be working against any kind of social equity or justice, my
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response was that they could make choices in their personal lives based
on their critical understanding of situations—that they could choose the
people they wanted to be and be surrounded by. I explained that social
change does not happen on a grand scale over night, and that they may
not see the kinds of changes they want to even in their life times; still,
they could make changes on the local levels and try to educate others to
do the same. In my future courses, I will remember to design assignments
that allow students to both theoretically analyze and materially intervene
in the social problems we examine in class.
Overall, the course was successful in changing students’ understandings
and definitions of such important concepts as rhetoric, discourse, bias, argument, and politics. While I may change some aspects of the course in the
future, like the writing assignments to include more rhetorical action, I will
continue to contextualize the course in the news media, and, unfortunately,
I feel my students and I will continue to find this forum ripe with material
to work with—or against.

Note
In the design and content of this syllabus and course, I have utilized ideas,
concepts, and structures from the course design work of Professors Julie
Jung and Shelley DeBlasis.
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Syllabus

ENG 283.001: Rhetorical Theory and Applications
As is the education of our youth, so from generation to generation
will be the fortune of the state.
Isocrates
An enlightened citizenry is indispensable for the proper functioning
of a republic.
Thomas Jefferson
It seems to me that the real political task in a society such as ours
is to criticize the workings of institutions that appear to be both
neutral and independent, to criticize and attack them in such a
manner [so that the] political violence [which] has always exercised itself obscurely through them will be unmasked, so that one
can fight against them.
Michel Foucault

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course begins with multiple premises: that language shapes reality,
that it is through an analysis of different texts that various power relations
can be identified and researched, that everything is a text that can be read
and analyzed, and that it is part of civic responsibility to analyze the various texts we come in contact with on a daily basis. With that in mind, the
course will involve analyses of various news media—written and visual
texts—in order not only to study the power relations and beliefs of reality
illustrated and perpetuated through these texts, but also to learn how to
engage better with these texts as critical citizens in a democracy. In this sense,
this course will study issues of civic responsibility and engagement vis a vis
the news media. Students will read theoretical texts on rhetoric, ideology
and hegemony, and civic responsibility. They will be asked to discuss their
understandings of/beliefs in these issues, as well as demonstrate these understandings/beliefs through written analyses of print texts, advertisements,
television shows, films, and websites.
Students will improve their reading and writing skills, as well as their
critical thinking abilities (or their abilities to apply common sense reasoning
to analyses of provocative issues). It is my belief that these skills are indispensable to the functioning of a democracy and that part of the mission of
higher education is to develop a critical, sophisticated body politic. Therefore,
one of the goals in this course is for students to engage in public discourse
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surrounding political issues. We will negotiate continually the definition of
“political” throughout the course, but understand for now that this does not
limit course content, discussions, or projects to issues of politics proper, or
issues concerning the branches of government. This does mean, however, that
students will be expected to identify, examine, and understand a full range
of viable ideologies at play in public discourse—including their own—and
how these affect discourse. The goals of this course do not include “labeling”
individual students, issues, stances, or ideas “Republican” or “Democrat,”
“Conservative” or “Liberal” for polemical purposes; instead, a goal is for
students to view social issues from diverse perspectives and in their full
complexity in order to engage these issues in informed, academic ways.
REQUIRED MATERIALS
Lazere, Donald. Reading and Writing for Civic Literacy. Boulder: Paradigm,
2005.
Course Packet: available at Rapid Print after September 5.
Access to a computer with Internet access
A working ilstu.edu e-mail account that is checked regularly
A good dictionary
COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
Participation (10%)
As this course hopes to incite dialogue among citizens concerned with current political affairs, it makes sense that this type of dialogue would be
expected in this class. Students are expected to contribute productively
to the learning experience of the class as a whole and of their groups in
particular. This means arriving to class on time, having read/viewed the assigned texts, and being prepared to discuss the material in a way that will
advance the project of the class.
Web Board (35%)
1. Class Discussion: One 250-500 word post, continuing class discussion
or responding to the reading; this can be a response to someone else’s
post, but it must be well organized, developed, and meet the word length
requirement.
2. News Report: Each student will be assigned various news outlets to follow and analyze the coverage of certain stories. Students will discuss news
coverage and methodologies of these sources and conduct rhetorical analyses in one 250-500 word post weekly.
3. Presentations: On Fridays, students will present a rhetorical analysis
to the class. Each student will present once during the semester, and the
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hand-out/write-up for the presentation will be posted to the web board in
place of that student’s news report for the week.
Although web board posts may require you to briefly summarize the
reading (a paragraph at most), you should make dis/connections across the
readings, putting them in dialogue with each other and your own life/learning experiences. These posts should pose questions, problems, and/or suggest
possibilities for future inquiry. Responses to posts offer opportunities to engage
with your classmates. The goal is to construct a multi-voiced conversation; you
should read (listen to) classmates carefully. Responses should acknowledge,
respond to, and develop classmates’ ideas, questions, and points of inquiry by
adding another point of view and interaction with the texts.
Web board posts will receive standard number grades. These posts should
reflect active, critical engagement with the material. In other words, if work
sounds or looks like you hurried to finish it five minutes before class, or if it
is more descriptive than analytical, it will earn only a “C” or possibly a lower
grade. Although the purpose of the web board is to offer opportunities to
stretch and practice critical analytical abilities, be aware that punctuation and
usage mistakes in any written work may impede/hinder a reader’s abilities
to interpret your ideas and undermines your authority as a writer. Therefore,
prepare to allow time to proofread and edit your written responses carefully.
It is the student’s responsibility to save all of web posts.
Rhetorical Analyses (45%)
Students will write three 5-10 page rhetorical analyses.
Print-media analysis			
Advertising/photograph analysis		
Film/TV analysis			

week 5		
week 10
week 15

15%
15%
15%

Detailed assignment sheets will be provided at appropriate times in the
semester.
Reflective Essay, due last week of class (10%)
Students will write an 8-10 page essay in order to engage in active reflection regarding WHAT they have learned this semester about language,
rhetoric, ideology, information, citizenship, etc. and HOW they learned it.
This essay is constructed to encourage you to think about how your study
of rhetoric dis/connects to your major, career, citizenship, and life goals
and experiences. In other words, how is the study of rhetoric in this course
affecting or failing to affect your understanding and use of language in
everyday habits as action and effect; or, so what? Now what?
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Campus Events
Students are encouraged to attend campus events and lectures relevant to
the course topics. For example, the University Program Board will sponsor
“Behind the Swoosh: A Look Inside NIKE” on September 6, from 7:00-9:00
pm in the Bone Student Center Circus Room. The presenters spent a month
in a Nike Indonesian worker’s slum living on $1.25 a day, a typical wage
paid to Nike’s subcontracted workers. This program looks at the sweatshop
controversy from a first person point of view.
The American Democracy Project is hosting Constitution Day on Friday,
September 16, from 11:00-12:30 pm in the Bone Student Center Prairie
Room. The event presents “Conversations with Supreme Court Justices”:
United States Supreme Court Justices Sandra Day O’Connor and Stephen
Breyer will talk about the Constitution with students at the Supreme Court.
The program will feature the Justices taking questions from students and
discussing why we have and need a Constitution; what federalism is; how
implicit and explicit rights are defined; and how separation of powers ensures that no one branch of government obtains too much power.
Other campus events relevant to the course include (but are nor limited
to) the Global Review series, the International and Global Studies Seminar
Series, and events sponsored by the Office of Intercultural Programs and
Services. Christopher Hitchens and Stanley Fish, two intellectuals/scholars
who frequently write for newspapers and magazines, will speak on campus
this semester.
These events typically will be listed on the University Calendar under the
“Civic Engagement” topic. I will announce events as they are scheduled.
Students who attend events can substitute one web board post for the week
with a synopsis/analysis of the event. Please feel free to announce events in
class, to refer to them during class discussion, and to check with me about
events’ relevance to the course topics.
CLASSROOM POLICIES
All major assignments must be completed in order to pass the course. Even
if a student is carrying an “A,” one missing major assignment will result in
an “F” for the course. It is the student’s responsibility to keep copies of all
work. I will not be held responsible for missing work, nor will I be sympathetic to computer problems. It is imperative that students back-up and
frequently save their work. If something turns up missing, the student will
need to provide a copy of it.
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Course assignments are expected to be completed and in class on their designated due dates. If a student knows in advance that he or she will miss
a class, that student needs to make prior arrangements with the instructor
for submitting work on time. Late work (work not completed and in class
by the due date for reason other than an excused absence) will receive one
letter grade (10%) off for each day late, including weekends. Make-up and
late work will only be considered in cases involving excused absences and
when a student has made arrangements with the instructor prior to the
due date.
Classroom Etiquette: Please attend class prepared with the appropriate texts preread and assignments completed. Your preparation,
participation, and energy are essential to the success of this course. All
cellular phones, pagers, and other electronic devices must be turned off
(not silenced) prior to each class session. Exceptions may be made for
emergencies involving family illness or childcare with prior consent of
instructor.
Free Speech/Intellectual Interaction: Debate, critical inquiry, and
intellectual diversity are essential elements to higher education and a
process of learning. There is the potential during this course for controversial and sensitive topics to be discussed during small group or whole
class interaction. Students are expected to demonstrate the utmost respect and courtesy for their peers with differing arguments, viewpoints,
and/or experiences. Sexist, racist, homophobic, or inappropriate speech
will not be tolerated.
Intellectual Dishonesty and Cheating: University policies regarding academic integrity and plagiarism will be upheld in this course.
Intellectual dishonesty is defined as using someone else’s word(s),
phrase(s), and/or idea(s). Cheating is defined as submitting someone
else’s work as one’s own or allowing another student to do one’s work.
Intellectual dishonesty and cheating are unacceptable in this and all
university courses. Instances of intellectual dishonesty (including proof
of plagiarism) and cheating may result in disciplinary action taken
against you, which could include a failing grade earned for the course
and notification of the violation(s) to the university. For further information on the University’s policies on Academic Integrity, please consult
the Undergraduate Catalog 2005-2006.
Academic Accommodations: Any student with a disability is encouraged to meet with the instructor during the first week of class to
discuss reasonable accommodations. Accommodations will be made
when the instructor is presented with documentation from the Office of
Disability Concerns, which is a prerequisite for receiving such accommodations. Please contact the Office of Disability Concerns located at 350
Fell Hall, (309) 438.5853 (voice) or (309) 438.8620 (TTY/TDD).
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TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE
This schedule is tentative and subject to additions and deletions.

Wk 1 introduction to course, syllabus, and theme song (Green Day
“American Idiot”); Lazere 1; label exercise; instructor presentation; literacy map
Wk 2 Lazere 16; pick news sources; Lazere 2; student presentations
Wk 3 Lazere 3 pp. 64-71, 76-80; Lazere 5; student presentations
Wk 4 Lazere 8; Lazere 9, CP Luntz Playbook “Appendix 14;” student
presentations
Wk 5 paper 1 due; CP Postman “The Bias of Language;” advertising
exercises; Lazere 19; student presentations
Wk 6 Lazere 6; pick news source; Lazere 7; student presentations
Wk 7 CP Kilbourne articles; CP Body Wars chapters; view Killing Us
Softly 3; CP Selfe “Lest We Think the Revolution;” Sternberg “Economy of
Icons;” student presentations
Wk 8 CP Allyn & Bacon 85-89, 215-237; CP Essay 6 “Sexuality and
Power;” “Ad-Watcher’s Toolkit;” PowerPoint presentation of ads for
analysis
Wk 9 Lazere 10; Lazere 11/12; student presentations
Wk 10 paper 2 due; CP Hall “Encoding/Decoding”; pick news sources;
CP Blakesley “Introduction;” student presentations
Wk 11 Lazere 14; CP Lakoff “Metaphor and War;” student presentations
Wk 12 Lazere 15; CP Goodman excerpts, view Independent Media in a
Time of War; student presentations
Wk 13 Lazere 18; CP Ritter “Postmodern Dialogics;” view OUTFOXED
Wk 14 Thanksgiving Break, no classes
Wk 15 paper 3 due; Lazere 17; new web board focus; CP Manufacturing
Consent excerpts; student presentations
Wk 16 Lazere 16; reflective essay due; student presentations
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BOOK REVIEWS

Machine Scoring of Student Essays: Truth and
Consequences, edited by Patricia Freitag Ericsson and
Richard Haswell. Logan: Utah State UP, 2006. 268 pp.
Reviewed by Asao B. Inoue, California State University, Fresno
This collection begins (in the first three chapters) and finishes (in the
final two chapters) with a familiar, if not obvious, refrain in writing assessment circles and generally in composition studies: machines and computers
cannot read student writing, at least not in the meaningful ways humans can.
Patricia Freitag Ericsson and Richard Haswell, in their introduction, place
this collection next to Mark Shermis and Jill Burstein’s edited collection,
Automated Essay Scoring: A Cross-Disciplinary Perspective, published in 2003,
which generally supports computer assisted essay scoring, but Ericsson and
Haswell insist: “This volume does not propose some countertechnology to
jam the current industry software. It just questions the ‘truth’ that industry
publicizes about automated essay scoring and problematizes the educational
‘consequences’” (2). Underneath this statement is the Shermis and Burstein
collection. And if one isn’t careful, given the refrain that bookends the present collection (chapters by McAllister and White, Ericsson, Anson, Condon,
and Broad) and can be found in several essays in between (the chapters by
McGee, Jones, Herrington and Moran, Matzen and Sorensen, Ziegler, Maddox, and Rothermel), one might take the collection to be a simple rebuttal
to the Shermis and Burstein collection; however, I argue that while the present collection is a counter to Shermis and Bernstein, there is an interesting
undercurrent happening in the collection as a whole that stays true to Ericsson and Haswell’s initial claim: the computer scoring technologies currently
under development (e.g. ACCUPLACER, e-Writer, and IEA) may still offer us
something and help us understand how humans read student writing.
Certainly most, if not all, of the pilots and studies reported on in the
heart of the collection provide evidence for computers as inadequate for
writing placement and assessment purposes, but a few essays move away
from indicting computers and assessment technologies outright and suggest understanding them as a part of any assessment. Essays by Haswell,
Whithaus, and Brent and Townsend suggest we not simply throw out the
electronic baby with the digitized bathwater. They each tacitly ask: are there
ways we might understand computers in the processes of writing assessment
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as still important despite their drawbacks of not being human, of not being
able to “read” student writing in the ways humans do?
The first of these undercurrent essays is chapter 4. Haswell asks a
localized question that McAllister and White ask in the first chapter: how
did we get in a place where educational institutions are clamoring to buy
computer programs such as ACCUPLACER or WritePlacer when there is no
knowledge of their validity offered? The heart of Haswell’s critique is his
use of the concept of the “black box,” which he gets from Bruno Latour’s
1987 book, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through
Society. In short, the black box of science, and by extension writing assessment, explains Haswell, is “anything scientists take on faith.” In the realm
of computer-assisted writing assessment, it is “any construction, hardware
or software, that one can operate knowing input and output but not knowing what happens in between” (68). Reiterating Latour, Haswell explains
that writing assessment, from the human kind to the computer-assisted, is
built on a series of black boxes that should be examined carefully, but often
(traditionally) have not. The “crucial black box,” says Haswell, “the one that
writing teachers should want most to open, is the meaning of the final holistic
rate—cranked out by human or machine,” since all holistic scores account
for only about 9% of the total variance in any particular criterion (72). He
concludes by making a number of calls, which mostly amount to examining
the black box(es) of computer-assisted writing assessment—not to destroy
them, but to understand them and look for potential uses, or to reconstruct
them in more useful ways. In effect, Haswell calls for validation research on
computer-assisted writing assessment, something not done to date.
As a different reviewer of this collection states, most of the essays that
follow Haswell’s try to do just what he suggests: validate computer assisted
essay scoring and placement (Cumming 81). And as mentioned already,
no technology meets the claims made by their makers, nor do they meet
the minimum expectations placed on them by WPAs and administrators at
each site. The central validation studies in the collection come from McGee,
Matzen and Sorensen, and Maddox.
In chapter 5, Tim McGee draws conclusions from three experiments, or
“spins,” with the Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA), an Internet-based program
touted by its producers as one that can “understan[d] the meaning of text”
(80). McGee explains: “I wanted to compare IEA’s notion of ‘meaning’ with
my own” (84). He comes up with three troubling findings: first, “global arrangement is not part of IEA’s notion of ‘meaning’” (87); second, “meaning
appears to exist quite independent of any relationship to factual accuracy”
(88); and third, IEA did seem to account for “mechanics,” but it was unclear
what the construct meant since the sample essay and its nonsense variant
received the similar mechanics scores, with the nonsense essay getting only
one point lower in mechanics. McGee concludes that the meaning that IEA
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allegedly “understands” is not the same as the meaning most, if not all,
humans understand (90). So one black box discovered and cracked open:
meaning is different for computers.
In chapter 8, Richard N. Matzen Jr. and Colleen Sorensen report on a
pilot study of writing placement based on ACT e-Write. They investigate
what they term “fairness,” which appears to encompass both the validity
and reliability of a test (131). In this short report, they offer e-Write and
human rater correlations to several established tests of writing and reading
used by the school, Utah Valley State College. They show that e-Write scores
offer considerably weaker correlations to all tests than human raters. For example, when used to place students into writing courses, human raters have
a .559 correlation to ACT English test scores and a .421 correlation to ACT
Reading scores, while e-Write scores offer only a .290 correlation with ACT
English scores and .192 with ACT Reading scores (137). While there would
need to be more probing to understand how valid any of these placement
decisions are, it’s clear—as Matzen and Sorensen conclude—that e-Writer is
inadequate, at least in terms of its reliability and concurrent validity (with
other ACT tests), for the job of placement. In chapter ten, Teri Maddox offers similar conclusions about the e-Writer’s use as a placement mechanism
at Jackson State Community College. It failed all expectations, which were
essentially along three dimensions: cost, time, and reliability (148). Another
black box cracked: validity and reliability actually are in question.
The other two of the undercurrent chapters (Whithaus and Brent and
Townsend), which come after Haswell’s chapter, are really about classroom
applications and pedagogies. And this classroom focus may be why these two
seem to create, with the Haswell essay, an undercurrent, an alternative inquiry that cuts against the refrain that’s constant in the rest of the essays.
In chapter 12, Carl Whithaus argues for a more nuanced stand than the
one made by the Conference on College Composition and Communication,
which is an unqualified rejection of computers as assessing or responding
agents. Taken from Lee Cronbach’s and Brian Huot’s similar positions on
validity as argument and the incorporation of assessment decisions’ uses to
construct validity, Whithaus’s position is that the uses of computer program
must be considered when deciding how valid they are for assessment purposes (166; 170). Computer-assisted writing assessment may have some uses
after all. Whithaus offers two examples to back his argument, and makes
a distinction between computers and software used as assessment “tools”
and as assessment “media” (171), the difference being primarily in the uses
to which the technology is being put. One interesting example he offers is
the use of Microsoft Word’s grammar checker and the readability scores it
produces. Whithaus’ students use these scores (produced by a Microsoft
Word) in a metacognitive revision activity. Word is then an assessment tool
that allows students to produce not just a revision of a paragraph but a
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“metacommentary about the revised paragraph and the software’s reading
of that paragraph” (173).
Similarly, in chapter 13, Edward Brent and Martha Townsend demonstrate and argue for a limited use of computer grading of student writing
in a large-enrollment sociology course with a program that Brent develops.
Ultimately, they show how a carefully and responsibly designed course can
use computer-assisted essay grading, along with human readers, to encourage revision and writing-to-learn activities. Additionally, as Whithaus argues
in the previous chapter, Brent and Townsend argue that the CCCC’s “Position
Statement on Teaching, Learning, and Writing Assessment in Digital Environments,” especially its all or nothing language, should be reconsidered (197).
Whithaus and Brent and Townsend offer a tactic, inquiry into uses, for looking
more carefully into the black boxes of computer-assisted assessment.
These three chapters (Haswell, Whithaus, and Brent and Townsend)
make the collection worth reading, but should be read next to a few other
chapters in the collection. Doing this can help teachers and WPAs consider
their own arguments for or against using computer-assisted writing assessment at their local sites: Anson’s discussion (chapter 3) of how computers
and humans make meaning of text, and thus how each must read it; Condon’s
discussion (chapter 15) of “systemic validity” (215) that accounts for all that
an institution loses when its people no longer control writing assessment;
and Broad’s closing chapter (chapter 16) on the distinctions made between
artificial and human intelligence, which create the domains in writing assessment of each other (228-29). Overall, however, the refrain is clear.
Machines cannot read student writing in ways we need them to, and even
if they could, students don’t learn well by writing solely to computers. Yet
the undercurrent is also clear, at least to me. There still may be some uses
for computer-assisted writing assessment, and there may be no other choice
for us in our futures as writing teachers and WPAs.
Finally, as useful as the previously mentioned chapters are, the collection seems to go no further than Brian Huot’s 1996 essay, “Computers and
Assessment: Understanding Two Technologies,” does, which appears in
the collection’s references, but I don’t recall any substantive discussion of
it. This is a drawback, since surely much has happened since the mid-90s.
More importantly, most in the present collection do not acknowledge or
address (accept arguably Haswell, Anson, and Broad) a core premise of the
book, that what is at issue is a paradox of technology. We already use and
need technologies of assessment, yet we are fighting against certain kinds of
technologies because they take us in different directions, shape our practices,
assumptions, student arrangements, and working conditions in ways we do
not value enough to pursue. Drawing on Andrew Feenberg’s “substantive”
theory of technology, Huot argues that not only are both writing assessment
and the computers and software that we use to do writing and assessment
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tasks technologies, but each “constitutes” a “social system” (235). In other
words, as teachers and WPAs, we are always using technologies to do assessment, always “assisted” in our writing assessments by technologies of
various kinds—in fact, our assessments are technologies themselves—and
that in turn these technologies are constructing social systems and black
boxes that structure assessment, student arrangements, our jobs, our notions of our students’ competencies, our pedagogies, our classes, our world.
While this insight is not identified in Ericsson and Haswell’s collection, it’s
worth keeping in mind as one reads this necessary book. And given the
overly enthusiastic collection by Shermis and Bernstein, this collection is a
important counterweight to balance the scales.
Fresno, California
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The Locations of Composition, edited by Christopher
J. Keller and Christian R. Weisser. Albany: State U of New
York P, 2007. 315 pp.
Reviewed by Cassandra Parente, Texas Christian University
As we become more enmeshed in an information economy, the places
of composition studies continue to expand beyond classrooms and into
actual and virtual public spheres. Coinciding with this cultural transition,
the direction of our work within our classrooms and our scholarship is also
changing: academic discourse is losing ground to public discourse, studies
leading to generalized findings are being replaced with studies focusing on
the situatedness of writing, and there is a growing sense that compositionists need not only be informed pedagogues and engaged scholars, but also
socially-aware, active citizens. Responding to these economic and disciplinary shifts, editors Christopher J. Keller, Christian R. Weisser, and the fifteen
contributors to The Locations of Composition offer the concepts of place,
space, and location as a means of exploring these issues.
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Compositionists, as Sidney Dobrin explains in the first chapter, have
adopted spatial theory or at least its vocabulary to describe the work of
the field. References to places, real and imagined, fill our scholarship:
topoi, contact zones, classrooms, blogs, placement tests, writing centers,
and discourse communities are but a few examples. The aim of this collection is to move from using this vocabulary to thinking critically about
it, to explore, as the editors explain, “the relationship between places, the
spaces they create, the locations that alter and (re)orient, and the ways
the work of composition studies contributes to all of these activities”
(5-6). In other words, rather than focusing on a particular place, the collection invites scholars to consider the impact of place on all aspects of
composition studies. In line with this goal, contributors discuss a range of
topics including: the place of composition within the university, the places
students bring into the classroom, the places we ask students to occupy,
the places of technology, the place of textbooks within our discipline, and
the connections between place and rhetorical theory. These essays taken
collectively, as such, not only ask readers to think critically about connections between place, space, location and composition studies, but also
provide pedagogical practices that enable students to become involved in
conversations about place.
Keller and Weisser begin by defining the text’s central terms: place,
bounded physical and immaterial terrain imbued with value and meaning;
space, undefined or unoccupied area that exists because of human interaction with place; and location, the metaphorical or physical positioning
of an individual in relation to place. Though they offer these definitions,
they recognize that each term is contextual and the definition, therefore,
is flexible. Following a discussion of the terms, the editors explain their
rationale for dividing the work into three general parts—Across the Field,
Inside the Classroom and Beyond, and Among the Institutions—devoting
each section to a broad exploration of place as it relates to composition
studies. Some of these parts, however, lack the focus that is needed to
make the section cohesive. Even the editors recognize that the boundaries
of the parts are artificial, encouraging readers to “redivide, reconnect, and
replace these chapters” (12).
“Across the Field,” for example, aims to “examine different notions
of place and location as they affect the field of composition studies in a
broad sense” (6). Given this sweeping scope, not all of the essays clearly
relate to one another; nevertheless, they are all rich explorations of the
relationships between place and composition’s history, theory, and future.
By examining the way we represent our history, the motives behind the
focus on academic discourse, and the production of scholars within graduate courses, scholars such as Dobrin, Elizabeth Ervin, Peter Vanderberg and
Jennifer Clary-Lemon fill this space with discussions centering on issues of
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disciplinary identity formation. Within the first chapter, Dobrin picks up
where Keller and Weisser leave off, offering a more in-depth analysis of the
historical development of the concepts of space and place. Dobrin adds to
this discussion the concept of occupation, critiquing the way composition
studies, in its quest for academic validation, has rested in the safety of the
place it now occupies within the university. Later Vanderberg and ClaryLemon pick up this discussion of disciplinary identity, examining the way
graduate students are introduced to the work of composition studies. They
contend that though “reading published scholarship and producing texts
that mirror its conventions have been the dominant pedagogical model,”
community-based graduate education might be more ethical and effective, pushing students to consider how they represent the “other” in their
work and pushing scholars to reconsider the value placed upon objectivity
and generalizations (94). Between these essays exploring the history and
future of the place of composition studies are Cynthia Hayne’s chapter on
the pedagogical advantages of using MOOs to aid retention and Thomas
Rickert’s review of the historical connection between place, invention, and
kairos. While Rickert’s and Hayne’s chapters do not necessarily relate to
the larger discussions about the identity of composition studies, they do
similarly invite meta-thinking about place and its connections to technology and theory.
The essays within part 2, “Inside the Classroom and Beyond,” more
closely relate to one another, offering excellent examples of praxis. John
Ackerman’s development of a georhetorical pedagogical method and Robert
Brooke and Jason Mcintosh’s description of the ways deep maps can enable students to develop a civic identity, for example, provide theoretical
rationales for classroom practices that help students see themselves as
occupying physical and metaphorical places. Kristie Fleckenstein goes a
step further, encouraging pedagogues to use imageword to re-envision the
classroom as a place of compassion. Writers within this part also respond
to the inclusion of new media in classrooms. While many have argued that
technology and place are in opposition to one another, Tim Lindgren and
Derek Owens point out that while new media complicates our notion of
place, it also fosters connections between the local and the global. Using
two online projects they developed, Lindgren and Owens provide examples
of ways that technology can support the goals of place-based pedagogy.
Since the development of such multi-modal projects brings issues of assessment and response to the fore, Johndan Johnson-Eilola and Stuart
Selber describe usability methods, borrowed and adapted from a range of
fields, that can be used to respond to, analyze, assess, and teach the various
forms writing takes within traditional and digital environments. In sum,
the essays within this section problematize the places that are already a
part of our classrooms, provide strategies that help practitioners connect
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writing to place, and invite compositionists to imagine ways of including
new places within their classrooms.
The final part, “Among the Institutions,” includes essays that discuss
certain “institutions” within the field of composition studies and how they
relate to the larger institution of the university. Nancy Myers, for instance,
reflects upon the location of Classical Rhetoric for the Modern Student
within the discipline, arguing that the textbook has become an institution
because it relocates the past making it present, and highlights praxis in a
way that inverts academic traditions. Nedra Reynolds takes the opposite
approach, analyzing Harvard’s film Shaped By Writing to show how institutions and media representations shape students’ understanding of writing
as placeless. Several of the other essays within this section critique the
terms, ideas, and places that have become institutions within the field.
Amy Devitt, for example, argues against the idea that the skills students
gain within the first year writing course are transferable—as is—to other
genres of academic writing, and Christopher Schroeder challenges the ability of concepts such as “discourse” and “identity” to encompass the range
of locations students, especially ESL students, inhabit throughout their
academic careers and everyday lives. The majority of these essays, similar
to those in part 2, exhibit a good balance of theory and practice, making
them useful reads for scholars and practitioners. Interestingly, however,
this collection about place ends with Tom Deans’s call for service-learning
pedagogy to focus less on place and more on activity, replacing the notion
of stable discourse communities with explorations of the relationships
between contexts and individual actions.
While spatial constraints keep me from fairly encapsulating each
chapter, I assure readers that whether they gravitate toward new media
studies, literacy studies, genre studies, postcolonial studies, or place-based
pedagogy, there is something of interest within The Locations of Composition. Including such a breadth of topics, Keller and Weisser fulfill their goal
of creating a text that functions “as an introduction to the different places
of composition” (6). The limited amount of context and theoretical rationale provided by the editors, however, leaves the work of discerning “how
[these different places] can and do relate to one another” up to readers
(6). While, in the end, we are left without a map connecting all of these
places, spaces, and locations, each of the contributors invite scholars to
rethink the historical and current location of composition studies as the
terrain of composition studies continues to expand.
Fort Worth, Texas
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Rhetoric and the Republic: Politics, Civic Discourse,
and Education in Early America, by Mark Garrett
Longaker. Tuscaloosa: U of Alabama P, 2007. 288 pp.
Reviewed by Glen McClish, San Diego State University
The primary virtue of Mark Garrett Longaker’s Rhetoric and the Republic:
Politics, Civic Discourse, and Education in Early America might be best rendered
through paradox—the book effectively complicates that which it clarifies.
With considerable sophistication and lucidity, Longaker demonstrates that
the republicanism of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century America, as
manifested in the discourse and educational institutions of the era, constituted a complicated, contested terrain. Revising previous accounts of the
period set forth by Gregory Clark, Michael Halloran, Thomas Miller, and
others, he argues that recent efforts to portray early American republicanism
as an Edenic age or as a model for present-day rhetorical education seriously
underestimate its complex, conflicted nature. Through careful exploration
of the multifaceted relationships and interactions among political discourse,
economics, religion, and rhetorical education, Rhetoric and the Republic
brings to light many of the intricate ways early American republicanism was
appropriated for a wide variety of competing purposes.
Longaker’s introduction—“Now that We’re Civic”—outlines his Gramscian approach to his subject, including a heavy dose of articulation theory.
In this spirit, Longaker declares, “Economic variables are an essential—if
not the essential—component in any hegemonic articulation of various elements, some discursive, many not” (xvi). Chapter 1, “One Republic, Many
Republicanisms,” which focuses on early American political controversies,
illustrates how republicanism was appropriated by divergent economic
and political interests. For example, he demonstrates how the Jonathan
Dickenson vs. Thomas Paine and Alexander Hamilton vs. Thomas Jefferson
debates employed republican concepts in support of very different political positions. Featuring the concept of “publicity,” which he equates with
“publicness, a manner of embodying and performing good public citizenship through public argument” (2), Longaker traces the development and
eventual demise of republican discourse, which is supplanted by liberalism
in the Jacksonian Era.
In chapter 2, “One Republic, Many Paideiai,” Longaker focuses on early
American rhetorical education. Particularly featuring Benjamin Franklin,
who advocated for practical rhetorical training designed for the interests
of rising Philadelphian capitalists, and John Quincy Adams, “a transitional
figure” (67) whose Harvard lectures were meant to validate the social status of the sons of established New England families, Longaker successfully
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demonstrates that “just as early American publicity was a site where actors
articulated a common political discourse to various economic, political,
religious, and cultural concerns, so early American education was also a
site where individuals sutured republicanism to various and often opposing interests” (39). The chapter concludes with a discussion of one of area
of relative unanimity among republican rhetorical pedagogies, namely the
marginalization of “laborers, women, and non-Anglo, non-Caucasian ethnicities or races” (73).
The last three chapters of the book further scrutinize republican rhetoric
education through specific discussions of the training featured by four institutions of higher education: Yale (chapter 3), King’s College/Columbia and
the College of Pennsylvania/University of Pennsylvania (chapter 4), and the
College of New Jersey (chapter 5). Operating under the assumption that the
“work of rhetorical education is a principal site where actors force articulations, where they find agency” (81), Longaker reveals what is at stake as each
college establishes pedagogies to further political, economic, and religious
aims. Initially, Yale’s particular blend of Puritanism and small-town life was
buttressed with a Ramist rhetorical curriculum. Later in the eighteenth century, however, the Scots rhetoric treatises of Henry Home Lord Kames and
Hugh Blair, with their emphasis on belletrism, as well as the neoclassical texts
of John Ward and John Holmes, were appropriated by the Connecticut institution. Explicating this evolution, Longaker demonstrates that “as economic
developments changed Connecticut’s base, renewed struggles for hegemony
were waged in cultural institutions like the rhetoric classroom” (133).
In contrast with Yale, Longaker argues, King’s College and the College of Pennsylvania were from the beginning designed to meet the needs
of capitalistic, cosmopolitan cultural centers. Like their Connecticut counterpart, though, these two colleges adapted Scots belletrism to fit their particular
needs. Reflecting on its role in these urban institutions, Longaker concludes,
“Belletrism’s presence was the only constant in rhetorical pedagogy from the
mid-eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, though it was articulated
to two very different political positions: an Anglican loyalism and a genteel,
Federalist republicanism” (173). In his chapter on the College of New Jersey,
Longaker reinterprets the contribution of John Witherspoon—the ostensible
“great forefather of an American republican rhetorical education”—whose
“republican pedigree,” it turns out, “is not so pure” (178). Like the earlier
subjects of the study, Witherspoon “appropriated a common vocabulary, articulating it to economic and political interests, to the historical environment
in New Jersey” (180). In fact, Longaker demonstrates how Witherspoon’s
pedagogy, which “can be summarized as an attempt to mix political liberalism, laissez-faire economic policy, republican discourse, and Calvinist
evangelism” (198), contributes to the transition from republicanism to the
liberalism that eventually supplants it.
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Tying together the series of brief, but provocative, remarks about
contemporary pedagogy that appear throughout the study, Longaker’s
conclusion, “We Are All Republicans,” interrogates contemporary efforts to
rejuvenate republicanism, from Henry Giroux to Patrick Buchanan. “Simply
championing republicanism in American higher education will not suffice,”
Longaker declares, since—as in the case of early American discourse—recent calls for a return to republican values emanate from a wide spectrum
of ideological positions. Instead, he recommends that rhetorical educators
carefully scrutinize the components “in the continual hegemonic struggle
over democratic institutions,” with particular emphasis on “economic factors
and more close analysis of how cultural institutions like education mediate
economic interests in real moments of conjuncture” (217).
If the primary virtue of Rhetoric and the Republic rests in its rendering of
the paradox with which I began, certainly other positive qualities contribute
to its luster. Longaker’s ability to keep a diverse set of variables—republicanism, economics, politics, religion, and rhetorical education—in play
throughout the study is noteworthy. Also laudable, and highly appropriate
for his central case, is Longaker’s rhetorical strategy of providing considerable textual evidence in support of a given position or interpretation (“on
the one hand . . .”), presenting and developing an equally compelling
counter position, claim, or interpretation (“. . . on the other hand”), and
then moving to a carefully attenuated, complex middle ground or third position. Furthermore, one must praise his skillful readings of a wide variety
of primary texts, including treatises, lectures, correspondence, and other
documents concerning rhetorical training. It is delightful to encounter such
surefooted, economical, yet rich analyses of the pedagogy advocated by wellknown figures such as Benjamin Franklin, John Quincy Adams, and John
Witherspoon alongside equally valuable treatments of less celebrated, yet
influential educators such Yale’s Thomas Clapp, Samuel Johnson of King’s
College, and William Smith of the College of Philadelphia. Finally, Longaker’s
eleven tables of debate and thesis topics from early American institutions
provide rich data for his discussion.
My reservations about Rhetoric and Republic are slight. I do wish to
register a concern about Longaker’s portrayal of the eighteenth-century
Scottish rhetoricians—Hugh Blair, Lord Kames, and Adam Smith—who
(directly and indirectly) exercised a profound influence on early American
rhetorical education. Emphasizing the centrality of French belletrism in the
work of the Scots theorists (an emphasis previously explicated by scholars
such as Barbara Warnick and Thomas Miller), Longaker downplays other
important strands and dimensions prevalent in their work, including a sustained classicism and sophisticated treatments of ethical issues related to
rhetoric. In the last decade, scholars such as Arthur Walzer, Stephen McKenna, Beth Manolescu, and Lois Agnew have offered significant revisions to
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and extensions of our understanding of these figures, including a heightened
understanding of the links among rhetorical theory, economics, and civic
responsibility. While some of this work has been published too recently to
be reflected in Rhetoric and the Republic, incorporation of some of this new
scholarship, it seems to me, would have strengthened Longaker’s analysis.
A related worry concerns the absence of discussion of George Campbell’s
Philosophy of Rhetoric, which played a vital role in early American education
during the period featured in Rhetoric and the Republic.
Beginning with a paradox grants me the liberty to close with a confession.
Because I am skeptical of any history that overtly casts theoretical categories
and assumptions across cultures, continents, and centuries, I inevitably placed
a substantial burden of proof on Longaker, who—it seems to me—must
labor to demonstrate the explanatory power of a Gramscian reading of
early American rhetorical education. For the most part, I believe he meets
this burden admirably. Although at times his repetition of key concepts and
terms (“articulation,” “hegemony,” and “suture” quickly come to mind) dulls
somewhat the edge of his analysis, Longaker nonetheless provides a powerful
and convincing account of rhetoric and rhetorical education in eighteenthand early nineteenth-century America that brings new understanding of the
intersections of discourse, economics, politics, and religion in this complex
“field of engagement” (217), both then and now. He has begun to convince
this skeptic that, whether or not we historians and teachers of rhetoric are in
fact all republicans, we ought at least to be all Gramscians.
San Diego, California

Plagiarism: Alchemy and Remedy in Higher
Education, by Bill Marsh. Albany: State U of New York
P, 2007. 176 pp.
Reviewed by Arabella Lyon, SUNY-Buffalo
Discussions of plagiarism have taken on a provocative edge. Once plagiarism was seen as shameful, transparent, and not really worthy of analysis.
Now, however, scholars envision plagiarism as a nexus of socio-economic
forces, an opportunity for redemption, a point of tension in global values
and practices, a site of pedagogical and aesthetic possibilities, and the
product of a complex legal and cultural history. New research on plagiarism
often reveals relationships and possibilities hitherto unimagined. The field
progresses rapidly, and at the front edge, Bill Marsh’s Plagiarism: Alchemy
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and Remedy in Higher Education asks and answers new questions, engaging
recent political events, regulations, and technologies.
Focused on the disciplinary powers of U.S. higher education in the late
twentieth and early twenty first century, this intelligent book adds new
technological perspectives to a discussion that is often centered on history
or students. Engaging many of the familiar features of plagiary in his careful
acknowledgements of earlier scholarship, Marsh also analyzes ways in which
faculty, administrators, journalists, policy makers, and software entrepreneurs attempt to manage plagiarism through a range of technologies and
techniques. In his critique of the apparatus of anti-plagiarism and the media
through which plagiarism flows, he would have us see author and plagiarist
as a false binary between origin and health, copy and disease. Rather we
might understand them better as sides of the same coin, representing different aspects of authoring. While the first two-thirds of the book expose
the dualistic traps of plagiarism’s discourse and build a vocabulary and conceptual framework for understanding the tensions surrounding plagiarism
and its technologies, the project is at its best in the last two chapters which
focus on plagiarism in the age of Internet.
The book begins with the 2002 crimes and scandals involving historians
Stephen Ambrose and Doris Kearns Goodwin. Ambrose had copied passages
from copyrighted work, and Goodwin had “closely echoed” sentences from
other books. While much of popular and professional culture argues that
plagiarism is easy to define, the public discussion in these two cases shows
that the problems of definition and punishment are far from clear. In chapter 2, building on the insights of Michel de Certeau and Michel Foucault,
Marsh historicizes and theorizes definitions of failed authorship and intellectual property, demonstrating the lack of a stable concept of plagiarism
through history. The evolution of the rights of original authorship created a
dynamic tension between the value of originality and the crime of literary
theft, between personal issues of plagiarism and legal issues of copyright
infringement. Marsh focuses on plagiarism as an authorial failure of creation
that, in turn, interpolates the writer as a “false, fraudulent anti-author”
(34). Artists, such as Kathy Acker, may use this position to innovate, but
the historical development of intellectual property laws makes it difficult to
conceive authorship without property and ownership rights, that is, as other
than commodity. Conceiving plagiarism and plagiarism detection as different
authoring activities, Marsh characterizes plagiarism detection and remedies
as Foucauldian mechanisms which regulate authorship and writing. In the
frame of economic and commercial practices, anti-plagiarism technologies
control the flow of information. In chapter 3, Marsh connects anti-plagiarism
discourse to the emergence of the research paper in the 1920’s, following
the enactment of the 1909 Copyright Act. He examines administrative and
pedagogical responses to the rise of mass education and the historical trend
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to diminish student writing and protect “real authors.” The research paper’s
growth following the 1909 law suggests two fundamental contradictions.
It offers a solution to inadequate student research, but the nature of the
genre encourages cut-and-paste. It values origins, but models the student
writer as a mediator.
In pivotal chapter 4, Marsh then uses the metaphor of alchemy to discuss models of what real writers do with borrowing. Conceiving plagiarism
as “the failure to transmute borrowed copper into gold or, perhaps worse,
the deliberate attempt to pass off the base metal as its precious counterpart”
(67), Marsh links the concept of plagiarism as a failure to transform a text,
medieval alchemy, to humanist notions of perfecting the spirit and mind.
From this historical insight, balanced with the author-centered tradition
of intellectual property law, he moves, perhaps too quickly, to arguing
that new informational practices will require “new breeds of readers and
writers, appropriators and plagiarists, mediators and originators (not to
mention humanists and individualists)” (89). In the world of copyright
laws, university commitments to the creating of a managerial class, and
the disciplinary aspirations of composition, research reading and writing
requires complicated procedures and technologies as evidenced in the
research handbook, a genre in itself which requires particular disciplined
reading strategies. In chapter 5, Marsh argues that the guidelines of handbooks, while pretending to clarity and distinction, hide the socio-literate
practices of academic communities, reduce the possibility of student alchemists transforming texts, and fail to promote re-contextualization and
the practice of writing. In effect, handbooks seem to support authorship
but substitute opaque rules for generative practice. Through analysis of the
personal essay as the model address to modernity’s solitary reader, chapter
6 links progressive writing pedagogy to fundamentalist indoctrination, but
more importantly it provides a careful discussion of how we understand
the process of learning socio-literate, intertextual practices. Building on Rebecca Moore Howard’s concept of “patchwriting” and her description of the
process of writing successful summaries, Marsh interrogates the possibility
of mapping “the activity of textual incorporation” (117) or what might be
better said as the activities of textual incorporation. While acknowledging
the gains of contextual pedagogies of research reading and writing, he
argues for increased attention to the readerly aspects of writing following
the remedial reading approaches prevalent in composition today.
In the last two chapters, Marsh discusses the nature of plagiarism in
the age of Internet, compares contemporary plagiarism to earlier versions,
and analyzes how plagiarism debates, especially within higher education,
have changed in response to the computer age and its technologies of writing. Here the book shifts the horizons of scholarship. Since some studies
suggest there is less Internet plagiarism than we believe, Marsh suggests
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that the change is in professorial willingness to report it and institutions
willingness to fight it through assignment reform, rule enforcement, awareness campaigns, focus on academic honesty, education on intellectual
property and plagiarism as well as Internet-based solutions. Analyzing four
plagiarism detection services, Glatt Plagiarism Services, Essay Verification
Engine (EVE2), Plagiarism-finder, and Turnitin.com, the last chapter shows
that this new industry attempts to control information flows. Detection
services, whether they reduce plagiarism or not, are outsourced education, transferring a teacher’s authority and responsibility to commercial
enterprise. They offer “idealized technotopic solution to perennial administrative problems” (145). Internet entrepreneurs, selling papers or selling
traps, interpolate students into identities of duplicity or originality and
decrease their position as learners in an intertextual literacy. While they
situate teachers in role of hunter, using the Internet strategically to find
plagiarism, the industry privileges modernism’s conventions of authorship
over student writing.
Since new technology raises new questions, Marsh concludes by asking
writing instructors to consider what questions about Internet “cheating”
and higher education are critical to understanding the deep differences
between print and computer literacy. He begins to script answers to several,
including “Does Internet plagiarism in the age of post-media composition
represent one of the many laudable literacies students with a new ‘communication ability’ bring to the classroom, or is it, as it always has been,
a fraudulent or failed venture in the realm of compositional technique,
multimodal or otherwise?” (154). While I find that Marsh idealizes the
“communication ability” and literacy skills of my “post-media” students
and the possibilities of multimodal instruction, the pedagogical dangers of
industrial university and the normative assumptions of detection services
do call for further investigation and theorization. This book—seemingly
focused on plagiarism—takes us to brink of asking and answering questions
about intertextuality, the ownership of writing, pedagogy in the industrial
university, indeed the ownership of the university. Given the confines of this
project, I know it is not fair to ask Marsh to push further, yet that is what I
want, what we need as teachers preparing students for new technologies
and disciplinary apparatus which we do not yet understand and may have
reason to fear. Plagiarism offers an analysis of technologies that is both
current and prophetic. I picked up this book to engage in the provocative
pleasures of plagiarism, but I come away worried about capitalist forces
coming to bear on student writing.
Buffalo, New York
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The Writing Center Director’s Resource Book, edited
by Christina Murphy and Byron L. Stay. Mahwah: Erlbaum,
2006. 451 pp.
Reviewed by Beth Burmester, Georgia State University
After reading the first of 22 original essays in this weighty tome, I knew
at once it wasn’t just another reference to slide onto a dust-collecting shelf.
While this volume covers a broad array of praxis useful for both new and
veteran directors, and those contemplating future careers, which would
be expected, it decidedly serves another aim as well; it provides a clear
photograph of the state of the profession in the early twenty-first century.
Not a “how-to” guide, The Writing Center Director’s Resource Book instead
presents researched scholarship that even beyond creating a sense of what
is currently being done as “best work” in writing center spaces, extends to
reveal where our theories and goals are headed for future teaching and administrative practices and purposes. To accomplish that end, each essay has
its own Works Cited pages, and many have additional resources, including
appendices for budgets, surveys, and other artifacts for documenting and
promoting intellectual work.
As a teacher of graduate seminars in composition pedagogy, I’m always
looking for ways to bring writing center pedagogy into conversation with
classroom teaching and reflective teaching practices. As a writing center
director, I’m also always looking for essays that speak particularly to graduate students as tutors, ones that I can use in our professional development
and orientation workshops. This book delivers on both counts. While The
Writing Center Director’s Resource Book’s collection of essays will provide
common grounds for ongoing conversations in our field, the book overall
also acknowledges the unique experiences that help directors recognize how
to make the most of their own institutional identities and opportunities. As
the editors explain in the introduction, “this book is structured to respond to
diverse institutional settings by providing both current knowledge and case
studies that illuminate this knowledge” (xiii), creating not just a contentbased resource, but a volume of essays that can also be used as research
models for directors and graduate students’ own research agendas. It has
both the currency and staying power to make it an excellent choice for required reading lists and permanent library holdings.
The inquiry posed by the editors—“What knowledge do writing center
professionals need to have in order to do their best work?” (xi)— drives
both the collection as a whole and each individual text. This line of inquiry
demonstrates that the necessary knowledge for writing center work is
disciplinary and connected to the rhetorical tradition itself. Our body of
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writing center theory arose from experience and observation, creating a
publishing boon in the 1980s, and its evolution as revealed in these essays
confirms how specialized knowledge and interdisciplinary applications have
become the hallmarks of the professionalization of writing center studies
within English Studies, and the professionalization of writing center work
and workers; tutoring staff and administrators alike have a deep legacy to
draw from, and this volume provides the evidence of that and the threshold
to keep going.
To start, this anthology fittingly begins with Neal Lerner’s historic gaze
at the origins for the identity and representation of “Writing Center Directors” as subjects. Lerner draws on archival research to discover the practices
of hiring and training supervisors in the earliest writing labs. Citing from
journal articles, doctoral dissertations, and masters’ theses, Lerner discovers
that the earliest recommendations resound with many of our current views.
For one thing, graduate students have staffed and directed writing clinics
and writing labs since their inception. The question of necessary qualifications and adequate compensation began in the 1920s, and continues today.
In 1927, E.F. Lindquist of the University of Iowa, wrote, “it should be one
of the most important functions of the laboratory supervisor to engage in
the research and study” of writing and teaching methods (qtd. in Lerner 5).
Writing Lab Director Francis Appel described the setting at the University of
Minnesota in 1932: “In a quiet skylight room we provide chairs and slanting
tables for ease in writing,” where the “instructor in the laboratory merely
conspires with [writers] to achieve clear expression” (qtd. in Lerner 6). And
in 1951, at Florida State, a sense of community and purpose was achieved
by “frequent staff meetings, where . . . friendly criticism is common, where
a graduate assistant feels free steadfastly to present his point of view against
that of a senior professor” (9). Just as familiar though is “the writing center as a long-standing site of struggle” (8), and the “unfortunate legacy of
higher education’s unease with students least prepared for its challenges”
(9). Lerner’s research provides a historical basis of “limits and possibilities”
that have been inherent in writing center work since its roots. Lerner’s chapter also establishes a solid and inviting foundation for continued historical,
and particularly archival, scholarship to enrich the future of writing center
studies and writing program administration.
The concept of time is one that has been recently engaging writing center
directors in journal articles and as conference themes and presentations,
particularly in the work of Anne Ellen Geller, and in this volume, Carl Glover
gives a fascinating examination of kairos, the Classical rhetorical “opportune
moment” that within writing centers also translates as “discretion, appropriateness, moments of insight or connection, harmonizing of opposites, a tool
for the selecting among alternatives, knowing when to speak and when to be
silent,” which all contribute to “a critical consciousness essential for writing
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center work” (16). He applies it to tutoring and the selection of tutors by
directors through creative and highly convincing prose in “Kairos and the
Writing Center: Modern Perspectives on an Ancient Idea.”
Also within this first section, “What Writing Center History Can Tell
Us about Writing Center Practice,” can be found essays on sustainable
history and writing center ethos, on writing centers as organic sites of
professional development, and a chapter on the origins and development
of “The Writing Center Summer Institute,” by the four leaders of the 2003
and 2004 institutes: Paula Gillespie, Brad Hughes, Neal Lerner, and Anne
Ellen Geller. The Summer Institute for Writing Center Directors began in
2003 under the auspices of The International Writing Center Association
(IWCA), providing “a weeklong experience of mentoring and fellowship,
of carefully planned sessions with established leaders and co-chairs,” and
“ample opportunities both for one-to-one time with leaders and other
participants and for special interest groups” (33). The first institute was
hosted at Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and returns in
July 2008 to Madison, Wisconsin, under the leadership of Paula Gillespie,
Brad Hughes, and Lisa Ede. Being an alumna of the 2004 SI at Clark University, I found this essay both insightful from that position, and significant
for those who have not yet attended, especially as it charts the involvement
of cross-institutional collaborations and opportunities.
In fact, the other major feature that distinguishes this resource book
from its predecessors (familiar and well-thumbed through though they be),
arises out of its inclusion of essays from and addressing the full spectrum of
sites of writing center work—universities with graduate programs, universities with multiple campuses, community colleges, small colleges, learning
centers outside English departments, writing centers for graduate student
writers, and writing centers in high schools—and its insistence on paying
attention to diversity, which has proven a major concern in writing center
work emphasized in the past two years through conference themes, keynote
addresses, and journal articles. Notably here, within the section on “Managing
the Writing Center,” an essay by Margaret Weaver addresses racial diversity
and the nature of the term prejudice.
But wait, there’s even more, if I haven’t yet convinced you that this
book is the perfect accompaniment for a hot cup of coffee, your laptop,
and day-planner. Joan Hawthorne introduces directors to models for program assessment; Kevin Dvorak and Ben Rafoth analyze Director-Assistant
Director relationships; Rebecca Moore Howard and Tracy Hamler Carrick
examine activist strategies and plagiarism. An entire section explores electronic instruction and multimodal literacies, and the final section provides
case studies and institutional histories to provide motivation and lessons for
establishing or re-inventing writing centers and their models. This is the sort
of book that will be constantly warm from being held open in two hands
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on a regular basis, and that will inspire hallway conversations, conference
presentations, seeds of new research, and that may indeed cultivate a new
generation of writing center directors to further the intellectual discovery,
growth, and diversity we value: past, present, and future.
Atlanta, Georgia

Can It Really Be Taught? Resisting Lore in Creative
Writing Pedagogy, edited by Kelly Ritter and Stephanie
Vanderslice. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 2007. 136 pp.
Reviewed by Heather Russel, Georgia State University
In Can It Really Be Taught: Resisting Lore in Creative Writing Pedagogy,
Kelly Ritter and Stephanie Vanderslice collect an important series of essays
and dialogues that address challenges faced by creative writing professors
who seek effective teaching methodology. The book’s subtitle refers to the
editors’ hope to debunk dangerous assumptions held by many professors of
literary studies, rhetoric and composition, and even creative writing itself,
which collectively establish a lore that writers are born, not taught, and thus an
exploration of effective practices will benefit only a few, at best. In the book’s
opening essay, “Figuring the Future: Lore and/in Creative Writing,” Tim Mayers explains that the discipline of rhetoric and composition, often considered
one of two camps within the English department, roots itself in a tradition
of collegial discussion about pedagogy; and literary studies, the other camp,
has widened its scope to emphasize effective teaching as well. But a disturbingly pervasive lore among English departments dismisses creative writers as
charismatic stars hired more for their power to attract students than for their
concern about good teaching. Among other pleas, Mayers asks members of
English departments to strive for less fragmented versions of English studies
(11), and the essays and conversations that accompany “Figuring the Future”
support Mayers’s cause both in content and style.
The essays delight with narratives spun by their authors, creative writers
grappling with the implications of pedagogy for their work. For example, in
“Against Reading,” Katharine Haake cites Patrick Bizzaro’s concern that MFA
classrooms can produce a “workshop-writing phenomenon [that] no doubt
works vertically, where sameness is passed from teacher to student who, in
turn, becomes a teacher who passes certain literary biases to yet another
generation of students” (21). As Haake argues for a liberation from the literary canon in the creative writing classroom, she infuses her comments with
poignant anecdotes about her own discoveries as a graduate student and
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later, after graduation, engaging in “totally random reading practice” (19),
taking up whatever interesting books she discovered at the library. These
experiences often had more profound effects on her development as a writer
than did the anthologies she would later select for her own teaching purposes.
In a powerful extended metaphor, Haake ends her essay by recounting a
walk along a beach during an artist’s retreat when a pleasing sentence came
to her. Finding herself alone and without a pen, she was forced to accept
that this particular sentence, and the story that would develop around it,
would arrive through some other manner than the scribbled phrases she was
accustomed to collecting. And her argument, that creative writing teachers
must seek new ways of inspiring their students to read broadly, sparkles
with the details of Haake’s own personal experience.
In “Charming Tyrants and Faceless Facilitators: The Lore of Teaching
Identities in Creative Writing,” Mary Ann Cain rivets her readers with an essay
that is part memoir and part academic discussion, a mingling which reminds
us that effective teaching is rooted in personal discovery about why people
love writing, and what draws them to their mentors. We find ourselves caught
up in this narrator’s quest to work as a student under the tutelage of her
east-coast idol, Famous Author, and genuinely concerned when her journey
to this end conflicts literally (in terms of class schedule) and philosophically
with her developing passion for Composition Theory. Late in the essay, Cain
wins our sympathy while confessing that as a new professor, she failed to
excite her students. This masterful section reminds us that good storytelling is rhetorically powerful. Cain relates how she strove in the classroom to
sacrifice her public “face” and become a “worker bee” so that students would
exercise critical questioning rather than submitting to a Charming Tyrant,
one whose electric and enigmatic influence might overwhelm them. But as a
“worker bee,” Cain bored her students rather than compelling them to learn,
while Famous Author, the Charming Tyrant, had actually inspired Cain’s raw
emotion: “I remember . . . watching my blue ink blur into grey pools as tears
splashed onto the notes I was writing. I remember the pain of hearing how
Famous Author had so thoroughly entered my story, telling of its possibilities,
possibilities which also spoke of its current failures. I remember thinking, I love
this story she is imagining with me, but I don’t have the guts to write it” (35).
Even as she admits to boring her students, Cain’s prose moves her readers.
These contemplations of a writer who longs to teach well, and who frankly
questions herself and others to that end, is characteristic of the engaging and
enlightening work compiled in Can It Really Be Taught.
Complementing the narrative voices of essays like Haake’s and Cain’s,
dialogues about MFA programs appear in the collection. In these transcripts
of formal professional conversations, teachers and students address the challenges they have met and benefits they have enjoyed in writing workshops.
In “‘A Better Time Teaching’: A Dialogue About Pedagogy and the Antioch-LA
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MFA,” David Starkey and Eloise Klein Healy discuss exciting ways to foster
writing in low-residency MFA programs. Starkey and Klein Healy also consider
the frustration that can result when writers have unrealistic expectations
about their roles in the world (39). In “Putting Wings on the Invisible: Voice,
Authorship, and the Authentic Self,” Patrick Bizzaro responds with careful
detail to questions posed by his student, Michael McClanahan, about the
ways that creative writing in the academy can benefit a developing writer. Bizzaro, whose important work on creative writing pedagogy is cited frequently
throughout Can It Really Be Taught, infuses his own section of dialogue with
passion about Wendy Bishop’s notion of writers-who-teach as priests. Bizzaro urges, “I want you to be willing to teach when you become a zillionaire.
Otherwise, you’re teaching what you no longer believe in yourself. What kind
of priest is that?” (79).
Much more than a debate about the role of the writing teacher, Can It
Really Be Taught also includes invaluable commentary about practical aspects
of teaching. Priscila Uppal’s “Both Sides of the Desk: Experiencing Creative
Writing Lore as a Student and as a Professor” and Anna Leahy’s “Creativity, Caring, and The Easy ‘A’: Rethinking the Role of Self-Esteem in Creative
Writing Pedagogy” feature recounted teaching experiences that suggest
ways in which constructive grading can shape a writer’s development. And
refreshingly late in the collection, after much wrestling with the question of
whether writing can be taught, Michelle Cross’s “Writing In Public: Popular
Pedagogies of Creative Writing” describes literary pedagogy, commercial
pedagogy, holistic pedagogy, and iconic pedagogy as they likely appear,
“whether or not as types per se” (68), in the classroom.
The final essay, “Box Office Poison: The Influence of Writers in Films on
Writers (in Graduate Programs),” is written by Stephen Armstrong in conjunction with the late Wendy Bishop, whose insights pervade Can It Really
Be Taught, and to whom the collection is dedicated. In a poignant twist, after
a series of essays by professional teachers of creative writing who grapple
to define their roles, we are left with Bishop and Armstrong’s depiction of
movies’ distorted images of writers, fueled by film’s imperative to throw its
writer-heroes into action rather than leaving them at their desks to craft
delightful verse or prose (94). The late placement of this essay in the collection helps underscore an urgent call for the very definition of writer to
be revised in contemporary culture, in order for aspiring writers to focus
on their work and thrive. Indeed, a closer reading of the title Can It Really
Be Taught might suggest a struggle particular to writing teachers in the real
world, where audiences’ unreasonable expectations of their writers and
writing teachers should be challenged.
Peter Vandenberg’s closing remarks in the “After Words” section of Can
It Really Be Taught include the concession that the collection will join “the
small handful of books and articles its contributors reference” (106). Even
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as texts about creative writing pedagogy are relatively few, the collective
power of the essays in Can It Really Be Taught does much to further discussion on the subject as it invites readers to consider the future of creative
writing in the academy.
Atlanta, Georgia

Whistlin’ and Crowin’ Women of Appalachia: Literary Practices Since College, by Katherine Kelleher
Sohn. Carbondale: Southern Illinois UP, 2006. 199 pp.
Reviewed by Renee Love, Lander University
Everyone likes a good story, that rare narrative that is smart as well
as memorable, scholarly as well as inspiring, particularly when the story
involves a compelling hero. Katherine Sohn’s Whistlin’ and Crowin’ Women
of Appalachia promises just such a read, an incredibly thorough, articulate,
and well-researched study destined to find a permanent place in studies
of Composition and Rhetoric.
When I initially set out to read Whistlin’ and Crowin’, I wondered
if the book’s focus would be too specialized and only relevant for those
teaching in the Appalachian region, somewhere between Kentucky and
West Virginia. I could not have been more mistaken. On the contrary,
Sohn’s work, a combination of data-driven research and thoughtful narrative, represents not only the women of Appalachia but women and other
marginalized groups “across the nation who are isolated economically,
societally, geographically, and culturally yet who manage to surmount
obstacles to become self-fulfilled” (7). Sohn suggests that like stereotypes
of gender, class, culture, and race, stereotypes about dialect also exist, a
form of discrimination that, as Peter Elbow believes, may be even more
insidious than other forms of discrimination.
Notably, the book begins with an auspicious Foreword by Sohn’s
former teacher Victor Villanueva who writes that Sohn’s work “breaks
stereotypes, managing sympathy and the rigors of ethnographic distance
simultaneously, and we learn about literacy acquisition despite ideology,
bigotry, and economy” (xv). Not only because of his own work in cultural
studies and literacy, Villanueva’s reflections support Sohn’s study because
his wife Carol has roots in the Appalachian region, a position that gives
Villanueva a unique perspective of Sohn’s analysis. Garnering additional
laurels as part of the series Studies in Writing and Rhetoric, Sohn’s book
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also won the James Berlin Memorial Outstanding Dissertation Award in
2001, an award clearly well deserved.
Sohn organizes Whistlin’ and Crowin’ into five sections: the actual
study, the theory and context of silence, voice, and identity, and the literary
practices of three Appalachian women, Lucy, Jean, and Sarah, the study’s
participants. In describing the experiences of these women, Sohn achieves a
rare balance between objective ethnographer and compassionate neighbor,
a respect and authenticity stemming, in part, from Sohn’s life experiences
as an Appalachian resident for over thirty years. The women, all former
students in Sohn’s class, pursued a college education despite enormous
obstacles, from insecure husbands who refused to allow textbooks in the
house to relatives who opposed women working—or studying—outside
the home. In earning their college degrees, these women represent a
minority in their age group and region because only 5% of women in the
Kentucky region examined in Sohn’s study finish bachelor’s degrees (55).
Furthermore, the women’s journey to literacy also represents the journey
to empowerment, voice, and identity, which enables them to improve the
quality of their lives and communities.
After devoting a chapter to each of the three women’s stories, Sohn
concludes the book with the lessons she learned as a teacher, lessons on
voice as language, voice as identity, voice as power, and by suggesting
the “implications for college-wide responses to nontraditional student
populations” (151). In this chapter, Sohn outlines the implications of her
work for teachers and college recruiters, sections I found particularly
interesting. From Sohn’s study, teachers can benefit in terms of research
practices and in terms of becoming more aware of their own ethnocentricism and “mental baggage.” Teachers might also realize that education
involves not only learning but caregiving. Finally, as activists teachers
might become “advocates for working class students by being aware of
social class” (165). Sohn also encourages universities to consider the
needs of nontraditional student populations, which may include a need
for more support services on campus, ranging from increased financial
support to childcare facilities.
My only regret about this book is that I waited so long to read it. As
I reflect on Sohn’s Whistlin’ and Crowin’, I recall other pioneers in Composition and Rhetoric who worked to dismantle stereotypes, people like
Mina Shaugnessy, Mike Rose, and Victor Villanueva, writers whose work
has become standard reading in our field. Likewise, I predict that Whistlin’
and Crowin’ will continue this legacy, creating a new understanding of
nontraditional student populations and their journey not only to greater
literacy and power but to self-fulfillment.
Greenwood, South Carolina
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Engaged Writers and Dynamic Disciplines: Research on the Academic Writing Life, by Chris Thaiss
and Terry Myers Zawacki. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook,
2006. 200 pp.
Reviewed by Steven Pearlman, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
In their preface, Chris Thaiss and Terry Myers Zawacki ask what is a
resoundingly interesting question, one that motivates their entire book:
“Could we reach a sound definition of ‘academic writing’”? (v). The interesting nature of that question emerges not only from the obvious complexity
of trying to define such a recurrent yet ephemeral phrase, but more so from
that fact that such little research exists on a question so imperative to composition and WAC/WID programs. As the authors explain, a cross-curricular
workshop with other faculty spurred their desire to research the issue when
“the ‘poor’ paper was judged by a plurality of the participants to be the best
in the sample” (1). As they theorized, perhaps “academic writing” is not “as
stable, unified, and resistant to alternatives” as commonly perceived (2),
possibly leaving ample room for alternative discourse within the academy.
The question of the nature and permissibility of alternative discourse within
academic writing serves as one of the prime focuses of this book.
Thaiss and Zawacki break the issue into two parts, the first concerning the extent to which “academic writing” can be defined, and the second
concerning the extent to which “alternative” discourse is embraced. Based
at their home institution of George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia,
the authors’ methodology included interviews with 14 faculty from different disciplines, a survey administered in an advanced writing course to 183
students from different disciplinary majors, six student focus groups, data
from 12 interdisciplinary faculty workshops, and “timed essays from 40 undergraduate students from 22 majors” (25). I itemize those elements because
the comprehensive nature of the study warrants acknowledgement. While
limited to a single institution, the multi-pronged approach lends a depth to
the research that contributes to the credibility of their findings.
In an initial effort to define the qualities of “academic writing,” the authors attribute to it three generalizable characteristics. While they note that
exceptions can always exist, the characteristics include “persistent, openminded” study (5), “reason over emotion” (5), and an “imagined reader
who is coolly rational” (7). They equally address the definition of the word
“discipline,” and in doing so reject notions that it can be categorized on
departmental bounds, postulating that “discipline” is a fluid construct.
The second chapter explores faculty descriptions of disciplinarity and
writing. At least initially, faculty accounts of good “academic writing” af114 Composition Studies

firmed the three characteristics referenced earlier, leading Thaiss and Zawacki to reason cautiously that we can establish some generalized notions
of what constitutes acceptable discourse within the academy. As the faculty
members’ discussion of disciplinarity deepened, the commonality of characteristics diminished roughly in proportion to the emergence of disciplinespecific criteria. However, and this seems essential, faculty members’ specified
visions of “academic writing” never exactly contradicted the generalized
traits. Instead, their visions referenced the discipline-specific genres through
which the three primary characteristics needed to manifest in order to be
accepted within the field of study. The picture Thaiss and Zawacki paint,
therefore, is not that different disciplines value different things but rather
that different disciplines value different, though often similar, expressions
of the same things.
The latter half of chapter 2 dealt with the question of alternatives to
“academic writing.” On this point, it became clear that even within disciplines
and departments, faculty could not agree on exactly what constituted the
boundaries for acceptable student writing. What was clear, however, was
that while faculty “may themselves write within the conventions of their
disciplines, [they] do not necessarily want undergraduates to . . . write
within those conventions” (46). Instead, Thaiss and Zawacki report that, at
least for many faculty across different disciplines, it is more important that
students use writing to find meaningful connections between themselves
and the subject matter.
Chapter 3 explores methods the faculty use to teach writing. The authors
find that “the common terminology that faculty use often hides basic differences” in expectations because of differing operative definitions within the
same lexicon (59). Identifying five distinct ways in which “good writing”
is simultaneously valued—ranging from “the academic” to “the idiosyncratic”—the authors postulate that only strong teacher-student interaction
will help students negotiate the academic activity system (60). The chapter
continues with an exploration of “alternative” writing assignments, which
lean either toward personal writing as a way to connect the student with the
subject or toward multi-modal writing—hypertext, scripts, letters, etc.—as
a means of affording the students varying modes of expression. Chapter 3
concludes with detailed discussion of the process departments at George
Mason University invoked to construct rubrics, as well as an analysis of the
rubrics themselves. The rubric process began by working with departmental
liaisons and continued when the liaisons returned to their departments and
led workshops therein. Rubrics across departments showed considerable
consistency in what they valued; the hardly uniform, they afffirmed earlier
discussions about the three general expectations for “academic writing.”
Chapter 4 discusses the students’ perspective on writing in academia. On
the whole, students tend to share the same general perspectives as faculty
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insofar as a roughly comparable understanding of general “academic writing”
expectations. As the authors report, this does not mean that students always
achieve those expectations, but it does mean that students are “getting it”
(101). Not surprisingly, overall correlations remain high between students’
understanding and faculty expectations, although such correlations diminish
as specific disciplinary expectations emerge.
Perhaps the most important portion of the chapter comes in Thaiss and
Zawacki’s explication of the three developmental stages of the student writer:
[1] The student generalizes the nature of disciplinary writing from a limited
body of coursework and writing experiences; [2] the student experiences
multiple courses and assignments, and perceives “inconsistency” rather than
commonality within the discipline (110); [3] the student comprehends differing expectations as “nuanced” ideas within the same discipline (110).
According to the authors, the dominant reason many students never achieve
third-stage writing traces back to an insufficient number of writing experiences, an insufficient number of opportunities to reflect on their writing,
an insufficiently unified writing program, and insufficient feedback from
teachers. Students found teacher feedback particularly valuable and desired,
and often more important than the grade itself.
In chapter 5, Thaiss and Zawacki take the information discussed in
the previous chapters and apply it toward advice for writing teachers and
writing programs, offering key points for moving students from stage one
writers to stage three writers. They offer twelve recommended practices for
writing educators, ranging from the relatively simple “define expectations
clearly” to the more complicated twelfth practice: “Create unified program
development in writing that coordinates goals of the composition course(s)
with those of courses in majors” (142, 160). Furthermore, the authors go
so far as to diagram three models for WAC/WID programs, models whose
varied nature should serve a wide range of institutions. The models range
from emphasizing first-year composition to emphasizing discipline-specific
courses within other academic departments.
If there is a weak aspect to the text, it comes in its supposed emphasis
on the question of alternative discourse within the academy. That issue
might have motivated the authors but it did not notably bolster the text.
The information about alternative discourse is useful but the text did far
more to further our understanding of standard “academic discourse” than
of “alternative discourse,” the acceptance and presence of the latter being
more idiosyncratic than anything else. I think most compositionists, if not
academicians on the whole, would expect the “alternative” forms to exist at
each instructor’s whim more than through larger acceptance by a department
or discourse community—hence the term “alternative.” Similarly, I think
most of Thaiss and Zawacki’s conclusions come as little surprise to most
compositionists, namely that there are some fairly general and agreed upon
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expectations for academic writing overall, and that the level of agreement
diminishes as writing recedes deeper into each discipline and department.
While it might seem as though that is a criticism of Thaiss and Zawacki’s
work, it is not. To the contrary, the authors finally offer the field of composition some substantive and detailed explication and synthesis of the nature
of academic discourse, how it is valued and taught outside composition
programs, how students perceive and achieve successful academic writing,
and what we can do individually and programmatically to forward written
academic discourse. The fact that their study affirms what many of us might
have suspected removes the need for guesswork and instead empowers
compositionists to approach our campuses and writing within the disciplines
with knowledge about what is taking place and how to improve on it.
I hope that the depth of their multi-modal approach will inspire future
longitudinal studies of the same nature. Thaiss and Zawacki incorporate
faculty interviews, student interviews, analyses of writing samples, focus
groups, and surveys, all toward a comprehensive view of what is transpiring
with writing in higher education. Clearly, the implications of their work are
yet to be realized but it should inform writing programs in higher education
for some time to come.
Indiana, Pennsylvania

Relations, Locations, Positions: Composition Theory for Writing Teachers, edited by Peter Vandenberg,
Sue Hum, and Jennifer Clary-Lemon. Urbana: NCTE Press,
2006. 606 pp.
Reviewed by Kyle Jensen, Illinois State University
Over the past decade, the concept “post-process” has developed a rather
notorious reputation in composition studies. Considered by many to advocate a
high brow, anti-pedagogical stance that strays from the traditional goals of our
field’s research (to say the least), it has met considerable resistance from a host
of well-respected scholars such as Susan Miller, Nancy Welch, and Lisa Ede (to
name a few). It is with some curiosity, then, that the recently published Relations, Locations, Positions: Composition Theory for Writing Instructors identifies
itself as a “postprocess” anthology that attempts to calibrate new composition
instructors to the emerging conversations in our field. Rather than take aim
at the limitations of the process model, however, the editors claim to move
“beyond process” by collecting some of the past and recent scholarship that
theorizes writing as a complex social phenomenon. Drawing upon three new
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categorical terms to arrange the essays, this collection explores how accounting for social relations, geographical locations, and subject positions expands
our understanding of the activity of writing.
It should be noted from the outset that this anthology adopts a decidedly pedagogical stance that is most clearly articulated in the brief reflective
essays that close each section. These supplemental essays, written by experienced composition instructors, offer strategies for extending the theories
that comprise a majority of the text. As a result, they help to solidify key
concepts such as “genre” or “thirdspace” that are discussed in a predominantly abstract sense and begin to answer the practical questions of “how”
that so often preoccupy new instructors.
I want to spend a majority of this review highlighting the strengths of
Relations, Locations, Positions because it is, in my view, a well-crafted anthology that will be extremely useful to its target audience. At the same time, I
want to pose some questions and offer several critiques to illustrate where its
arguments might have been advanced further. As I hope will become clear, the
term “postprocess” still requires discipline-wide attention, especially when
scholars use it to describe the current trajectories in composition research.
In order to arrive at this point with any clarity, however, a brief summary of
the text’s three main sections is necessary.
The first four essays that open Relations explore how traditional methods
of literacy instruction explicitly resist any deviation from the authorized
norm. In doing so, they illustrate how learning to write is not a simple matter of acquiring the proper skill set, but rather a process of negotiating the
nexus of institutional pressures that attempt to invent writers in a certain way.
Tracing the ideological implications of these normalizing methods, the authors call for more ethical approaches to literacy instruction. Brian Street (in
“What’s New in New Literacy Studies”), for example, encourages his readers
to include alternative literacy practices that challenge dominant epistemologies. Similarly, Patricia Bizzell (in “The Intellectual Work of Mixed Forms of
Academic Discourse”) advocates an open-stance toward mixed-genre texts
that disrupt the formal logic of academic discourse. What becomes clear in
the sequencing of these essays is that they establish a strong background
for the subsequent essays that advance a rhetorical theory of genre. Amy
Devitt’s “Generalizing About Genre” provides an especially useful introduction to these discussions by illustrating how the concept can function as
more than a categorical device. As she explains, genres can be understood as
typified patterns of social practice that establish the conditions for purposeful action; in this sense, genres are “both the product and the process that
creates” forms of social interaction and can thereby be studied to explain
how normative practices maintain uneven relations of power (94). The two
essays that follow, Anis Bawarshi’s “Sites of Invention” and Anthony Paré’s
“Genre and Identity,” examine precisely this issue by analyzing how textual
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artifacts such as syllabi, writing prompts, and record keeping documents
structure perception in order to delimit action. As both essays clearly convey,
“genre” is a powerful tool for helping students identify and subsequently
social critique structures that maintain the status quo. To be sure, this section is foundational reading for instructors who want to help students think
through the social networks that discipline how we write.
Whereas Relations examines the ideological implications of traditional
approaches to literacy instruction, Locations investigates the interconnections between discourse and geographical space. In opening with the
germinal essays “The Ecology of Writing” and “Composition’s Imagined
Geographies,” the editors provide a strong context for understanding the
subsequent essays on eco-composition, biorhetoric, and boundary studies.
In my view, the most compelling feature of this sequence is the tropological
analysis that many of the authors extend to justify a shift toward inquiries
that focus on location. For instance, Nedra Reynolds analyzes how the metaphors “composition-as-city/community” and “cyberspace-as-frontier” carry
political implications that affect how we interpret and thereby interact in
these spaces. In addition, Johnathon Mauk’s “Location, Location, Location”
utilizes the metaphor “student-as-nomad” to theorize how the increasing
absence of a traditional academic space affects how students experience
their education. As each author in this section argues, students must learn
to examine how they and others embody material spaces if we hope to help
them use their literacy education to enact social change. Although each essay
offers an exemplary introduction to location-based research, I might have
included Julie Lindquist’s “Class Ethos and the Politics of Inquiry” because
it so clearly illustrates how material spaces affect the rhetorical strategies
of its inhabitants.
The essays in the final section, Positions, examine how factors of race,
class, sexuality, and ability shape the discursive practices of writers in our
culture. In doing so, they explore a range of topics such as African-American
historiography, disability studies, the problematics of “authentic” Chineseness,
working-class student narratives, and the transformative potential of critiquing whiteness, to illustrate how students might encounter the complexities of
“difference” more responsibly. As several of the authors point out, dominant
literacy practices have made such explorations difficult because they gloss over
the crucial differences that distinguish alternative perspectives. For example,
Peter Vandenberg (in “Taming Multiculturalism”) illustrates how thematic readers who gather “multicultural” texts tend to assimilate differences under one
heading so that they can be managed and taught more efficiently. Of course,
such moves not only strip the political potential from these readings, but also
perpetuate the belief that the experiences of historically marginalized people
are essentially the same. Thus, in an effort to disrupt the momentum of these
dangerous practices, the authors call for a more care-full disposition toward the
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study of difference so that both instructors and students may learn to account
for the complexities in identity that normalizing logics often overlook.
I have resisted the impulse to explain how the term “postprocess” factors
in the essays above so that I may ask a potentially impertinent question: will
the audience gain a better purchase on their arguments by reading them in the
context of this term? If the answer is yes, it is because using this term requires
the editors to account for past approaches to composition instruction/research
that situate the essays within a larger disciplinary history—a strategy that has
obvious benefits. I am concerned, however, that attaching “postprocess” to all
of these essays not only offers little to their arguments, but also neutralizes the
term by making it too inclusive and too coherent. Although I like how the term
forges new connections that may not have otherwise been made, I wonder
how Gesa Kirsch and Joy Ritchie would respond to the argument that they
are “postprocess” theorists because they coauthored an essay on the politics of
location (4). I also wonder why the more radically theoretical approaches to
post-process theory, which are less easily categorized into the three terms that
guide this anthology, aren’t discussed at all. I am surprised, for example, that
Thomas Kent’s work on paralogy is not mentioned, and think that D. Diane
Davis’ “Finitude’s Clamor” would provide a useful complication of both Kent’s
work and some of the other essays in this collection. Of course, the common
complaint is that editors always leave out something that they should have
included in the final cut, and perhaps these essays were considered and ruled
out because they are too specialized for the target audience, but that is not
really my point. My point is that when editors use a deliberately contentious
term such as “postprocess” to arrange a group of essays together, but do not
discuss the term’s history of contention, they fall prey to the same neutralizing
imperatives that their anthology critiques throughout. I do not think that this
absence represents a failure of the text; I am just concerned that this version
of “postprocess” loses some of the edge that I find extremely valuable: an
edge that forces a continuous reconsideration of the possible and impossible
relations between theory and practice, an edge that motivates travels to unexpected locations to push the boundaries of our common assumptions, and
an edge that encourages us to assume positions that purposefully disrupt the
central concepts that have led us into the present moment.
Normal, Illinois
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Identity Papers: Literacy and Power in Higher
Education, edited by Bronwyn T. Williams. Logan: Utah
State UP, 2006. 218 pp.
Reviewed by Brenda Glascott, CSU San Bernardino
In the literacy theory class I teach, the central touch point for the undergraduate students (many of whom are first generation, “non-traditional,”
ethnic minorities themselves) has proved to be the James Gee-Lisa Delpit
debate about the conflicts between home and academic discourses. While my
students argue persuasively for siding with Delpit in this debate, testifying
to their own abilities to code-switch, for instance, the essays in the quirky
collection Identity Papers: Literacy and Power in Higher Education are unified
by a Gee-ian assumption that acculturation into academic discourse (which is,
overall, characterized as a homogenous, stable category) demands a complete
and painful alienation from home discourses. The work of the collection as
a whole, then, is to critique academic discourse and the academic cultures
they construct from diverse perspectives.
Bronwyn T. Williams has gathered thirteen essays which together act
like a prism, bending in different and often-unexpected paths the discussions
about the asymmetrical power relations embedded in academic discourse .
The book is organized into three parts. Part 1 offers four essays tackling what
Williams calls “Institutions and Struggles for Identities.” Part 2, also containing
four essays, appears under the heading “Identity in the Composition Classroom.” Part 3, “Identity Outside the Institutional Walls,” offers three essays
and Min-Zhan Lu’s conclusion-essay that traces concerns about materiality
and the body through the collection. As the organizational headings suggest,
the collection is highly focused on the “institutionality” of composition and
the teaching of an academic discourse which, according to Williams, forces
students and teacher to adopt “literacy identities” that “can often run counter
to our other identities outside the classroom, leaving us feeling isolated and
powerless” (1). The project of the collection is both to identify the definitions
of academic literacy—and the pedagogies perpetuating these definitions—that
create this isolation and powerlessness. As antidote to this poisonous academic
literacy identity, Williams offers the essays to “illustrate how writing helps [the
authors] and their students compose alternative identities that may allow the
connection of professional identities with internal desires and sense of self”
(2). He directly appeals to graduate student readers, urging them to use the
collection as a key for unlocking the unspoken about professional identities
so that they can knowingly accommodate or resist them.
The three essays I most enjoyed in the collection include James T.
Zebroski’s “Social Class as Discourse: The Construction of Subjectivities
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in English,” Patricia Harkin’s “Excellence is the Name of the (Ideological)
Game,” and Tara Pauliny’s “When ‘Ms. Mentor’ Misses the Mark: Literacy
and Lesbian Identity in the Academy.” These three essays, all in part 1, share
careful attention to the meaning of particular terms and move from personal
story to theory to suggestions for action as they unpack the ways in which
the academic’s identity is classed, professionalized, and marked sexually.
Zebroski uses an incident of miscommunication between himself and his
blue collar father to think through the multiple discourses we use to talk
about social class. He identifies six “often contradictory” discourses about
social class which, he argues, determine the “line of argument,” “key words,”
“values,” and “subject positions and identities” available in any discussion
about class (21). Zebroski ends the essay by outlining six ways of using his
theory of social class discourse in composition pedagogy. His most significant
intervention here follows his critique of one version of professional writing
pedagogy when he calls for the “dual need to teach the conventions of ruling discourse and critique those conventions through new forms,” forms he
envisions as emerging from students’ experiences (27).
Harkin’s essay is a manifesto of sorts against the complicity of compositionists in the corporatizing of the university—a complicity she identifies
with our often-desperate accommodations to what she calls “grant culture”
which creates a situation in which compositionists “aspire to be a ‘funded
researcher’ rather than . . . a person who seeks to theorize writing so that she
can teach it” (40). Harkin offers ten concrete suggestions for how to strategically counter what she argues is the “dangerous” discourse of “excellence”
which undergirds grant culture. In “When ‘Ms. Mentor’ Misses the Mark,”
Tara Pauliny explores how the academic identities forged through “professional literacy acquisition” are marked sexually. Pauliny offers evidence that
this sexuality continues to be compulsively heterosexual with some truly
astounding excerpts from Emily Toth’s Ms. Mentor advice column. Toth’s
discomfort with queer sexualities is painfully obvious in Pauliny’s reading,
and Pauliny explores how following “Ms. Mentor’s” advice to draw a strict line
between the public and the personal encouraged her to “pass” as straight in
her own classrooms. Pauliny persuasively argues that this strict line “leaves
no room for a queer academic to perform as such” (70).
The identities available to academics are also explored in Janet Alsup’s
“Speaking from the Borderlands: Exploring Narratives of Teacher Identity”
and in Lynn Worsham’s “Composing (Identity) in a Posttraumatic Age.”
Alsup explodes assumptions about the professional identities secondary
school teachers construct, arguing that pre-service teachers “must develop
a sense of professional identity that incorporates his or her personal subjectivities with the professional/cultural expectations of what it means to be a
‘teacher’” (111). She argues that this process is accompanied by a “borderland discourse” which encompasses both the personal and the professional.
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Worsham urges compositionists to recognize themselves “not first of all as
scholars and teachers of writing, but as subjects in and of trauma” (172).
Arguing that our historical moment is uniquely “catastrophic,” marked by
“unprecedented historical trauma” (170), Worsham warns composition
teachers from naively assuming that personal narrative is healing.
Academic identities aren’t the only identities under review in this collection. Several essays tackle the identities assigned to students in writing
classrooms. In “She Toiled for a Living: Writing Lives and Identities of
Older Female Students,” Mary Hallet argues that the academy often “flattens” the identity of older, female students because their bodies are often
marked in relation to reproduction. Hallet discusses an evening course on
autobiographic writing she teaches in which she creates opportunities for
non-traditional students to resist this flattening and own their own “contingent, layered, and fluid identities” (80). In “Literacy, Identity, and the
‘Successful’ Student Writer,” William Carpenter and Bianca Falbo describe
how students’ representations of themselves as writers change after they
work as writing tutors. After serving as “Writing Associates” at Lafayette
College, the students Carpenter and Falbo work with represent themselves
as “more conscious about writing as a recursive process” (100). Carpenter
and Falbo suggest that students base their initial identities as writers on
external responses to their writing; students construct more complicated
identities as writers only when they shift their focus from external responses
to internal responses. In “Who are They and What Do They Have to Do
with What I Want to Be? The Writing of Multicultural Identity and College
Success Stories for First-Year Writers,” James R. Ottery begins by arguing
that students are often unable to “relate” to multicultural texts because
first-year students are shaped by the cursory reading habits formed through
engagement with popular culture. Ottery impresses on his students that a
university education, and the acculturation into academic discourse that
this education requires, will inevitably change students and partially alienate them from their origins. Ottery believes that this sacrifice is a necessary
first step toward reforming university discourse.
Several essays in the collection report on work undertaken in various
sites of our field. In “The Feminist WPA Project: Fear and Possibility in the
Feminist ‘Home,’” Shannon Carter explores the difficulties she encountered—often from the writing tutors who worked for her—when she attempted to implement a “Feminist WPA Project” which sought to validate the
home discourses students brought with them to school. In “Migratory and
Regional Identity,” Robert Brooke discusses issues about identity and place
raised by the Nebraska Writing Project Rural Institutes. In “Some Trouble
with Discourses: What Conflicts between Subjects and Ethnographers Tell
Us about What Students Don’t/Won’t/Can’t Say,” Sally Chandler discusses
objections her subjects raised to the way she originally represented them
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in an ethnographic study she conducted. Using this experience and ethnographic theory, Chandler suggests that writing students can be understood
as occupying positions analogous to ethnographic subjects.
Missing from this collection is any exploration of the multiple
kinds of professional discourses one can locate in the academy or a sense
that “academic discourse” is ever-evolving, intangible, and always-already
subject to hybridization. I expected to find work informed, for instance, by
Gloria Anzaldúa and I was quite surprised by this absence. Nonetheless, I
would recommend this collection to anyone interested in the narratives we
construct about who we become as we make our way in the academy and
who our students become in our classrooms.
San Bernardino, California

“What about Rose?”: Using Teacher Research to
Reverse School Failure, by Smokey Wilson. New York:
Teachers College Press, 2007. 208 pp.
Reviewed by Jenn Fishman, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
In the present era of assessment and increasingly large-scale writing
studies, anyone who wonders what teacher-researchers can contribute
should read “What about Rose?”: Using Teacher Research to Reverse School
Failure. Part professional memoir, part research narrative, and part how-to
guide, Smokey Wilson’s contribution to the Teachers College Press Practitioner Inquiry series (ed. Marilyn Cochran-Smith and Susan L. Lytle) makes
a compelling case for teacher research as “an agency for change.” Twenty
years ago, when teacher-researchers were “just beginning to find [their]
voices,” Dixie Goswami and Peter Stillman made a similar argument (v),
and they invited readers of Reclaiming the Classroom: Teacher Research as
an Agency for Change “to consider the potential of classroom inquiry to
improve the quality of education” (vi). Recognizing the “unmistakably
political and polemical quality” of such claims, James Berlin heralded
teacher research as a powerful movement with “the potential to become
a revolutionary force in schooling” (3, 10). “What about Rose?” captures
the revolution at work, although Wilson reminds us that education is not
a battleground, and school change is not a victory to be won through agonistic engagement. Instead, practicing an irenic rhetoric, Wilson shows how
education practitioners can address systemic problems from the ground
up, one student-teacher interaction at a time.
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For Wilson, the problems with the greatest immediacy are problems she
finds closest to home: namely, schools’ persistent failure to serve the adult
learners and minority students whose stories anchor our own. Writing with
more than forty years’ experience in urban northern California community
college classrooms, Wilson took her first faculty job not long after NCTE
published Research in Written Composition (1963). More than a decade later,
and despite a rush of new activity, Wilson was not the only one to critique
the busy scene of writing researching. As Lee Odell wrote, “Little wonder that
both experienced and prospective teachers express some dissatisfaction . . .
at the suggestion that they read or, worse, actually conduct some research”
(106). With Odell, Wilson observed a great divide between instruction and
inquiry, and she witnessed first-hand the lack of reciprocity between universities and community colleges. Against a backdrop of pedagogies and
policies designed to support students’ right to their own language(s), Wilson
also saw significant flaws in extant theories of intelligence, language, and
culture, none of which helped teachers like herself work effectively across
cultural differences in the classroom. Wondering in particular “why the
remedial classes were almost always filled with African American students”
(3), Wilson posed several questions that remain relevant today: “Why did
some learners succeed while others continued old patterns?” and “What was
the route from basic skills to academic literacy?” (3-4).
Talk, specifically the kind of talk that makes literacy contagious, lies
at the heart of Wilson’s answers (79), and “What about Rose?” traces the
development of her argument, following the chronological progression of
teacher research through getting started, finding a focus, collecting and
analyzing artifacts, and writing it up. In chapters 1 and 2, Wilson recalls
her own start, and she remembers Rose and Mark: “Similar students, different outcomes” (9). While both black basic writers struggled with school
before coming to college, Rose made progress in Wilson’s class, while Mark
dropped out. Transcripts from their tutorials show how, for some students,
writing can be an activity that bleeds the life out of speech (13), and conversations with Mark illustrate how language difference can foil even the
most well-intentioned teachers. Describing the inadequacies of explanatory
rubrics available at the time, Wilson identifies two main sources of school
failure: scholars’ failure to understand the factors that influence differences
in student learning (14-19), and teachers’ failure to communicate effectively
with students like Mark, whose speech and silences boggled Wilson’s own
attempts at instruction (26-27).
The ensuing search for solutions takes Wilson to education psychology,
leading her over time from models of intelligence deficit and economic deprivation (14-19) to early theories of cultural and linguistic difference (2832) to Lev Vygotsky’s work on cognition and learning. Published in English
between 1962 and 1978, Vygotsky’s major statements about the sociability
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of education helped many teachers and researchers find their focus, and
Wilson’s readers will recognize how and why she, too, situated her work
at the zone of proximal development. In practice, Wilson used audio and
video to record “learning in situ” (53), and she used pragmatic theories of
language to interpret her interactions with students. Trying to understand
why Rose and Anthony changed as writers, while Mark and Kelly did not,
Wilson arrived a turning point in her work. Recasting school failure as a
problem rooted in miscommunication, chapters 3 and 4 recall her growing
awareness of cultural difference as rhetorical differences in style and expectation that teachers and students can negotiate.
Chapters 5 and 6 depict the teacher-researcher in action, collecting
data for case studies and pilot research. These chapters also show writing
research at the advent of New Literacy Studies, when reading and writing
were reconceived as social practices organized by the same power structures
that college English was learning to deconstruct (73). Buoyed by these emergent concepts and critical frameworks, Wilson shifted her attention to three
students: Darleen, Gloria, and Ruth. Listening to Darleen’s audio reading
journal, Wilson tracked her semester-long journey toward engagement and
a felt sense that “knowledge is power,” at least for people with access and
opportunities to use it (69). And conferences with Gloria and Ruth helped
Wilson distinguish which type of knowledge mattered most to many struggling writers: reading, reasoning skills, or the ability to hold smooth and
focused conversations with teachers (81). Countering the conventional
wisdom that yoked the three Rs—reading, reasoning, and ‘riting—Wilson
concluded that “successful interaction seemed a variable that outweighed
other influences” (87), and she planned further research, eager to move
beyond “accounting for school failure” and to “show what school success
looked like for students who statistically were expected to fail” (92).
Chapters 7 and 8 report on two different studies: Wilson’s doctoral
research and a subsequent survey-based project sponsored by an NCTE
Classroom Inquiry Grant. In the former, Wilson analyzed transcripts from
50 writing conferences and 50 related essays, seeking correlations between
students’ writing and both their speech and their interactions with teachers (99-101). Her findings confirm the importance of pre-writing talk to
successful academic composing (98), and they connect message-centered
speech with high-scoring essays (104). Even more importantly, Wilson writes,
“If I had to choose one feature that will do the most toward inviting the
student into student-teacher conversation, I would choose in-the-moment
conversational repairs” (109): the questions, words of encouragement, and
acknowledgements of misunderstanding that can move awkward or stalled
conversations back on track and toward good writing. Of course, generalizations about talk are complicated by the many languages students speak,
and Wilson’s later work examined the interrelationship of academic identity,
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spoken language, and school success, starting from the premise that studentteacher communication was vital to both participants (121).
Wilson’s volume concludes twice, first with a chapter on writing up research and second with an appendix entitled “Guide to Classroom Research
for Teachers.” The former models the kind of highly contextualized reporting
that ensures both micro- and macro-structural issues are addressed, and it
contains Wilson’s signature combination of personal anecdotes, data analysis,
and scholarly reference. Wilson also discusses the overarching value of classroom research, although some readers will leave her closing remarks about
“what is now” and “what may be” disappointed that she did not take up the
gauntlet against punitive state and federal education mandates, while other
readers may wish Wilson had said more about how teacher-researchers can
use their results to talk back directly to administrators and policy-makers.
While such issues fall well within the purview of teacher research, they fall
outside the scope of Wilson’s book, which concludes instead with a practical
turn. Prioritizing teaching and research practice, the “Guide to Classroom
Research” reduces chapters one through nine, reframing them for teachers
who “are doing research on top of their regular teaching assignments” and
“who need an outline . . . so they can move quickly into their own classroom
study” (153). Designed to be helpful and reassuring, the guide encapsulates
the how and why of classroom inquiry, and it provides a series of practical
exercises as well as references to support further study.
Both highly accessible and consistently rich with insight, “What about
Rose?” is a book that has many audiences, including—but not limited to—the
teacher who reads Wilson’s guide first and who dips into other chapters
only when need dictates or time allows. As it would for the community
college or P-12 classroom, Wilson’s case for teacher-researcher agency is
also relevant to four-year college and university educators: faculty, staff,
and administrators who still have much to learn about cultivating student
success across cultural difference. “What about Rose?” is a book poised to
draw these readerships together, providing an invitation as well as a guide
to future work, from the ground up.
Knoxville, Tennessee
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RCSA
The Rhetoric
and Composition
Sound Archives
The Rhetoric and Composition
Sound Archives is a national
organization dedicated to
the collection, production,
and preservation of audio,
visual, and print interviews
that document the history
of rhetoric and composition
studies.
The RCSA seeks to bring
together all persons interested
in interviews and oral histories
as a means of scholarly
research by supporting
standards of excellence in data
collection, documentation,
and uses of oral testimony.
Operating in tandem with
other archival collections, the
RCSA will provide audiotape,
digitized, and transcribed
materials for scholarly research.
For more details, visit
http://www.rcsa.tcu.edu

CONTRIBUTORS

John Charles Goshert is Assistant Professor of English and Writing Program Coordinator at Utah Valley State College, where he teaches courses in
contemporary critical theory, LGBT/queer literature, contemporary American literature, and Multi-Ethnic American literature. Among his current
research projects are articles which examine representations and politics of
gender in Asian American literature, subcultures and avant-gardism, and
the philosophy of science. He is completing a textbook focusing on research
writing for first year composition courses, Entering the Academic Conversation: Strategies for Research Writing, which is scheduled to be published by
Prentice Hall in 2008.
Teresa Grettano is a PhD candidate in English Studies at Illinois State
University and a Visiting Instructor of English and Writing at The University
of Tampa. She was supposed to be a lawyer, but she accidentally became
a peer tutor in the Writing Lab as an undergraduate. She read Decolonising the Mind by Ngugi wa Thiong’o in her first semester of her MA and
screamed, “This! I wanna do this!” to which she was told she should study
rhetoric. Since then, she has subjected countless undergraduates to rhetorical and critical theory in her writing classes. She hopes to relinquish her
perpetual student status this year by finishing her dissertation on subjectivity and terrorism.
bonnie lenore kyburz is an Associate Professor of English specializing
Rhetoric and Composition Studies. She teaches at Utah Valley State College, where she serves as one of four Writing Program Coordinators. bonnie is currently interested in film and image and new media work in Composition. Since 2003, she has been developing her skill as a filmmaker and
focusing upon the production of digital films (among many discursive practices) as valuable rhetorical work for the First Year Composition classroom.
bonnie also volunteers with the Sundance Institute and serves as a Theater
Manager for the Sundance Film Festival; she owes a debt of gratitude to
Sundance for encouraging her to see herself as capable of working in film.
bonnie has published in College English and other NCTE publications, and
one of her short films may be seen live on May 15th in Kairos: A Journal of
Rhetoric and Technology. She is currently working on a book exploring film
discourses in Composition and a documentary on animator/filmmaker, M
Dot Strange.
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Thomas Reynolds is Associate Professor and Director of First-Year Writing in the Department of Writing Studies at the University of Minnesota. He
has published essays in various journals, including Journal of Basic Writing
and Journal of Developmental Education.
Geoffrey Sirc works in the English Department at the University of Minnesota. He lives in Minneapolis.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Summer Seminar in Rhetoric & Composition: June 1-6,
2008. Michigan State University.
This seminar focuses on helping first-year writing teachers and administrators improve writing instruction. Prominent figures in the field run all-day
workshops that facilitate the integration of innovative pedagogies and practices. This year’s keynote address will be given by Janice Laurer on June 1.
Full-day workshops will be facilitated by June 2) Charles Bazerman, June
3) Danielle DeVoss, Jeff Grabill, and Bill Hart-Davidson, June 4) Malea
Powell, June 5) Beatrice Quarshie-Smith, and June 6) Krista Ratcliffe. Participants may attend one or more days of the workshop. For further information, see our website at http://kairos.wide.msu.edu/~seminar

Call for Proposals – 2008 Graduate Research Network
The Graduate Research Network (GRN) invites proposals for its 2008
workshop, May 21, 2008, at the University of Georgia in Athens, GA.
The C&W Graduate Research Network is an all-day pre-conference event,
open to all registered conference participants at no charge. Roundtable
discussions will group those with similar interests and discussion leaders who will facilitate discussion and offer suggestions for developing
research projects and for finding suitable venues for publication. We encourage anyone interested or involved in graduate education and scholarship--students, professors, mentors, and interested others--to participate
in this important event. The GRN welcomes those pursuing work at any
stage, from those just beginning to consider ideas to those whose projects
are ready to pursue publication.
Participants are also invited to apply for travel funding through the
CW/GRN Travel Grant Fund. Deadline for submissions is May 1, 2008.
For more information or to submit a proposal, visit our Web site at
http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/writling/GRN/2008/index.html or email
jwalker@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Journal of
Teaching
Writing
The Journal of Teaching Writing (JTW), now in its twenty-sixth year of publication, is the only national journal devoted to the teaching of writing at all academic
levels, from pre-school to the university, and in all subject areas of the curriculum. It publishes refereed articles, book reviews, and professional announcements. Contributors of manuscripts receive signed and substantive reviews from
members of our Editorial Board, which is composed of distinguished teachers
and writers from all educational levels and geographic regions of the U.S.; approximately 20% of manuscript submissions are published annually. Published
by the Indiana Teachers of Writing, the Journal has led the field in its attempts to
demystify the editorial review process and to model the teaching of writing as a
process of reflection and revision.
EDITORS: Barbara Cambridge, Editor; Kim Brian Lovejoy, Associate Editor;
Janis Haswell, Review Editor
TOPICS AND PROFILE OF READERSHIP: JTW is a refereed journal for
classroom teachers and researchers at all academic levels whose interest or
emphasis is the teaching of writing. Appearing semi-annually, JTW publishes
articles on the theory, practice, and teaching of writing throughout the curriculum. Each issue covers a range of topics from composition theory and discourse analysis to curriculum development and innovative teaching techniques.
Contributors are reminded to tailor their writing for a diverse readership with
interests that are more practical than theoretical.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Four copies of each manuscript, each including a separate sheet with the author’s name, address, e-mail, telephone and fax
numbers, and a short biographical paragraph. Submissions should be typewritten, double spaced, and conform to the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research
Papers, 2003. Inquiries may be sent to klovejoy@iupui.edu or jtw@iupui.edu.
SEND MANUSCRIPTS TO: Journal of Teaching Writing, Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis, 425 University Blvd., CA 243B, Indianapolis,
IN 46202. Please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope for the return of
one manuscript.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Individuals- $20.00 (within United States,
$25.00 outside U.S.); Libraries- $25.00 (within United States, $30.00 outside
U.S.)
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